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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCT rem 
History and Development of Hays, Kansas 
Hays, Kansas is located on Big Creek exactly midway 
between the east and west boundaries of Eliis County and 
five miles south of the geo graphical center. Ellis County 
was named after Lieutenant George Ellis of the Twelfth 
Kansas Infantry and until 1867 was a part of the unorganized 
territory of Western Kansas. The county was organized in 
1867 and has about 576,000 acres or 900 square miles. It is 
bounded on the north by Rooks County, on the south by Rush 
County, on the east by Russell County, and on the west by 
l 
Trego County. 
Tbe first settlement in Ellis County was the establish-
ment of a military post, Fort Fletcher, on Big Creek, fourteen 
miles s outhwest of the present site of Hays in 1865.
2 
Fort 
Fletcher was completely destroyed by a flood in the spring of 
186? and consequently was abandoned. General Pope established 
Fort Hays on its present site in the SBI!le year. The estab-
lishment of the military post of Fort Hays and the almost 
simul taneous completion of the Kansas Pacific Railroad to the 
l . A. T. Andreas, History of the State~£ Kansas, p. 1289. 
2. Frank w. Blackmar, Kansas,~ Cyclopedia of State History, 
p . 578 . 
2 
. 3 same point largely detemined the location of Hays City. 
I n 1867 a few adventurous individuals, of whom the Lull 
brothers of Salina were the most prominent, located and 
erected a few rudely constructed buildings, with the inten-
t ~on of establishing a town, and called it Rome. The site 
was just west of the present site of Hays and south of Big 
Creek. The inhabitants left this site to move to the new city 
of Hays because of a more advantageous location nearer the 
railroad and the fort.
4 
In the latter part of the same year that the city of 
Ror~e was established, a group of men from St. Louis, consist-
ing of William E. Webb, w. J. Wells and Judge Knight, selected 
three sections of land for colonization which embraces the 
present site of Hays. The men immediately returned east and 
in June, 1867, Mr. Webb returned to Fort Hays and surveyed 
and platted a pi ece of land for a town, calling the site Hays 
City. The population grew rapidly in the newt wn and many 
houses were built. The completion of the construction of the 
r ailroad to this point provided an added impetus to the growth 
of Hays City and the evacuation of Rome .
5 
When the town was not a year old the population had g:r,own 
to 1,000 but l ater event s proved that such rapid growth could 
only be of a temporary nature. ~ile Hays City was the western 
terminus of th e railroad it was also the outfitting station for 
3 . A. T . Andreas , _Q£ . Cit., p . 1289. 
4 . I~id . , p . 1290 . 
5 . Ibid . 
all wagon trains following the Smoky Hill route westward 
and business was lively. The ten:ninus of the railroad was 
moved to Sheridan in 1868 and many residents and business 
3 
men moved with it and there was a sharp decline in population. 6 
The early records of Ellis Count y were imp erfectly kept. 
There are no records to show when the first election was or-
dered, and administration was difficult as is shown by the 
fact that the first three sheriffs died violent deaths. 
Governor Crawford appointed the first county officials 
in 1867. J . E. Walker, Dennis Ryan, and William Rose were 
the first county commissioners. J. W. Co nnor was the first 
county clerk , Thomas Canlon the first sheriff, and N:: . E. 
Joyce the first justice of the p eace because there was no 
other court at the time.
7 The first case in the dis trict 
court in the county, which was established on April 14, 1868, 8 
was 11 State of Kansas'* vs. "William Burk" and the presiding 
attorney was S. B. White. In another case (Rugg es and Ryan 
vs. Ranahan, 1872) the p r esiding judge, Hono rable Judge 
Humphrey, was forced to flee to the fort for protection be-
g 
cause his decision infuriated a certain cl ass of the people. 
The first couple married in Ellis County was Peter Tondell 
and Elizabeth Duncan in 1868, and the first child born in 
tbe county was John Bauer, January 29, 1868. The first instru-
ment recorded in the county office of Regist e r of Deeds was a 
6. _Q£. Cit. 
7. Ibid., p . 1293. 
8. Ellis County, Kansas, Appearance Docket, Volume A, P• 1. 
9. A. T. Andreas, 2£.· Cit., p. 237. 
4 
de ed conveying Lot 23, in Block 5 of Hays City, from Hiram 
L. Cowdry to O. B. Taylor for $300, and dated March 3, 18?1.10 
Hays was made the temporary county seat of Ellis County 
in 1867 . It was n ade the permanent county seat in 18?0 and 
has hel d that position ever since. The first court house was 
built in 1873. All interest in the town site was conveyed to 
M:art in All en, Leo n. Jones and Anna. Augustine. The first and 
ori g inal plot of the to,m was filed 1,ray l ?, 1873. 11 
The United States Land Office was located in Hays from 
1875 to 18?9, when it was moved to Wakeeney, Kansas. 12 
The United States Post Office was located in wh a t had 
previously be en a hotel in 1888. The changing conditions in 
the county, was shown by the abando nm ent of the military 
post, September 27, 1889. Modernization of the city was evi-
denced by the installation of electric street lights in 1890. 
Literary app reciat i on was advanced by th e presentation 
of the Hays Public Library to the city from the Saturday Af-
ternoon Club and the Carnegie Institute in 1904 and its open-
ing in 1911 . 
Hays is a medical cent er and has two modern hospitals 
13 
with a total bed capacity of over 145 beds. 
There ar e 18 commercial and social organizations, 7 
b . t. 14 chur ch es , and 2 newspapers and pu lica ions. 
10. A. T. Andreas, History of the State of Kansas, p. 1293. 
11. l b i d. , p • 129 2 • 
1 2·. I bid. 
13. Ka nsas Chamber of Commerce, Industrial Survey of Ka nsas, 
p . 38 . 
14 . ~-, p . 26. 
5 
Educa t i on 
The firs t school in Rays was a private school conducted 
by a Mr. Reese in 1869 for a tenn of 30 days. In the follow-
i ng year a M.rs . J ones conducted the first public school. The 
first public school was built in 1873 when $12,000 in bonds 
were voted for that purpose. The first parochial school was 
built in 1884.15 
In 1895 the Legislature asked Congress to donate the 
site south of Hays for a branch of the St ate Agricultural 
College and on March 27, 1900, Congress passed an act ceding 
to the state of Kansas the lands embraced within the Fort 
Hays filitary Reservation for the purpose of establishing 
thereon a normal school, an agricultural expe r i ment station, 
and a public park. The Fort Hay s Experiment Station was 
founded in 1903. William Picken Hall, the first building of 
the Western State Normal School, was completed and dedica ted 
in June, 1908. 16 
In 1940 Hays had two grade schools, one junior-high 
school and a senior high school employing forty teachers 
and had a total enrollment of 1086. Fort Hays Kansas State 
College employs eighty full-time instructors and had an en-
rollment of 1083. St. Joseph's Cole ge and Military Academy 
17 
employed thirty-eight instructors and had an enrollment of 242. 
15. A. T. Andreas, .Q.£• Cit., p. 1292. 
16 . Fort Rays Kansas State College, Quarterly Bulletin, 1939, 
p . 19 . 
1 7 . Kansas Educational Directory, 1940-41, p. 71. 
6 
Father Fogarty from Solomon City organized the first 
Catholic Church in 1877, which was the first church edifice 
in the town. The Sisters of St. Agnes came to Hays in 1880. 
Churches were also built in Hays by the Presbyterians in 1879, 
the Lutherans in 1880, the Baptists in 1886, and the Metho-
18 
dists in 1878. The Lutheran Church burned in 1901 and was 
rebuilt in 1902, in the same year as the erection of st • 
.Joseph's Church. 
Recreation 
Recreational facilities are many and varied. There are 
the Kansas Frontier Historical Park, embracing 200 acres of 
picnicking and fishing grounds; a swimming pool; golf course; 
tennis and baseball grounds; and a bandshell. Bonds have re-
cently been voted to construct a municipal auditori1.m1. There 
19 
are two theaters with a total seating capacity of 1,050. 
Industries 
From very early in its history Hays has been somewhat 
of an industrial town. Its industries have been steadily 
increasing and expanding, although a few enterprises have 
been abandoned, such as the cement factory six miles west of 
town and an iron foundry, which was erected in 1890. 
One of the first pennanent industries was the establish-
ment of a newspaper of which Hays has always had one or more. 
18. Ellis County Star, April 14, 1878. 
19. Kansas Chamberof Commerce, Industrial Survey of Kansas, 
p. 24. 
The first one was· the ••Railway Advance", established in 186?. 20 
Agriculture is the largest single industry in Ellis County 
and Hays is a distributing and trading center to fanners and 
for their equipment. Hays is also a marketing place for many 
farm products. In the peak year of 1931 Ellis County produced 
a total of all farm products valued at $3,191,780. In wheat 
production, which is the most important farm product, Ellis 
County produced an annual average of 2,000,000 bushels for a 
ten-year period. 
Oil wells, which have come to be one of the most impor-
tant industries of recent years, numbered 620 producing wells 
as of November 1, 1940, with a combined p otential of 1,341,142 
barrels daily. The Bemis Pool, the largest in Kansas, had a 
potential of 851,429 barrels daily. 21 
Since Ellis County produces large quantities of wheat, 
it is natural that there should be grain elevators and flour 
mills. The first mill in the county was a small one built 
in 18?6. Mr.~ . Yost built a larger mill t hree-fourths of · 
a mile west of Hays in 1879, driven by st earn power, at a cost 
of $20 ,000. Mr. Jacob Meier built a larger modern mill in 
Hays in 1881, driven by steam power, at a cost of $30,000 . 
The first grain elevator was built in the same year and there 
are several at the present time. 22 
20. A. T. Andreas, History of the State of Kansas, p. 1293. 
21. Chamber of Commerce of Hays-;-Brief inBehalf of the 
Chamber of Commerce, before the Civil AeronauticsAuthor-
ity, Nov-.-1940, p. 5. 
22 •• T. Andreas, 2£• Cit. 
8 
The most successful industrial p r oduction concerns in 
Hays toda y are the Hays Flour Mill with a 1,000 barrels daily 
capac ity and the Central Kansas Power and Li ght Comp a ny, which 
has a 9 , 000 horsepower capacity. In addition to these there 
are abou t 20 smaller manufacturing establishments, each of 
which hires from l to 25 employees an~ either manufactures, 
fabricates, or processes some comm odities. 23 
Kr. H. P. Wilson established the first bank in 1879. 
There are two banks, a state and a national bank, with an av-
erage daily clearance of about $125,000. Two finance and 
credit companies, and one building a nd loan association com-
plete the financial establishm ents in Hays with the exception 
24 
of those maintained by the governm ent. 
Direct passenger and mail services are available to the 
East and ,Yest through Kansas City and Denver by mea ns of the 
Union Pacific Railroad, and two throu gh bus lines . Sim ilar 
freight connections are made by the railroad an t wo truck-
ing lines. United States Hi ghways 40 and 1 83 i ntersect at 
Hays. Hays has one private taxi service. 
Communication services are available to a ny c omm unicable 
point through the Bell Telephone Company and t h e West ern Union 
Telegraph Company. Hays is also close to sev eral radio b road-
casting systems which have national and international services. 
23 . Kans as Chamber of ~ommerce, ~- ~it., p. 19. 
24 . Ib i d., p . 20. 
9 
Unskilled labor is in excess of the demand . There 
are about 135 skilled and semi-skilled laborers. There are 
no labor unions and no great seasonal fluctuation in 
labor. 25 
The following table shows the postal receipt s in Hays 
from 1935 to 1939. 26 
Table I. Postal receipts from 1935 to 1939. 
Date . Total Receipts . 
1935 $34,688 .42 
1936 . 38,040.35 : . 
1937 42,536.60 . . 
1938 . 43,534.19 . 
1939 . 40,796.44 . . . 
The postal receipts in Hays show a generally in-
creasing mail clearance annually from 1935 to 1938. 
Streets 
In 1939 there were 28 .75 miles of city Ftreets, 188 
blocks with curb and gutter, 3 blocks of concrete pave-
ment, 172 blocks of brick pavement, 5 blocks of oil mat, 
6 blocks of oil penetration, 119 blocks of graded and 
drained dirt streets and 5 blocks of paved alleys. There 
were 4.2 miles of storm sewer, 17.39 miles of combination 
sanitary and drainage sewers, and a sewage dispo sal plant. 
Garbage is collected in trucks and the streets are 
25. Kansas Chamber of Commerce, _Q£. Cit., p . 20. 
26. Ibid., p. 9. 
cleaned by hand. 27 
Various oi l suppl y companies have about 16 local 
outlets in Hays . There are about 6 wholesale distri-
buting hou ses l oca t ed i n Hays whi ch distribute commo-
dities to var ious parts of tnis section of Kansas and 
about 50 t ravelers represent ing distributing companies 
make t h eir homes here . 
Nativi t y of Population 
10 
The firs t inhabitants of Hays were largely railroad 
worker s who wer e of native and mixed nationalities . In 
1872 a colony of German- Russians from Pennsylvania settled 
at Hays and i n 1874 and the two years following large 
numbers of Russians came into the county and located in 
colonies . George Grant led an English colony to Ellis 
CountJr in 1873 . One hundred and fifty settled a t Victoria, 
but by 1879 most of the Englishmen had returne to Engl and 
because t hey considered the land unfit for agriculture. 
Hays City l ost in population after 1869 because the 
t ermi nus of the railroad was moved wes t ward and ua.t!y of 
t h e bus iness men moved out . It also lost it population 
from 1889 t o 1900 because of crop failures, and the cli-
mate was considered unsuitable for extensive agriculture. 
The population had been to 2, 1JOO in ld89, and even though 
t here was a shar p dec l i ne , the population has increased 
27. Kan sas Cnamber of commerce , Industrial survey of 
Kan sas , p. 18. 
11 
steadily after 1900 and is apparently of a permanent nature 
because of the large number of dwellings which have been 
built. Dwellings totaled 950 in 1939, 58 per cent of which 
were ovmer-occupied. Expansion is apparent from the fact 
that 206 dwellings were built from 1934 to 1939. 28 
Table II. Building permits issued from 1935 to 1939. 
Date 
1935----------------
1936----------------
1937----------------
1938----------------
1939----------------
Number 
59 
136 
li:::-9 
86 
88 
Total Value 
$99,735 
249 ,450 
197,177 
276,186 
103,099 
The following table shows the population since 1900. 29 
Table III. Population of Hays in five year intervals from 
1900 to 1940 
28. 
. 29. 
1900 -------- 1291 1925 ---------- 4444 
1905 -------- 1705 1930 ---------- 4618 
1910 -------- 1961 1935 ---------- 5006 
1915 -------- 2358 1940 ---------- 6318 
1920 -------- 3165 
Kansas Chamber of commerce, .QE. Cit., p. 26. 
Chamber of Commerce of Hays. A Brief in Behalf of 
the Chamber of commerce, before the Civil Aeronau-
tics Authority, Nov. 25, 1940, p. 5. 
Nativity and distribution of population are shown 
in the following table. 30 
Table IV. Population Distribution in Hays, 1930. 
Per Per 
12 
Population groups Hays Cent Kansas Cent 
Total population 4618 1,880,999 
Male population 2255 
Female population 2363 
Native white and 
Native parentage 3081 67% 1,453,442 78% 
Native white and 
Foreign or mixed 
Parentage 1250 27% 269,689 14% 
Foreign born 
Whites 286 6% 69,713 4% 
Negroes 0 0% 66,344 4% 
Hays has almost a normal nativity of population 
with a slightly higher percentage of forei~n born and 
those of foreign parentage than the rest of the state. 
Kind of Government 
Hays has a commissioner-manager form of government. 
The policy determining officials are three city commis-
sioners, one of whom is elected each year for a three 
30. U. s. Bureau of Census, Fifteenth Census of the 
United States. Vol. III, Part I, p. 857.- --
year term. All administrative duties are controlled by 
a city manager who is selected by the city corrunissioners. 
He employs city employees, makes recommendations to the 
city commissioners, and prepares an annual budget and 
financial status of the city. 31 The city commissioners 
elect one of their members to be chairman for a year and 
he is the mayor of the city. 
Class of City 
Hays was declared a city of the second class, July 
9, 1909.32 Any city with a population over 2,000 and 
not more than 15,000 may organize as a city of the sec-
ond class. 33 As a city of the second class, it has the 
power to sue and be sued, to purchase or receive as gift 
any real estate and personal property as it is foillld to 
be necessary according to the best interests of the city, 
make contracts, and do all other things necessary in the 
exercise of its corporate or administrative powers . It 
is to have and use a corporate seal, it has the powers 
to change the seal, and it may exercise all other powers 
34 as conferred by law. 
Financial Control 
Financial control of the city is vested in the 
31. Records of Minutes of Commissioners Meetings . Book E., 
p. 20. 
32. Revised Statutes of Kansas, Chapter 12, Section 1021. 
33. Ibid., Chapter 14-;-section 101. 
34. Ibid., Chapter 12, Section 101. 
14 
governing body of the city, 35the three city commis-
sioners. 36 The city manager prepares and presents to 
the city commissioners, each year, a budget and a finan-
cial statement of the financi a l status of the city. 37 
The city treasurer is the director of the city finances. 38 
35. Revised Statutes of Kansas, Chapter 12., Section 103. 
36. Ibid., Section l05. 
37. Ibid., Section 1914. 
38. Hays City, From a Chart Compiled by City Clerk, June., 
1941. 
CHAPTER II 
ADMINISTRATION OF THE TAX SYSTEM 
Taxes are administered according to state laws. 
The county executes the laws of the state and distrib-
utes to the city the tax returns for which they have 
made a levy. 
County Officers 
How cho sen and length of term in office. 
15 
The laws of the State of Kansas are, there shall be 
held a general election on the Tuesday succeeding the 
fir s t Monday of each even-numbered year. At each election 
there shall be elected, in each county, a county clerk, 
county treasurer, register of deeds, county attorney, 
probate judge , sheriff, coroner, county superintendent of 
public instruction, and in counties that may by law be 
entitled to such offices, a county surveyor and county 
assessor. Also in each county a clerk of the district is 
elected. When t he term of any county commissioner ex-
pires in the next succeeding calendar year, the electors 
of that commissioner district elect a county commissioner 
for the next term. 1 
All of the county officers are elected for a two 
1. Revised Statutes of Kansas, Chapter 25, Section 101. 
16 
year term from the county at large except the county 
commissioners. Each county in the state is divided into 
three commis sioner districts, numbered 1, 2, and 3 respec-
tively. A county commissioner is elected from each 
district for a four year term. One commissioner is 
elected at one general election and two at the next. 2 
In any county with a population less than 65,000 
the county clerk shall be the ex-officio county assessor 
and the board of county commissioners shall determine 
his salary. On petition of ten per cent of the voters 
in the county, the question of a full-time county a s sess-
or may be presented to the people to vote on. The board 
of county commi ssioners would have the power to select 
such an assessor and determine his salary. 3 
In Ellis County the county Clerk is ex-officio the 
county assessor. With the exception of the cities of 
Hays and Ellis all real property is assessed by the 
trustees of the townships, who are ex-offi cio the assessors 
of their districts. BY and with the consent of the county 
commi s sioners the County Clerk may subdivide the terri-
tory of any township into two or more assessment districts, 
when the territory is too large for one a sses sor to cover, 
2. QE. Cit., Chapt er 19, Section 201 . 
3. Ibid:-;-section 401. 
and appoint deputy assessors for the districts so sub-
divided.4 
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In any county having 200 or more producing oil wells 
with an assessed valuation of $100,000,000.00 or more, 
the board of county comissioners, may, by resolution, 
appoint someone to assess such property. The term of 
office is two years and in Ellis County the salary is 
$500 annually. 5 
Salaries of the county Officers. 
The county clerk in Ellis County receives $1400 
annually and the county treasurer receives $1600 annual-
ly. Each office is entitled to $700 annually for clerk 
hire. At the discretion of the board of county commis-
sioners additional clerk hire may be made available if 
it is deemed necessary. 6 
The county attorney receives a s alary of $1500 
annually and has $600 available for clerk hire. He may 
also keep all fees allowed him under the prohibitory 
law of the State of Kansas. 7 
The salary of the sheriff is $1800 annually with 
$600 for deputy hire. 8 He also receives 5 cents per 
mile for all distance necessarily traveled in the admin-
istration of his duties and $1 a day to board each pris-
4. Revised Statutes of Kansas, Chapter 79, Section 1411. 
5. Ibid., Chapter 19-;-section 402. 
6. Ibid., Chapter 28, Section 105. 
7. Ibid., Chapter 28, Section 102. 
8. Ibid., Section 106. 
oner in the county jail.9 
The probate judge receives 1300 annually with 
$500 for clerk hire. 10 
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The salary of the register of deeds is $15 O annually 
with $600 for clerk hire. 11 
The salary of the county superintendent of public 
instruction is based on the school population in the 
county and the number of teachers and pupils under his 
supervision . In Ellis County the county superintendent of 
public i nstruction receives $1400 annually and $600 for 
clerk hire. 12 
The clerk of the district court receives a salary of 
$1200 annually and $500 for clerk hire. 13 
The county commissioners receive $5 per day for all 
days in which they perfor m the duties of their office in 
an amount not to exceed $900 annually. They also receive 
10 cents per mile car mileage for all distance necessarily 
traveled in the transaction of their d 1 ties . 14 
The compensation of the deputy as sessors is $3 per day 
for the time actually and necessarily employed in the dis-
charge of their duties. 15 
9. Ellis County Statement of Expenditures and Budg.et 
Appropriations, 1941 
10. Revised Statutes of Kansas, Chapter 28, Section 113. 
11. Ibid., Section 114. 
12. EIITs county, statement of Expenditures and Budget 
A~propriations, June 1941. 
13. Revised Statuted of Kansas, Qp_. Cit., Section 117 
14. Ibid., Section 121. 
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The compensation of the deputy assessors is $3 per 
day for t he time actually and necessarily employed in the 
discharge of their duties. 15 
Because of the large nwnber of oil wells the county 
commis sioners have avpointed a special county assessor 
to assess such pr operty, who received a salary of $750 
for the past year . 16 
Duties of the county officers. 
The county commissioners meet in regular sessions 
at the county seat, on the first Monday of each month. 
Special meetings are held at the call of the chairman or 
at the request of any two members of the boara. 17 
The powers and duties of the county commi s sioners 
are: First, make such orders concerning property be-
longing to the county as may seem expedient. Second, to 
examine and settle all accounts of receipts and expendi-
tures of the county. They are to examine , settle, and 
allow all accounts chargeable against the county and when 
they are settled may issue county orders therefor. Third, 
purchase sites, build and keep in repair all county 
buildings, provide suitable rooms for county purposes. 
Fourth, apportion and order a levy of taxes, borrow upon 
the county•s credit a sum sufficient for the erection 
15. Revised Statutes of Kansas, Chapter 79, Section 1415. 
16. Ellis county, Statement of EXPenditures and Budget 
Appropriations, June, 1941. 
17. Revised Statutes of Kansas, Chapter 19, Section 206. 
of county buildings, or to provide current expenses if 
a deficit appeals in the county funds. Fifth, to rep-
resent the county, care for the county property, and 
manage the business concerns of the county where there 
is no law. Sixth, set off, change, and name the town-
ships and appoint officers for new townships. Seventh, 
establish one or more precincts in each township. 
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Eighth, layout, discontinue, alter, and perform other 
duties respecting roads. Ninth, alter or change the 
route of any state road in the county. Tenth, grant 
licenses for keeping ferries, bridges, and other licenses 
prescribed by law. Eleventh, perform other duties pre-
18 scribed by law. 
The board shall award building contracts to the 
lowest bidder, 19 and all meetings of the board shall be 
open to the public. 20 
The board shall meet within thirty days after elec-
tion and elect a chairman. 21 The chairman of the board 
has the power to administer oaths to any person, con-
cerning any matter submitted to the board or connected 
with their powers and duties. He shall sign all county 
orders, and the board is to examine all county orders. 22 
18. Revised Statutes of Kansas, .QE. Cit., Section 212. 
19. Ibid., Section 214. 
20. Ibid., Section 218. 
21. Ibid., Section 219. 
22. Ibid., Section 225. 
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It is the duty of the board to provide supplies for 
all the county offices and provide official seals. 23 
Each year the board prepares a financial statement 
showing the receipts and expenditures of the county for 
the preceding year, amounts allowed, and a detailed 
statement of the county indebtedness. 24 It also prepares 
a statement of claims allowed after each meeting and an 
estimate of expenditures upon which is based the levy of 
taxes. 25 
The board controls expenditures and printing for 
county purposes, 26 makes a plot of and records any new 
or altered town, 27 and hires the clerks. 28 It may 
allow emergency expenses and a tax may be levied not to 
exceed one percent on taxable property. 29 
The board may purchase 320 acres of land to grant to 
any experiment station which has been created in the 
county by the state on petition of one half the legal 
voters and the cost is not to exceed $DJ .DO per acre. 30 
The board of county commissioners shall also act as 
a county board of equalization to determine the fair and 
equal assessment of property and the county clerk shall be 
the clerk of said board. The board meets on the thir d 
Monday in May of each year, in the office of the county 
23. Rev~sed statutes of Kansas, .QE.. Cit., Section 224. 
24. Ibid., Section 2271. 
25. Ibid., Section 228. 
26. Ibid., Section 229. 
27. Ibid., Section 230. 
28. Ibid., Section 235. 
29. Ibid., Section 236. 
30. Ibid., Section 237. 
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clerk and makes such changes in the a s ses sment of property 
as is necessary to secure an assessment of all property 
at its actual value in money, and in so doing they are 
governed by the following rules, except a s may be other-
wise provided by law: First, in each' year when real 
estate is assesed, the board shall raise or lower the 
valuation of each tract or lot of real property ~hich in 
its opinion is overvalued or undervalued to such valuation 
as the board believes to be the actual value in money of 
such property. Second, the board shall equalize the 
valuation of the several a s sessment districts in the 
county, either by adding to or deducting fr om the value of 
real estate or any clas s or classes of personal property 
such percentage as may be nece ssary in order to make a 
just and equalization among the as sessment districts of 
the county so tha t all property, t he county clerk shall 
notify each person by mail and fix a time and place when 
a hearing will be had thereon. Fourth, the board shall 
hear and determine any complaint made by any t axpayer as 
to the assessment and valuation of any pr operty in the 
county which may be made to the board by the owner of 
such property or his agent or attorney. 
the board will be limited to ten days. 
The sessi on of 
The board ad-
journ to a time at least ten days after each adjourn-
ment, when it shall again reconvene for the purpose of 
hearing complaints from persons who have been notified 
23 
by the county clerk of pending changes in their valua-
tions, but such session shall not continue for more than 
three days, after which the board shall adjourn sine 
die, on or before the t wentieth day of june. After the 
final adjournment the board whall not change the assessed 
valuation of the property of any person or reduce the 
aggregate amount of the assessed valuation of the tax-
able property of the county. 31 
It shall be the duty of t he county clerk to publish 
the notice of the meeting of the county board of equal-
ization in the last week of April in each year and the 
two weeks following. 32 
The county clerk must keep his office at the county 
seat, attend the meetings of the commi s sioner s, keep the 
seals, records and papers, and sign and attest the pro-
cedings of the county commi s sioners. 33 
He certifies the names and boundaries of townships 34 
and keeps and accurate road record for ~rima facie evi-
dence in court. 35 All property not assessed by the 
assessors is as sessed by the county clerk, 36 as ex-officio 
county assessor and he apportions special city a s sess-
31. Revised Statutes of Kansas, Chapter 79, Section 1601. 
32. Ibid., Section 1603. 
33. Ibid., Section 304. 
34. Ibid., Chapter 19, Section 309. 
35. Ibid., Section 311. 
36. Ibid., Section 314. 
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ments when property is subdivided. 37 
He shall prepare an annual financial statement for 
the state auditor 38 and make an entry on the tax roll of 
all unpaid taxes at the close of the treasurer's term.39 
Each year he sends to the secretary of state a list of 
the county officers, their signatures, and the imprint of 
their official seals. 40 
It is the duty of the county treasurer to receive 
and disburse moneys, 41 provide for redemption and pay-
ment of county warrants 42 and endorse county orders. 43 
He is the collector of taxes 44 and must make a statement 
showing the amount of taxes to any person requesting 
such. 45 He makes quarterly statements of the county•s 
financial status, 46 which he must publish and post. 47 He 
also deposits the county finances, and transfers the sur-
plus tax funds to the municipalities. 48 
The general duties of the county attorney are to 
appear in the several courts of the county a~d prosecute 
37. Revi s ed Statutes of Kansas, Chapter 19, Section 315-. 
38. Ibid., Section 3177 
39. Ibid., Section 319. 
40. Ibid., Section 323. 
41. Ibid., Section 506. 
42. Ibid., Section 509. 
43. Ibid., Section 510. 
44. Ibid., Section 515. 
45. Ibid., Section 516. 
46. Ibid., Section 520. 
47. Ibid., Section 524. 
48. Ibid., Section 539. 
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or defend on behalf of the peop~e all suits, and appli-
ca tions or notions, civil or criminal, arising under the 
laws of this state, in which the state or county is a 
party or interested. 49 He shall give legal opinions and 
advice to county officials, attend grand jury meetings 
and draw up indictments, take measures for his conviction 
of election or license offenders, and examine the accounts 
and claims of the board of county commissioners . 50 
The sheriff of t h e county shall have charge of and 
be custodian of the jail, serve legal process, write, 
precepts and orders, and attend the sessions of the courts 
of record. The preservation of the peace is also his 
responsibility and to conduct the scale of property for 
51 delinquent taxes. 
It is the duty of the probate judge to have custody 
of and record documents. He is to keep a receiving book 
for instruments and entries, and keep a book of plats of 
all maps of the towns, additions in the county and index 
to them. He must keep a numerical index of all records 
when demanded by the board. 52 
The deputy assessors are to list and return all 
property subject to taxation in the township, district, 
city or ward assigned to them. 53 
49. Revised Statutes of Kansas, Chapter 19, Section 702 . 
50. Ibid., Section 716. 
51. Ibid., Section 814. 
52. Ibid., Section 1209. 
53. Ibid., Chapter 79, section 1417. 
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City Officers 
How chosen~ length of~ in office. 
The city commissioners are elected by a vote of the 
qualified electors of the city. All the other officers 
are employed by the city manager, who is employed by the 
city commis sioners. The officers and employees whom the 
city manager appoints are responsible to him and the city 
manager is responsible to the city commissioners. 54 
Elections for city officers are held on the first 
Tuesday in Af>ril each year. In a city of the second 
class with a population less than 8,000 there are three 
commissioners, one elected each year for a term of three 
years. There is no distinction between the members of 
the board in title or duties, except one shall be elected 
as chairman who shall also act as mayor for that year. 55 
In a commission-manager form of city government such 
as Hays has, the city commissioners are the only popular-
ly elected officials . The Kansas laws do not definitely 
establish the organization of a commission-manager form 
of city government. They only recommend that departments 
of welfare, legal department, safety, service, and finance 
be established.56 
Besides the city manager and commis sioners Hays has 
54. Revised Statutes of Kansas, Chapter 12, Section 1014. 
55. Ibid., Section 1006. 
56. Ibid., Section 1016. 
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a city library board and a city 9lanning board, both of 
which are advisory boards. In addition there is a city 
librarian, health officer, police judge, city attorney, 
chief of 9olice, fire chief, and city clerk and treasurer, 
all selected by the city manager. 57 
Each city of the second class in Kansas comprises a 
separate assessment district. The asses sment of real 
property in Hays is carried out by three deputy as sessors 
appointed by the county clerk. These as sessors are ap-
pointed by the clerk between the second Monday in January 
and the second Wednesday in February every fourth year and 
hold office only until all the real property is assessed. 58 
Salaries 
The city commissioners receive an annual salary of 
$5059 and the city manager as administrator of the city 
receives $3600. The health officer receives $350, the 
police judge $600, city attorney and account ant $900, 
chief of police $1440, fire chief $120 and $3 per fire, 
and one city clerk and treasurer $150o. 60 The salaries 
of all the city officers are set by the city commis sion-
ers which is set by state law. 
The city a ssessors are paid $3 per day for the time 
actually and necessarily employed in the discharge of 
57. Hays City, From Chart made by City Clerk, June, 1941. 
58. Revised Statutes of Kansas , Chapter 79, Section 1415. 
59. Ibid., Chapter 12-,-Section 1008. 
60. Hays Revised Ordinances of the City of Hays, 1939, 
Ordinance No. 1351. 
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their duties.61 
Duties 
It is t he duty of the board of city commissioners to 
pass all ordinances needful for the welfare of the city, 
the board shall provide offices necessary to carry out 
the provisions of this act, determine the s al aries of the 
city employees, appoint a city manager and be responsible 
for the efficient administration of the city•s business.62 
The city manager is res9onsible for the administration 
of all the affairs of the city and sees that all the laws 
and ordinances are enforced. All heads -of departments and 
city employees are appointed and removed by him. Re pre-
pares and submits an annual budget to the city commission-
ers and keeps the city advised as to the financial condi-
tions and needs of the city. He makes recommendations on 
all matters concerning the welfare of the city, and al-
though he attends all meetings of the c · t y commissioners, 
has not the right to bote. No commi s sioner may interfere 
with the administration of any department except at the 
direction of the board of city commissioners.63 
The city librarian has charge of the operation and 
care of the Hays City Free Library, under the supervision 
of the City Library Board. 
61. Revised Statutes of Kansas, Chapter 79, Section 1415. 
62. Ibid., Chapter 12-,-Section 1010. 
63. Ibid., Section l014. 
The health officer has charge of the general main-
tenance of health in the city, control of the sanitary 
conditions, and the supervision of milk inspection. 
Police court is presided over by the police judge 
who also renders decisions and imposes fines. 
Legal advice on proceedings and instruments, the 
drafting of ordinances, and prosecutions are administer-
ed by the city attorney. 
The chief of police has charge of the suppression 
and control of lawlessness , preservation of the peace , 
crime investigation and detection, and traffic control 
and enforcement of ordinances . 
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Prevention and control of all fire hazards and the 
control and extinguishing of all fir es is the responsibil-
ity of the fire chief. 
The finance department is under the control of one 
person who is city clerK and treasurer. It is that 
person's duties to be clerk of the board of commi sioners, 
be the director of finances, do the general accounting, 
be cashier, and have cus tody of all financial and legal 
records, ordinances, budgets, assessments, and bond per-
mits. As city treasurer, have custody of all cash and 
securities, be the final recipient of all cash, and have 
charge of disbur s ements. 
The city manager acts as city engineer, city inspect-
30 
or of construction, personnel manager, and superintendent 
of the waterworks. It is his responsibility to perform 
all the functions necessary for the general administra-
tion of the functions of the city not under another city 
officer.64 
Hays is divided into three assessment districts and 
it is the duty of each deputy assessor to list and return 
all property subject to taxation in his district. 
Tax Records 
The tax records are compiled and kept in the county 
clerk 1 s office. The only other record of the tax rolls is 
in the county treasurer's office, where they are used in 
the collection of money for the payment of taxes. 
The county clerk keeps in his office a book of re-
cord, the transfer record, in which is entered the transfers 
of all lands or lots in his county. 65 He makes out all 
real estate assessment rolls, and they ~re made out with 
the owners• name from the transfer record in his office. 
Such rolls contain a description of each piece, parcel or 
lot of real property in numerical order as to lots and 
blocks, sections or subdivisions, in the city. They are 
delivered to the county assessor not later than the fif-
teenth of February and must be returned to the county 
64. Hays City, From Chart compiled by City Clerk, June, 
1941. 
65. Revised Statutes of Kansas, Chapter 67, Section 239 . 
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clerk before the l ast of May.66 
When the county board of equali zat ion has completed 
its adjustments in the tax records , the count~- clerk must 
immediately prepare an abstract of the assessment rolls 
and send it to the state t ax commi ssion before July 1 . 67 
The city prepare s its budgets , makes i t s own levy 
and gives it to t he county a s se s sor who places it on his 
records. 
66. Revi s ed Statutes of Kansas , Chapter 79 , Sec tion 408 . 
67. Ibid., Section 1604. 
CHAPTER III 
ASSESSMENT AND DEVIATION IN THE VALUATION 
OF PROPERTY 
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The assessment and valuation of property is the most 
important and difficult problem in the taxation of real 
property. The amount of taxes which are to be paid de-
pend on the expenditures, the assessed valuation of prop-
erty, and the tax rate. The tax rate is determined by 
dividing the total estimated espenditures by the total 
assessed valuation of property. The important factor is 
to have one piece of property assessed at an equal ratio 
with all other property which is subject to the same tax 
rate. 
The equality in the valuation of property depends on 
the property as ses sor. Deviations in valuatio occur be-
tween individual pieces of property and whole sections of 
property during different assessment periods. The devia-
tion in valuation should be uniform and just. 
LAND 
How Assessed 
The real property in Hays is assessed by Ellis 
County officials under the Laws of the State of Kansas. 
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All real property in the state liable to assessment 
and taxation is assessed every fourth year beginning with 
1930. The board of county coilllilissioners may pass a 
resolution ordering assessment of real estate in the coun-
ty for any even year. Real estate is assessed as of 
March 1, in each period although the deputy assessor of 
personal property each year lists all property in his 
assessment district that has become subject to taxation 
since the previous assessment. 1 
The county clerk prepares the assessment rolls of 
all the taxable property, but the acreage of all lands 
used for railroad right of way and _pub .. Lic utilities are 
deducted. He provides each deputy assessor with a field 
book in the form prescribed by the state tax commission. 
It contains a legal description of all the property to be 
assessed and provides for the gathering and reporting 
of such facts as the tax commission may prescri be. The 
deputy as s essor must transmit the records of his assess-
ments to the comity assessor on or before May 1. The 
leaves of the field book may be returned as a ssessments 
are completed or the book may be returned after all the 
real estate has been assessed. 2 
1. Revised Statutes of Kansas, Chapter 79, Section 402 . 
2 . Ibid., Section 408. 
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The deputy assessor is supposed to determine the 
value of the property by actual view,from consultation 
with the owner if expedient, and from such other sources 
of information as are within his reach. "The deputy 
assessor shall determine as nearly as is practicable the 
actual value in money of all taxable ~roperty within his 
district, but the price at which the property would sell 
at auction or forced sale is not to be taken as the cri-
terion of such value.n3 
Land and improvements are va~ued separately from 
each other, but they are entered on the assessment rolls 
in a single aggregate. 4 
When the county assessor has received t l e assess-
ment reports from the deputy assessors it is his duty to 
mail to the last known post office address of each ovmer 
of personal property a notice of the amount of the tax 
levied against him and to be paid by him. 5 A notice of 
the amount of taxes to be paid is not sent to the owner 
of real property. 
If lands have not been assessed or have been left 
from the tax rolls it is the duty of the county clerk to 
assess such lands and place them on the rol~s and charge 
up or carry out taxes against the lands in accordance 
3. Revised Statutes of Kansas, _Q£. Cit., Section 411. 
4. Ibid., Section 412. 
5. Ibid., Section 411. 
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with the tax levies had the lands been properly assessed 
and listed. No lands shall be assessed in this manner 
where they have changed ownership other than by will, 
inheritance, or gift and these lands are exempt from any 
back penalties or i n terest. 6 
When the assessment was carried out in 1938 the 
three deputy asse ssors of the city were given field books 
with the legal description of the taxable real estate and 
a card index, compiled by the state tax commi s sion which 
gave estimates of valuations of various types of building 
structures. The card index was a great help in the 
valuation of improvements, but facilities for t he valua-
tion of land and im~rovements are still very inadequate. 
There was no scientific procedure for the valuation 
of im~rovements according to the kind of building, material 
used, or depreciation from age . No accurate description 
of the improvements were made to put on file in the county 
assessor's office . 
The assessors were left to their own devices as to 
the valuation of land after one meeting at -the county 
court house to receive instructions. The assessor~ field 
books did not contain the valuations of the land for the 
6. Revised Statutes of Kansas, QE.. Cit., Section 417. 
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previous as ses sments. The assessors made divisions of 
the different section s of t h e t own which would vary in 
valuation. Valuation was determined by the location of 
the property in t h e town except where t he land was of 
sue a na tur e as to be imJ:)ossible to build on without 
leveling t he surface. Unfor t unately the plats which the 
asses sor s made for valuat ion of the property were not re-
quired to be t urned in and were destroyed . 7 
The state law says the assessors are to value t h e 
pr o erty a t i t s actual value in money . 8 The as sessors 
attempted generally to assess property at 50 or 60 per-
cent of it s value . The Kansas state Planning Board con-
ducted a survey of r eal property in Kansas . They found 
t hat Ellis Count y had an average a ssessment of 51.6 per-
cent of t he sal e val ue of urban property from 1933 to 
1937 inclusive. I n t he seventy counties studied in the 
survey only nine counties h ad a ratio below t h ·s level . 9 
Procedure 
The Assessment Rolls for Ellis county for the four 
assessment years 1926 , 1930 , 1934, and 1938 were used 
for the mat er i al . The wap on the f ollowing page shows 
t he blocks used i n t he study . 
7. 
a. 
9. 
From talk with Mr. M. H. Dorzweiler, Deputy Assessor, 
July 11, 1941. . 
Revised Statutes of Kansas , Chapter 79, section 412. 
Kansas s tate Planning Board , Relation of Assessed 
Value t o sales Value of Kansas Real Estate , 1933 to 
1937, inclusive. p. 9 . 
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The land is divided into additions according to 
original owner ship, and not into cinvenient divisions for 
taxation purposes. Some of the additions intersect or 
meet in blocks or lots. In these instances parts of blocks 
were listed separately under different headings in the 
assessment rolls which make the assessment rolls very in-
convenient to use. In some of the early tax rolls where 
property had been sold and divided into separate units, 
the divisions and the way they were recorded were diffi-
cult to interpret and read. The valuation of each piece 
of property was listed separately for the one assessment 
peri od in each assessment roll and for a comparison of 
the valuation by years on one piece of property a differ-
ent volume of the assessment rolls must be used for each 
valuation. There is no description, other than the loca-
tion of the property recorded or kept. 
Deviation in Valuation of Land~ Periods. 
Real estate in Hays, in the period studied, had its 
highest valuation in the assessment period from 1930 to 
1934 and its lowest in the period from 1934 to 1938. 
The valuati on at the present time is still almo st as 
low as in 1934. 
In 1926, after all property had been assessed, the 
equalization board made a 10 per cent reduction in the 
valuation of all land. 
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In 1930 the board of equalization made a 20 per cent 
reduction in t he valuation of land after asses sment . 
This does not mean tha t all land in 1930 was assessed 20 
per cent lower than in 1926. Even after t he reduction the 
valuation of land was much higher than in 1926. This 
varies too however, because some land, when it was equal-
ized in respec t to other land in the city, was actually 
decreas ed in valua tion. 
In 1934 there was a sharp decline in the valuation 
of real estate in comparison wi th the valuations of 1930. 
Both land and improvements had an equalization reduction 
of 20 per cent, although this was done partly to equalize 
the valuation of property in Hays to that in other parts 
of the county. The Ellis County Board of Equalization 
failed to equalize the property of Hays and Ellis in 1934. 
They made application to the state tax commission to 
raise the valuation of real estate in Ellis 20 per cent 
and lower t h e Hays valuation 20 per cent. The state tax 
commission ruled that it was the duty of the county 
board of equalization to perform this equalization and 
ordered the board of equalization to reconvene and equal-
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ize the val uation of r eal e s t ate in Hays and Ellis . The 
board of equalizat ion r econvened and lowered the valuation 
of al l real estate in Hay s, except business property , 20 
per cent. On prot est from a committee from Ellis the 
valuation of real estate in Ellis was not changed . lo 
Mos t of t he property in 1934 had a reduced valuation 
of from 20 t o 50 per cent and the to i..,tl valuation of real 
estate declined $1,790,720, or 37 ~er cent, disregarding 
new i mprovements . This is the lowes t val uation of 
property in Hays since 1819.11 
The f ollowing t able shows the a sses sed valuation 
of real estate in Hays from 1919 to 1939. 
Table VI. Assessed Valuation of Property i n Hays from 
1919 to 1939 . 
Date 
1919 
1920 
1921 
1922 
1923 
1924 
1925 
1926 
1927 
1928 
1929 
Assessed Valuation 
$ 3 , 040,000 . 
3 , 316 , 840 . 
3 , 445 , 213 . 
3, 686,085 . 
3 , 709 , 000 . 
3, 718, 875 . 
3 , 826 , 512 . 
3, 888 , 363 . 
3,781, 366 . 
3, 775 , 700 . 
3 , 884, 567 . 
Date 
1930 
1931 
1932 
1933 
1934 
1935 
1936 
1937 
1938 
1939 
Asse ssed Valuati on 
$4,830,532. 
4,167,673 . 
3,819, 300. 
6,309, 039. 
3,039, )12 . 
3,069, 740. 
3,146,070. 
3 , 393,985. 
3,762, 299 . 
3,801,316. 
10 . Elli s count y commissioners• Journal, V l ume I, p. 437 
11. Hays , Sevent eenth Annual Report of t he ,ity Manager 
of Hays, 1939 
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The assessed valuation of property in Hays has not 
fluctuated greatly in the last twenty-two years. This 
is due largely to the fact that low valuations are con-
tinued a s an equalization with other property in the 
county. 
Deviation and Fluctuation in Value between Lots. 
The valuation of property is determined by its rela-
t i on to adjoining property or property in a similar loca-
tion. Lots in Hays have not been stabley equalized in 
the relation of valuation between separate lots. The 
fluctuation in percent of decrease or increase in valua-
tion of lots in the same block is still evident, although 
equalization and valuations are more even now than pre-
viously. 
The following table shows the valuations of lots 
for one block from 1926 to 1938. 
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Table VII. Valuation of Lots in Four Year Periods from 
1926 to 1938 and the Percentage of Difference 
of Change in Valuatlon. 
C. w. Reeder 
Addition 
1926 1930 1934 1938 1930 1934 1938 
Block 8 Lot 1 $360 $560 $240 $240 53% -59% 00% 
Block 8 Lot 540 640 480 480 37 -25 00 
Block 8 Lot 3 360 560 ~40 240 53 -59 00 
Block 8 Lot 4 450 560 400 400 24 -28 00 
Block 8 Lot 5 360 560 240 240 53 -59 00 
Block 8 Lot 6 450 560 400 400 24 -28 00 
Block 8 Lot 7 360 560 i240 240 53 -59 00 
Block 8 Lot 8 450 560 400 400 24 -~8 00 
Block 8 Lot 9 360 560 880 280 53 -50 00 
Block 8 Lot 10 450 560 400 400 24 - 28 00 
Block 8 Lot 11 360 560 300 .300 53 -53 00 
Block 8 Lot 12 450 560 400 400 24 -28 00 
Block 8 Lot 13 360 560 300 300 53 -53 00 
Block 8 Lot 14 
& W2 16 675 860 600 600 27 -30 00 
Block 8 Lot 15 360 560 32 320 53 -42 00 
Block 8 Lot 17 450 640 360 360 42 - 43 00 
Block 8 Lot 18 
& Ell6 785 940 680 680 19 -27 00 
The four lots with the highest and lmvest nwnbers 
are always the corner lots and usually have .. igher valua-
tions than the other lots in the same block. In this 
block, lot number one does not have a higher valuation 
than the other lots. Lot number two has a 20 per cent 
higher valuation than the adjoining lots, lot seventeen 
is assessed 12 per cent higher, and lot eighteen is 
assessed 70 percent higher . 
The even-numbered lots face seventh street and the 
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odd-numbered lots face Sixth Street. At the east end of 
the block the lots facing Seventh Street are assessed 33 
percent higher than those facing Sixth Street. At the 
west end of the block the lots facing seventh street are 
assessed 66 percent higher than those facing Sixth street. 
As the lots facing Sixth Street get closer to the east 
end their valuation is increased. 
Valuations of adjoining lots vary. One may be better 
located as to nearness to a paved street or corner and is 
naturally more valuable. There are differences in valua-
tion though, where there are no apparent reasons. The 
two blocks immediately east of Main Street and opposite 
each other on Eleventh Street are examples of this. The 
lots on the north side of the street are valued at $2,800 
each while those on the south side of the street are 
valued at $2,283 each for the blocks close to Main Street . 
In the last block on East Nineteenth Street all the lots 
are valued at $22.50 each except lots one ar l thirteen 
which are valued at $20. each. 
In l926 some of the lots which were without improve-
ments were not given the 10 percent reduction, such as 
lot seventeen, block one in the c. w. Reeder Addition. 
Lot seven in the same block h ad a total valuat ion of 
lots and improvements of $1,500 , but was listed as $2,100 . 
In the Normal Addition, lot one of block three was valued 
at ~~250, while the other lots are valued at $158. 
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One of t he reasons there is not uniformity in fluctua-
tion of values, other than for reasons of equalization of 
values , i s t hat the asse s sor has to go through the 
a s sessment rolls to find each previous valuation of a lot. 
When valuat ion s of lots are made where two or more ad-
joining l ot s are owned by one man the total val uation is 
listed in aggregate form and no one other than the asses s-
or knows t he valuation intended for each separ ate lot. 
When adjoining lots are of different value bec au se of 
a better location such as in the two blocks previously 
mentioned on Eleventh Street, it is almost i mpos s ible 
to deter mine the valuation of each lot. Another reason 
is that the plats made for valuing the different sections 
or divisions are the personal property of the deputy 
assessors and since one is not made by the county assessor 
no permanent convenient record of such kind is kept. 
Following is a brief discussion of each blocK stud-
ied t o show t he valuation of lots in each b2)ck. All 
of the blocks are placed in the form of tables in the 
Appendix. The blocks will be referred to here according 
to the nwnber they have in their order of appearance in 
the Appendi x. 
Lots are l isted in the as sessment rolls according 
to their locat ion in an addition to the city and their 
ownership . Each lot is not listed individually here be-
cause they are not l i sted so in the assessment rolls and 
it is not possible t o divide the valuations of some lots 
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because of the devi at ion i n valuat ion of adjoining lots 
from one per iod to t he next . Where it is possible the 
same divisions of propert y are used throughout the four 
assessment periods to show the change in val uation . Where 
property is di vided and improvements are listed on each 
division of property it is treated as separate pieces of 
property. 
The even-numbered lots are always on the north side 
of the blocks and the odd-numbered lots are always on the 
south side. The corner lots are recognized by the two 
lowest and the two highest numbered lots in each block . 
On the wes t side of Main Street the low numbers are on 
the eas t end of the blocks going upward toward the west 
end of the bl ocks . On the east side of Main Street the 
low-numbered lot s are on the west end of the blocks and 
the number s i ncrease going toward the east end of the 
blocks. 
In block one , lot number one is an undi~·i ded tract 
in the west end of the block and no accurate comparison 
can be made between its valuation and the other lots in 
the bl ock . I n 1930 the change in valuation ranged from 
a decrea se of 22 percent in lots eight and ten to an in-
crease in valuat ions of 42 percent in lots three and five. 
In 1934 changes in valuation varied from a decrease of 
50 percent in lot five to an increase of 23 percent in 
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lot twelve. The only change in valuation in 1938 was a 
decrease of 26 percent in lot twelve. This wide range 
of valuation changes indicates that there is no uniform-
ity in property valuations. This constitutes inequality 
in assessments. 
In block number two lots one and three were exempt 
from taxation until 1938. In 1930 valuations varied 
from a decrease of 14 percent on lots five and six to an 
increase of 73 percent on lot fifteen and part of thirteen. 
The 1B38 valuations were the same as in 19D4 . 
Block number three is composed of a large tract and 
three lots. In 1930 the valuation of the large tract 
increased 3 percent in valuation while the three lots 
increased 24, 25, and 9 percent respectively. In 1934 
the large tract increased 33 percent in valuation while 
one of the lots increased 9 percent. The valuations 
remained the same in 1938 as in 1934. The variation in 
percent of change from one period to the next is very un-
equal. 
Block four had changes in valuation in 1930 in its 
five lots ranging between a decrease of 26 percent to an 
increase of 25 percent. In 1934 valuation changes varied 
between an increase of 110 percent to a decrease of 39 
per cent. The valuations in 1938 remained the same as in 
1934. 
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Block five lies in the intersection of four city 
additions and parts of the block are listed under three 
separate sections in the assessment rolls . Changes in 
valuation increased between 18 to 24 percent in lots 
facing Seventh Street while those facing Sixth Street, which 
are the lots of low valuation, increased in valuation be-
tween 42 and 54 percent. In 1934 all the lots decreased 
almost the same percent as their increase was in 1930. 
There were no changes in valuations in 1938 . 
Block six had a fairly uniform percentage of valuation 
changes, except that lot one was over-valued in 1926 and 
1930. 
Block seven is not divided into lots. The block 
increased 22 percent in 1930, decreased 55 percent in 1934, 
and there was no change in 1938. 
The lots facing Seventeenth street, which are the 
lots of highest valuation in block eight, incr eased only 
3 percent in 1930 while those facing Eight~enth Street 
increased 33 percent. In 1934 the lots facing Eighteenth 
Street decreased between 16 to 33 percent while those 
facing seventeenth street decr e ased 14 percent. The only 
changes in valuation in 1938 was a decrease of 16 percent 
in lot three. 
In block nine, in 1930, the lots all increased in 
valuation except one. They varied between a decrease of 
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6 percent to an increase of 33 percent. In 1934 they 
varied from a decrease of 36 percent to an increase of 4 
percent. There were no changes in 1938. The changes 
were not uniform in this block, indicating an inequality 
of assessment. 
In 1930 the lots in block 10 all increased 1 and 18 
percent in valuation except two, one of which increased 
9 percent and the other decreased 5 percent. In 1934 
all the lots decreased 25 percent except two which de-
creased in valuation 12 percent. There were no changes 
in vlauation in 1938 . The changes in valuation were 
fairly uniform in this block. 
Block eleven was not uniform in its changes in 
valuation . In 1930 the changes varied from a decrease 
of 55 percent to an increase of 40 percent . In 1934 they 
varied from a decrease of 33 percent to an increase of 8 
percent. The valuations were same in 1938 as in 1934. 
In 1930 block twelve had one lot which i 1creased l 
percent whi le all the other lots decreased between 4 and 
25 percent. They all decreased fairly uniformily in 
1934 and the same valuations were used in 1938. 
All of the lots in block thirteen increased in 
valuation in 1930 between 16 to 61 percent. In 1 934 
they all decreased between 8 and 38 percent and in only 
five of the nine pieces of property did the decreases 
correspond -with the increases in 1930. There were no 
changes in valuations in 1938. 
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Block fourteen had a wide range of valuation changes. 
In 1930 lots changed in valuation from a decrease of 23 
percent to an increase of 33 percent. In 1934 the changes 
varied from a decrease of 62 percent to an increase of 
25 percent, most of the changes being decreases between 
19 and 50 percent. In 1938 all of the lots increased 
25 percent in valuation except tvw, one of which in-
creased 28 percent and the other decreased 20 percent. 
The large decreases in 1934 were in property with high 
valuations. 
BlocK fifteen had valuation changes in 1930 between 
an increase of 59 percent to a decrease of 11 percent. 
The changes were not decreased as much in 1934 as in 
almost all of the other blocks. They varied between an 
increases of 25 percent to a decrease of 19 percent . 
There were six changes in 1 38, all of which , ~ ,e in-
creases between 3 and 12 percent . 
Block sixteen had changes in 1930 from a decrease of 
11 percent to an increase of 43 percent but most of the 
changes were between a decrease of 11 percent to an in-
crease of 4 percent. In 1934 there was a general de-
crease of betwe en 11 to 52 percent. In 1938 two valua-
tions remained the same, one lot increasing l percent 
and the other nine pieces of property incre'sing 25 
percent. 
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In 1930 block seventeen had two lots with decreases 
i n valuation of 11 percent and the other lots increased 
between 5 and 16 percent. In 1934 the lots decreased in 
valuation between 8 and 16 percent. In 1938 the lots in 
t he north half of the block, facing the high school in-
creased in valuation from to l to 11 percent while the 
other lots remained the same. In comparison with the 
other blocks thi s block had a fairly uniform assessment. 
Block eighteen had increases in valuations of lots 
between 30 to 109 percent in 1930 with one having an 
increase of only two percent. In 1934 all the lots de-
creased in valuation between 18 and 33 percent. The 
valuations were the same in 1938 except for one increase 
of 2 percent. Except for one lot the changes were 
fairly uniform in this block. 
Block nineteen is an example of what can ~appen when 
lots are listed according to ownership. No comparison of 
the valuation of lots can be made because the ownership 
changes and lots change from one group to the next in 
different periods of ownership. This is practically the 
same order in which they were listed in the assessment 
rolls and is a good arguroent for separate listing for 
each lot . 
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Block twenty has very wide variations in changes in 
valuations. In 1930 all the lots increased in valuation 
from 9 to 300 percent. Lots one, three, and five were 
valued at $3 ,6JO in 1926 and increased to $14,400 in 1g30. 
In 1934 the lots changed in valuation between a decrease 
of 44 percent to an increase of 42 percent. In 1938 
there were no decreases bµt the property increased from 
6 to 31 percent. This block shows the inequalities in 
the valuations between separate pieces of property. 
In l930 all of the lots in block t wenty-one in-
creased in valuations varying from 10 to 82 percent except 
one lot which decreased 14 percent in valuation. In 1934 
all of the lots decreased in valuation varying from 19 to 
60 percent. In 1938 six lots did not change in valuation 
while five changed. one lot decreased 13 percent and 
four increased between 11 and 25 percent. This block 
shows inequalities in as s es sment from the variat i ons in 
the changes in valuation. 
In block t wenty-two in 1930 valuations varied from 
a decrease of 22 percent to an increase of 86 percent. 
In 1934 all the lots decreased in valuation varying from 
1 to 33 percent. There was only one change in 1938 which 
was a decrease of 41 percent. This lot shows wide varia-
tions in the changes of valuations. 
Block t wenty-three is fairly uniform in val uations 
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with the exception of lots one, three and five. valua-
tions increased in 1930 varying from 15 to 33 percent , 
with the exception of lots one and three which increased 
64 percent and lot 5 which decreased 14 percent. All 
the lots decreased in 1934 between 18 and 42 percent . 
There were no changes in valuation in 1938 . 
In 1930 lots changed in valuation in block t wenty-
four between a decrease of 11 percent to an increase of 
38 percent. In 1934 the changes in valuations varied 
from no changes to a decrease of 25 percent in all but 
lots fift een and seventeen which increased 12 percent in 
valuation. There were no changes in valuati on in 1938 . 
In block twenty-five the lots changed in valuations 
between a decrease of 16 percent to an increase of 27 per-
cent. There was a general decrease in 1934 except for 
t wo blocks which increased 5 percent in valuation. In 
1938 one lot decreased 1 percent, one lot increa sed l 
percent and the other lots had the s ame val Lations as in 
1934. 
In block twenty-six in 1930 all of t h e lots increased 
in valuation, between 2 and 33 percent. In 1934 changes 
varied from a decrease of 40 percent t o an increase of 16 
percent. In 1938 there were only t wo small changes. Lot 
thirteen is overvalued $40 in comparison with the other 
lots. 
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In 1930 block t wenty-seven had valuation changes 
between a decrease of 6 percent to an increase of 33 per-
cent . In 1934 changes varied from a decrease of 66 per-
cent to an increase of 16 percent. A drainage ditch cuts 
across lots twelve to eighteen, decreasing their value 
and causing the 66 percent decrease. The same valuations 
were used in 1938 as in 19b4 except for 20 and 26 percent 
decreases in lots one and eight respectively. 
In block twenty-eight in 1930 changes in valuation 
varied from a decrease of 25 percent to an increase of 
78 percent. In 1934 the changes varied between a decrease 
of 69 percent to an increase of 125 percent . In 1938 the 
lots in the northest cormer of the block increased in 
valuations between 25 to 164 percent . This wide range of 
differences in changes in valuation from one period to 
the next indicates that the a s sessment has been very un-
equal because t here should not be such wide variations in 
valuation. In the present valuations it isn 1 t probable 
that lot seven is worth $1 , 625 more than lot nine or 
eleven. This block was not given the 20 percent reduc-
tion given the other blocks by the equalization board in 
1934 . 
In block twenty-nine the valuation changes in 1930 
varied from a decrease of 2 percent to an increase of 
44 percent. There was a decrease between 12 and 50 per-
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cent in 1934 in all of the lots except two which increased 
25 and 28 percent. This whole block was increased a 
great deal in valuation in 1938, showing that it had 
been assessed at too low a valuation. Increases varied 
between 43 and 157 percent . It is doubtful if the lots 
one, three, and five are worth $600 each, if the lots 
adjoining them are worth only $200 each. 
In block thirty in 1930 the changes in valuations 
varied from a decrease of 11 percent to an increase of 
33 percent. In 1934 they varied between a decrease of 
26 percent to an increase of l percent. The 1938 
valuations were the same as those in 1934 except for 
1ncreases in lot two of 25 percent. The south twenty 
feet of subdivisions two and four was not listed in 1934. 
Block thirty-one had no wide variations in valuation 
changes but there was hardly no uniformity in the valua-
tions. The changes in 1930 varied from a decrease of 
24 percent ot an increase of 25 percent . In 1934 the 
changes varied between a decrease of 38 percent an an 
increase of 12 percent. In 1938 the valuations were the 
same as in 1934 except for a 12 percent increase in lots 
ten and t welve. 
All of the lots in block thirty-two increased in 
valuation in 1930 varying between 6 and 9 percent. In 
1934 all the lots decreased, varying between decreases 
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of 87 and 16 ercent except one, which increased 87 per-
cent. In 1938 the same valuations were used as in 1934 
except two changes of a decrease of 14 percent and an 
increase of 25 percent. Except for the ecrease of 87 
percent the valuations ere fairly uniform. 
Block thirty-three is one of the mo t uni f orm 
blocks in changes in valuations. In 1930 all of the 
lots increased bet een land 8 percent except for one 
decrea e of 5 percent. In 1934 all t he lots decreased 
either 3 or 38 percent. The s ame valuati ns were used in 
1938 as in 1934. 
In 1930 the lots in block thirty-four changed in 
valuation between a decrease of 25 percent t o an increase 
of 47 percent. In 1934 all the lots decr eased be tween 
20 and 40 percent. The same valuations were used in 1938 
as in 1934 except for a decrease of 4 percent in one 
group of lots. Te closer t h e blocKs lie to ain Street 
int is block the higher the va.luation. 
The lots in block t hirty- five in 18~0 changed in 
v& uations var ing between a decrease of 1 ercent to an 
increa se of 18 per cent . In 1~34 t he Va. uations varied 
between a decrease of 37 percent to an increase of 2o3 
precent . The same val ations were used in 93 as in 
9 4 except f or to increases in valuatio of ~5 percent. 
ots eleven and t .. irteen ar va ed at. 150 each too high 
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in comparison with the lots next to them. 
Although block thirty-six has some variations in 
the valuation changes it is one of the most uniformly 
assessed blocks. In 1930 the lots all either 2 or 11 
percent. In 1935 all the lots decreased in valuation 
between 20 and 30 percent and in 1938 the same valuations 
were used as in 1934. 
Block thirty-seven, in 1930 has increased in valua-
tion in all the lots between 7 and 78 percent . In 1934 
the changes in valuations varied between decreases of 
16 and 42 percent except for one lot which increased 33 
percent in valuation. There were only two changes in 
valuation in 1938 for 25 percent . Lot ten in this block, 
which is a small lot, was never listed . 
In block thirty-eight the lots increased in valua-
tions varying between 11 and 78 percent in 1930. All 
of the lots decreased in valuation in 1935 between 20 
and 51 percent. All t he valuations were the same in 1938 
as in 1934 except one decrease of 8 percent in lots 
fourteen, sixteen, and eighteen. Lots fifteen and seven-
teen are not used in this comparison because they have a 
ditch running through them ruining their value. 
All the lots in block thirty-nine increased in 
valuation in 1930 between 30 to 41 percent. In 1934 all 
the lots decreased in valuations between 29 and 66 percent 
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There were no changes in the valuations in 1938. 
Part of block forty is exempt from taxation since 
1930. The whole block increased 52 percent in valuation 
in 1934 and 25 percent in 1938. 
Block forty-one is an undivided tract of 3.5 acres. 
It increased 33 percent in valuation in 1930, decreased 
66 percent in 1934 and increased 25 percent in valuation 
in 1938. 
Block forty-two is composed of the two undivided 
tracts seven and eight. It increased 33 percent in valua-
tion in 1930, decreased 66 percent in 1934, and increased 
25 percent in 1938. 
Block forty-three i s an undivided tract. It decreased 
11 percent in valuation in 1930, decreased 50 percent in 
1934, and increased 25 percent in 1938. 
Blocks forty-one, forty-two and forty-three are 
tracts and have uniform asse s sments except bl ock forty-
three which was over-assessed in 1926. 
Block forty-four is composed of tracts sixteen and 
seventeen. Theri changes in valuations are not uniform 
in 1938, one lot decreasing 5 percent and the other 56 
percent. Lots four and five were not listed from 1934 
to 1937. Because of the divisions of the tracts compari-
sons are difficult to make in the other valuations. 
Block forty-five has no great deviations in the 
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changes in assessed valuations. Lots one, three, five, 
seven, and the west one-half of lot nine decreased 39 
percent in valuation in 1934 which was considerably more 
than any other change in valuation. They are not valued 
high enough in comparison with the other lots. They are 
assessed at $300. Lot one should be assessed higher 
than the others because it is a corner lot, which makes 
even a greater variation from what the as sessed valuation 
should be. 
Block forty-six is divided into six tracts. Their 
valuations are uniform except for the over-valuation of 
the undivided balance of the tract in 1930 and its big 
decrease in valuation of $250 to $10. Probably part of 
this tract has been annexed to one of the adjoining tracts. 
Blocks forty-seven and forth-eight have comparatively 
the same percentage of changes in valuation. Both of 
these blocks are composed of undivided tracts. 
The changes in valuations of block f vrty-nine in 
1930 vary between a decrease of 7 percent and an in-
crease of 90 percent. In 1934 all the lots decreased 
close to 50 percent and there is no marked deviation in 
valuation changes. The same valuations were used in 1938 
as in 1934. Lots four, five, and six are under-assessed, 
since they are given an assessed valuation of $80 each 
and the lots adjoining them are assessed at $100 each. 
In 1930 the valuation changes in block fifty varied 
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between a decrease of 21 percent and an increase of 33 
percent. All of the l ot s decreased uniformly in assessed 
valuations in 1934 at about 25 percent except blocks nine , 
ten, and eleven which i ncreased 12 percent . There were 
no changes in assessed valuat i ons in 1938 and the valua-
tions in tha t year were uni for m. 
These t ables show in some instances that land with 
high asses s ed valuat ions decreased in assessed valuations 
more than t he l and wi t h l ow valuat ions . The worst factor 
is the devia t ion s i n the valuations among similar pieces 
of property t han bet ween any classes of property . The 
assessed val uat ion s have not changed uniformly from one 
per i od t o t he next and r epresents an unstable condition 
in the assessed valuations of the lots . 
IMPROVENIENTS 
Original Valuation 
The valuat ion of impr ovements is the most difficult 
job of t he a s s essor because of the many different kinds 
of structures. The materials with which the structures 
are made, age , size, and rate of depreciation all mu st 
be t aken into cons iderat ion . 
The deput y asse ssors in Hays have no convenient 
record of pas t valuations unless he uses the as sessment 
rolls at t h e county clerk ' s office . These as se s sment 
rolls li s t only t he assessed valuation with no descrip-
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tion of ·the property and the valuation for each assess-
ment is in a different volume, which makes the assessment 
rolls very inconvenient to use. Another factor which 
makes the assessor•s job difficult is the inaccessibility 
of the costs of the construction of the buildings. 
In determining the assessed valuations in 1938 the 
assessors attempted to value the property at about 50 or 
60 percent of its true value. 12 This is a low .percentage 
in comparison with the other counties in Kans as, although 
all the counties assess their property at a rate below the 
sale value.13 
In 1938 the State Tax Commission issued a card index 
to aid the deputy assessors in the valuation of improve-
ments. This index gave the approximate valuation of im-
provements according to the type of structure and was a 
great help to the deputy asses sors. There is no scien-
tific procedure or uniform method used for the valuation 
of improvements though, and each assessor .se s his own 
judgment. 
There is considerable deviation in the valuation of 
improvements . This is shown by the fact that fluctuations 
in value are not consistent in the assessed valuation of 
12. 
13. 
From intervies with Mr. P . P. Smith, Deputy Assessor, 
July 10, 1941. 
Kansas Legislative council, Assessment of Real 
Estate in Kansas. Publication No. 99, JulyT§'40, 
p. 9. -
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one structure through the four assessment periods studied 
-
and the fact that variations in value between different 
structures fluctuate. 
Depreciation 
Buildings naturally decrease in valuation but the 
difficult problem is to determine a fair rate of depre-
ciation. In Hays there is no uniform method of figuring 
the depreciation of improvements. Since the same assessor 
may not make the assessed valuation of the same buildings 
twice it would be unusual for a building to be depreciated 
in a uniform manner. 
The following table shows the valuation of improve-
ments in one block from 1926 to 1938. 
Table VIII. Valuation of Improvements in One Block from 
1926 to 1828, with the Percentage in Change 
of Valuation. 
c. w. Reeder 
Addition 1926 1930 1934 1938 1930 1934 1938 
Block 8 Lot 1 $---- $---- $---- f ·--- 00% --% --% 
Block 8 Lot 2 4500 4500 2560 2500 00 -43 -2 
Block 8 Lot 3 90 00 
Block 8 Lot 4 3000 3000 1920 1800 00 -36 -6 
Block 8 Lot 5 1800 1800 1040 1000 00 -42 -3 
Block 8 Lot 6 1000 1000 440 550 00 -56 25 
Block 8 Lot 7 1900 1900 1040 1050 00 -47 Jj 
Block 8 Lot 8 1800 1360 920 1000 -24 -32 8 
Block 8 Lot 9 3000 3000 1680 1750 00 -44 4 
Block 8 Lot 10 2000 2000 1480 1650 00 -26 11 
Block 8 Lot 11 3000 3860 1680 1800 28 -56 7 
Block 8 Lot 1_2 700 600 320 400 -14 -46 25 
Block 8 Lot 13 1500 1360 760 400 - 8 -44 -47 
Block 8 Lot 14 
00 - 36 8 & w½ 16 3000 3000 1920 2100 
Block 8 Lot 15 2860 1520 1600 -46 5 
Block 8 Lot 17 1200 1340 560 650 11 - 58 16 
Block 8 Lot 18 
-55 00 & Et 16 900 900 400 400 00 
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The only equalization made by the county board of 
-
equalization was a 20 percent reduction in the assessed 
valuation of improvements in 1934. 
In 1930 there was an increase in valuation of all 
the buildings except three. In 1934 the valuations took 
a sharp decline ranging in decreases from 8 to 62 percent. 
In 1938 all the buildings were increased in valuation 25 
percent except two. One of these did not change in valua-
tion and the other was increased 28 percent in assessed 
valuation. 
Such a large fluctuation is not natural in the valua-
tion of buildings, although the depression caused a sharp 
decline in the value of property in 1934. The worst part 
of the fluctuation is between separate buildings. It 
is hardly probable that one building would depreciate 62 
percent in four years while another would depreciate 
only 8 percent. This would indicate that the assessment 
of improvements is not accurate or uniform 
The table on the following page shows the percent 
of deviation in valuation of the improvements in the 
fifty blocks studied in the four assessment periods from 
1926 to 1938. 
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Table IX. The Per Cent of Deviation in Value of the 
Improvements in Fifty Blocks from 1926 to 1938 
Per
0
rent 
Change 
0 
1- 10 
16- 20 
21- 30 
31- 40 
41- 50 
51- 60 
61- 70 
71- 80 
81- 90 
91-100 
101-110 
111-120 
121-130 
131-140 
141-150 
151-160 
161-170 
171-180 
181-190 
191-200 
over 200 
1926 to 1930 
Number Number 
of In- of De-
creases creases 
39 
17 
25 
8 
12 
7 
3 
0 
2 
2 
4 
0 
0 
2 
1 
1 
0 
l 
1 
0 
0 
4 
0 
20 
26 
6 
10 
4 
l 
16 
5 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1926 to 1820 
Number Number 
of In- of De-
creases creases 
5 
3 
3 
3 
4 
0 
3 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
10 
25 
36 
61 
60 
89 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1926 to 1930 
Number Number 
of In- of De-
creases creases 
38 
50 
30 
39 
9 
7 
2 
l 
5 
2 
3 
1 
0 
1 
2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
l 
0 
50 
18 
7 
5 
5 
3 
3 
l 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
The table shows that thirty-nir~ improvements had 
the same valuation in 1930 as in 1926 . Most of the changes 
that were made were decrea es and incre ises between 1 
and 20 percent. Four increases of over 200 percent were 
made in l 30 above the assessed valuation of 1926. There 
were a few more decreases in valuation than increases, 
and twenty-one decreases of over 70 percent were made. 
In 1934 all property took a sharp decline in valua-
tion. In the improvements on the fift blocks studied, 
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only five improvements had t he same valuation as in 1~30, 
eighteen had increases in assessed valuations and the re-
mainder had decreases . Mos t of the decreases in valua-
tion were between 31 and 60 percent . The changes in 
assessed valuation were more uniform in this year than 
in any year studied . 
Thirty-eight improvements had the same valuation in 
1938 as in 1934. There were 61 more increases than de-
creases . Most of the increases were below 10 percent , 
but quite a large percentage of them were between 10 and 
30 percent . There were about forty more improvements in 
1938 than in 1926 . 
Improvements should depreciate in a fiarly uniform 
manner. The table shows a wide deviation in the valuation 
changes in each assessment year . The improvements are 
not assessed on a systematic or scientific basis. Each 
assessor gives a building his estimate of its assessed 
valuation and conse4uently the improvements are not given 
valuations in equal ratio to each other and their depre-
ciation rates are not uniform. 
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CHAPTER IV 
VALUATION OF PROPERTY 
The valuation of land is determined by its location 
in the city and accessibility. The most desirable loca-
tions are given the highest valuations and as the dist-
ance increases from the desirable locations the valua-
tion of the land decreases. 
A modern method used in some cities is for a valua-
tion per front foot to be given on the land in all the 
lots. The corner lots are valued at a definite per cent 
higher than the other lots in the block, and as the lots 
lie farther in distance from the corner lots, their 
valuation decreases. Each section of the city has a 
definite valuation per front foot of land, for lots of 
the same depth. These valuations are placed on a map 
of the city and posted in public places for inspection. 
Protests are heard by a committee and in this way 
public opinion is respected. 
zones of Valuation 
variation in Value Due to Location in the City. 
The property with the highest valuation is composed 
of the lots adjacent to Main street between Eighth and 
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twelfth Streets. These lots are valued at approximately 
$3.66 per square foot. The intersection of Main Street 
and the railroad tracks is the center point of valuation 
in the city and the farther away from this point the 
land lies the lower its valuation becomes. 
There are other desirable locations in the city 
near which t h e valuation of the land is higher. All of 
Main Street is a line along which the land lying adjacent 
to it is assessed at a higher valuation than the land 
lying farther away east and west of it. The farther 
north or south from the railroad tracks on Main Street 
the lower the valuation becomes. The valuation varies 
from $3 . 66 per square foot in the center of the business 
district to $ . Ol per square foot at the extreme north 
and south ends. There are similar decreases on all of 
the north and south streets, but not as marked a deviation 
in valuation as on Main Street. 
There are certain points away from the center point 
around which the land lying adjacent to it has a higher 
valuation than the land one-half block or more distant 
from it. The Fort Hays Kansas State College, the Pro-
tes tand Hospital, and the Washington School are such 
points in the south part of town. In the north part of 
town the High school, s t • .Anthony's Hospital, the court 
house, and the Lincoln School are points around which 
the land has a higher valu&tion than the land a little 
farther away. 
There is little correlation between the zoning of 
the city by ordinance and the zones marked off by the 
valuation of the land by the assessor except between 
the residential and the business districts. 
Business District 
The map on the following page shows the zones in 
the city established by city ordinances. 
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IA . ZONING MAP 
FOR 
HAYS - KANSAS 
Table x. Map of Legal Zones in Hays. 
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$ .06 to $ . 09 per square foot. The land immediately 
south of t his alley has an assessed valuation of . 038 
per square foot and the lots south of this alle decrease 
in value the varther south they lie. 
The residential district on North Main Street has 
the second highest valuation of any of the residential 
districts. Valuations here vary from $ .10 per square 
foot to a swift decline of$ . 02 per square foot from Four-
teenth Street to Twentieth Street. 
The area northwest of the Court House varies in 
valuation from$ .08 to$ .01 per square foot in the north-
ern area. The area from Twelfth to Fifte nth Street be-
t ween Elm and Walnut Street has an assessed valuation of 
$ .06 per square foot. 
The northeast and southeast sections of town have 
the lowest assessed valuation of any sections of the town. 
These areas do not have all of their streets ard sur-
faced or paved and are a long way from th~ business 
district. The lots near the city limit~ are valued as 
low as$ . 003 per s uare foot, and they increase in 
assessed valuation to$ .10 per square foot for those 
adjacent to the business district. 
For the pur ose of listing property for valuation 
the city is divided into the additions made up as they 
were included within the city limits. The lines of 
these additions cut aero sand intersect each other in 
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in lots and blocks . There is no s stelllatic zoni11t:, arr 0 e-
ments of the city for taxation vur oses, nor an ord rly 
arrangement of the nlllllbers of the blocKs. T1 ... is make the 
tax r olls very inconvenient to u e becau e different 
sections of the same lot or blocK are many time listed 
in different sections of the tax rol~s. It is very dif-
ficult to find some property in the assessment rolls un-
les s the pers n is ver familiar w'th them. 
There are no permanent records of the valuations 
of land in the different areas of the city except as they 
are listed in the assessment and tax rolls. 
Comparison of Corner Lots to Those Having Only One Street 
Front 
There is a difference in valuation between corner 
lot s and lot having only one street front. This varia-
tion exists b~cause the lots in the busine s di ·trict 
have a direct remunerative advantage to the O\mer be-
cause they are in a better business location. The corner 
lots in the re idential district have a higher valuation 
becaus e t here is access to the residence from t,o sides , 
there is o e parkings a ce for cars, and it is a more 
desirable place to live because of light and visibility. 
The h i ghest yer cent of difference in asse sed va~ua-
tion between corner lots and lot having on J one treet 
front i~ in the area of highest valuation, the business 
district. This diff rence in assessed valuation vari s 
from a 50 ercent difference in the corner lots ing 
next to M&in Street to a 4 percent difference in the 
corner lots farthest away from ain Stre tin the same 
block . 
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The diff rence in the valuation of corner lots and 
those having only one street front in the re'idential 
district varies from 25 percent in the lots 1th a hibh 
assessed valuation t o 11 percent in the lot s with an 
average asse ~s ed valuat on . Those lots with a low assess-
ed va ua tion have no difference in a e~sed valuation 
between the corn r lot and the other lot in the block . 
In some there is no differ nc in a~ ·essed valuation 
between the corner lots and the other s whe1e it would se m 
that there should b some . There is no difference in 
the assesse valuation of corner lots in the blocks fac-
ing Ash Stre t between Twelfth and Fifteenth ~treet . 
There is no var-iation in the assess d valu .tions of the 
lot next to w lnut Street in t1e Three Hun red Block on 
west Sixth s treet . These varicttions are shovm in the 
charts in the Appendix . 
These variations ore not ver discernible wen the 
only visible record s are the usse sed valuations kept 
in the assess ent rulls. A large scale ma~ oft e city 
with the as ce se valuation of each lot ,ritten on it 
would show the se variations l ainly . 
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Exemptions 
The state laws make provisions for the exemption of 
certain classes of property fr om t axation . 
All buildin s used as place s of public worshiv or 
a s public schoolhouses together with the lands on which 
they are located are exempt fr om taxation so lon0 as the 
area does not exceed ten acres. Any parsonage or d el-
ling owned by a church society is exem t fro taxat ion 
if occupied by a regularly ordained minister and the area 
does not exceed one-half acre. All buildings and the 
land on which they stand belonging to any literary, 
educational , scientific, religious, and benevolent or 
charitable societ are exempt fr-om taxation, but the 
exemvt i on cover s only five acres. 
All government property is exempt from taxation 
except lands bid off for tax sale . 
Property used to house fire fi 6hting uipment is 
exemp t f1·om taxation and so are lands us ed solely for 
graveyards. 1 
Any military clubhouse or memorial hall owned by 
honorably discharged members of our defense forces on which 
the land does not exceed one-half acre is exempt from 
taxation. 2 The roperty of Christian associations, boy 
scouts, and girl scouts, al~o falls into this exemption. 3 
1. Revised Statute of Kansas, Cha~ter 79, Section 201 . 
2. Ibid., Section 202°:" 
3. Ibid., Section 204. 
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All property held in trust by a cor oration for any 
state educational institution is exempt if the institu-
tion i s exemp t from taxation and if the institution oes 
not reject such sup~ort. 4 
The assessors have never pl aced any valuation on the 
property exempt from taxation in Hays so the valuation of 
exempt property is not obtainable. 
Schools 
Since both private and vublic schools are exempt 
from paying taxes, all of the schools in Hays are exempt 
from paying taxes. 
The following table shows the school property in 
Hays which is exempt from taxation. 
Table XI. School Property i n Hays Exempt from Taxation . 
Ownership 
PUblic Schools 
Private Schools 
Block Lots 
15 all 
42 all 
Trac t south of Fourth 
and west of Main st•s . 
17 
18 
2-4-6-8-10 
& 12 
12-14-16-18 
Addition 
Hays Original 
Hays Original 
Hays Tracts 
Hays Original 
Hays Original 
The ublic schools are tax-sup~orted. The Girls• 
Catholic High School is financed by tuition fees and the 
4 . Revised statutes of Kansas , QE. Cit ., Section 206 . 
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arish pays rent to the Province of st . Augusti of the 
Capuchin Order, which owns the pro erty . The local 
ish owns the Catholic Grade School . The riter ha m·de 
an estimated assessed valuation of the school land based 
on the as sessed valuation of the surrouiding land . The 
estimated total assessed valuation of all school land 
in Hays i s $19 , 900 . 
Church Property 
All churches and their property ar ex mpt from 
taxation so long as the proceeds from their roverty 
is sed for religious purposes or the other institutions 
ihich are exem t from t axati on . 
The table on the following page shows the churche 
in Hays and the church property which is exempt from 
taxation. 
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Table XII. Chur ches and Church Property Exem~t From 
Taxation in Hays exce t Schools. 
• Church Use of Property Block Lots Addition 
catholic church 1 8 all Hays Ori~inal 
residence 36 7-9 
11 Has Original 
cemetery 54 
55 
56 all Leobold Allen 
Sisters ' Home 16 lo 
14 
15 
16 
17 Hays Original 
Methodis t church 30 15 
17 Hays Original 
r esidence 0 7 
Ei5 Hays Original 
Dormitory oO 9 
11 
13 Hays Original 
hospital 5 1 
3 
5 H. P. Wilson 
Luther an chur ch & 17 14 
res i dence 16 
18 Hays Original 
Bapt i st church & 8 26 
r esidence 28 
30 
32 
34 
36 Hays Original 
Presbyterian church & 
residence 9 14 
16 
18 H.P. Wilson 
Epi scopal church 6 2 
4 
6 Hays Original 
Nazarene church 12 18 
E~ H. • Wilson 
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The property other than that used for r ligious ser-
vices was placed with the churches because the proceeds 
from this class of property all goes toward the support 
of t he church . 
The cemetery, dormitory and hospitals ar operat d 
with t he anticipation of a profit . They are not chari-
t able organizations and should not be exempt from taxa-
tion. nparasonages, sites owned for future church build-
ing pur poses, and other property o,med but not actually 
used f or religious worship purposes, should be t axed.n5 
The writer's estimate of church land exempt from 
t axation in Hays is $20,590 . 
Gover nment 
The table on the following page shows the property 
of t he various governmental units in Hays which is 
exemp t f rom taxation . 
5. Lutz , Harvey Leist, Public Finance, Third Edition, 
p. 552 . 
Table XIII . Government wn d Pr rt i 
0 me 
Hays City 
Elli s county 
Federal Gov•t. 
B C Lot 
7 iv5 
11 
Tracts. 4th 
E. of ain 15.8 acr 
Tract in N. E. 
!4-16-18 
1 
76 
87 
14 
1 
17 
5 
1 
N. E. 24-14- 18 
5 
1 
2 
Tract 70 
19 
7 
2 tricts 
Tra t 
lot 1-
all 
2-
• 0' 5&NlL)' ' 
.10 16 
all 
1.1-13-15-
2 -G5 
l -1 -20 
l ' -1 -17 
15-1 -17 
7 acr 
all 
G-4-6-8 
7 
r1 1.n l 
1ibin 1 
H ,s Ori in 1 
Hays Ori in l 
Ha s Tr cL 
A. • Hct.rKl 
Fn.irvi w 
F' irvi w 
·rvi w 
F i:lil'Vi w 
u11t F 
tu e 
Hay · Tr · t 
J . • Wilson 
J .E. Wil on 
Normal 
Hay Trccts 
Hay · Ori inc:11 
H. P. 11 on 
Government roperty is divid d into thr · clas 1-
fications according to owner hi . The ,riter ha e ti-
mated th valuation oft Hays r J?erty at 2,c ,8b0, th 
count vro ert~ at $1,340 , and the F d ral pr>~ r Y at 
. 2 , 2 The t ot &.l of t&x-exem t govbrruu 1 t a 1s ~ti-
ate at 42, o. 
The estimate of all property exempt from taxation 
in Hays is 82,660, or over 2 percent of the total 
assessed valuation of all roperty in the city. 
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CHAPTER V 
COMPARISON OF THE TAX LEVIES AND RATES 
The tax levy is the anticipated expenditures of the 
government as estimated in the fiscal budget . The tax 
rate depends on the anticipated expenditures and the 
assessed valuation of the property. The tax rate is 
determined by dividing the total assessed valuation of 
the property into the anticipated expenditures. 
FLUCTUATION OF THE LEVIES AND RATES 
The tax rate fluctuates according to the amount of 
expenditures the city wishes to make each year or accord-
ing to fluctuation in the assessed valuation of property . 
If the assessed valuation decreases the tax rate will 
rise and if it increases the tax rate will dee ease. If 
the assessed valuation does not change the t ax rate will 
go higher or lower with an increase or decrease of the 
anticipated expenditures. 
The following table shows the assessed valuation of 
the property in Hays, the tax rates, and the tax levies 
from 1926 to 1939. 
Table XIV. The Asses ed Valuation of Property and the 
Tax Levy in Hays from 1926 to 1939} 
Year Assessed Valuation Tax Rate Tax Levy 
(mills) 
1926 $3 , 888, 363 '1 . 38 $83,133 . 20 
1927 3,781,366 18 . 00 68,064 . 59 
1928 1,755,700 18.70 70,605.59 
1929 3,884,567 18.80 72,029.86 
1930 4,8 0,532 14.65 70,769.29 
1931 4,164,673 15.52 64,482.28 
1932 3 ,819, 300 16.461 62,869.49 
1933 3 , 309 ,812 18.776 62,130 . bl 
1934 3 ,034,812 16.67 50 , 673 . 66 
1935 3 , 69,740 2;,:, . 03 70 , 696 . 11 
1936 3,146,070 25 . 40 79,910 . 18 
1937 3 , 393 , 985 24 . 94 4 , 645 . 98 
1938 3,762,499 18.74 70,4 . 9G 
1939 0 ,801, 316 13.63 51,811 . 93 
The a sessed valuation of prop rty in Hays was 
higher in 1926 than in any year since tha t time. The 
lowest valuation of property was in 1934. 
1 
The highest tax rate in Hays from 1926 to 1939 was 
in 1936. That year the rate was 25 . 40 mils . The lowest 
tax rate was in 1939 for the budget year of 1940 . It 
was 13.63 mills tha t year. 
The highest tax levy in Hays from 1926 to 1939 was 
$84,645.98 in 1937. The lowest was $50,673 .66 in 1934. 
CAUSES OF FLUCTUATION 
There is no direct correlation between the tax rate 
and the assessed valuation . There is, however, a direct 
1. Kansas Legislative council, Asses sment of Real Estate 
in Kansas, Publication No. 99 , p . lO. 
a~ 
correlation between the tax rate and the tax lev . This 
is vari ble because of the fluctuat ion in the · ss ssed 
valuation. 
The tax rate, t he as essed valuation, and the tax 
levy were all low in t he year 1 934 . The value of real 
estate had dropped consiaerably because tl e sale value 
had depreciated . The sta te board of e~ual ization or red 
a 14 percent flat decrease in the assessed valuation in 
the year 1933, recognizing t he f act that the value of 
2 real e state had greatly deprecia t ed. 
The inability of many people to pay their taxes in 
1934 caused t he city to lower its ex enditures. This 
caused a corresponding decrease in tle tax rate. 
The sale value of land has largely returned. Since 
1934 t he assessed valuation of land has te1ded to rise . 
This factor caused low t ax rates in 1939 . The low tax 
levy for 1 839 was caused because f t he low a 1ticipated 
expenditures in t he year 1940 . All of tl e different 
divi sions of t he c i ty budge t were lowered that rear . 
The bigges t change from t he i,>revious year wa3 the levy 
of only $23,568.16 in rmvrovement Bonds in corn1,Jarison 
to $39, 995.36 t he ear before. 3 
2. 
3. 
Kansas Legislative council, Assessment of Real Estate 
in Kansas. Publication No . 99 , p . 10. - --
Ellis county Abstract Roll , Volume A. 
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The high t ax rat es of 1936 and 1~37 were cause by 
increased expenditures in the city bud0 et. 1.Vhile the 
as s es sed valuation was comparatively low the levy was 
high, caus ing an abnormally high tax rate . The largest 
increase in expenditures was for Improvement Bonds. In 
1935 $29 , 960 . 66 was levied for Improvement Bonds, while 
in 1936 i t was $43 , 824 . 26 and $49,009 . 15 in 1937 . 4 This 
increase was due partly to unem~loyment and the cooper-
ation by the city with the Federal Government to vut on 
a building program to provide employment . 
The Ci ty of Hays has a low assessed valuation of 
property and a h i gh tax rate . The low property valua-
tions are cau sed by t he need to equalize the valuations 
of proper ty between Ellis and Hays . The high tax rate 
is t he resu l t of t h e l ow property valuations to obtain 
suffici ent f unds. 5 
4. 
5. 
.Ql?.. Cit. 
Personal int erview with Mr. M. J . Dorzweiler, 
Deputy Ass essor . July 11, 1941 . 
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CHAPTER VI 
DELINQUENT TAXES AND TAX EVASION 
Delinquent taxes are those taxes which remain unpaid 
at the end of the year in which they were levied. A high 
per cent of delinquency indicates that taxes are either 
not efficiently administered or are higher than the 
property omer's ability to pay . Taxes are usually higher 
during depression years . 
Tax evasion may be either legal or illegal. Some 
taxes are evaded intentionally while others are evaded 
unintentionally. 
PAST DELINQUENCI ES 
There have always been tax delinquencies in Hays and 
there probably always will be . No record of the unpaid 
taxes was kept by the city before 1932. The following 
table shows t h e tax delinquencies in Hays from 1932 to 
1940.1 
1 . Hays City Clerk's Office, Record of Tax Levies, 
Special Asses sments and Receipts as Certified to the 
County Clerk of Ellis county . 
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Table xv. Tax Delinquencies in Hays From 1932 to 1940 
Budget Total Tax Un}laid Taxes Percent of 
Year Levied Tax Unpaid 
1932 $114,048.76 $23,291.00 20% 
1933 112,711.38 36,063 . 34 31 
1934 109,180.05 38,742.23 35 
1935 91,914 .67 26,694.22 29 
1936 108,999.37 21,983.68 20 
1937 114,733.15 22,194.74 19 
1938 120,377.86 23,333.56 19 
1939 104,512 .17 17,334.55 17 
1940 84,764.20 11,674.07 13 
Previous to 1932 the county was charged with all 
levies assessed b~· the cities. The county paid the 
difference between the tax levied and the taxes paid . 
This difference, whi ch was delinquent taxes, was added to 
the levy of the county. In 1962 the law changed this 
condi tion so that each city or local unit must bear its 
own tax delinQuency. 2 
No record was kept of unpaid taxes by the city clerk 
before 1932. Since the county clerK does not maKe an 
abstract of city tax delinquencies, the year 1932 was 
chosen as the year with which to begin the study of tax 
delinquencie s . The records show the total of all unpaid 
property tax because no distinction was made between the 
different kinds of taxes unpaid. 
2. Revised Statutes of Kansas, Chapter 10, Section 102. 
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The year in which the unpaid taxes were the highest 
was 1934. That year $38,742.23, or 35 per cent of the 
taxes were delinquent. The second highest amount of 
delinquent taxes was $36,063.34, or 31 per cent in 1933. 
There was a lower rate of delinquency in 1940 than in 
any year since 1932. Only $11,674. 07 , or 13 per cent 
were delinquent. 
CURRENT DELINQUENCIES 
Some of the past delinquent taxes have been yaid, 
but there are still unpaid taxes of previous years. 
The following table shows the delinquent taxes since 
1932, as of April 22, 1941: 
Table XVI. Delinquent Taxes since 1932 as of April 22, 3 
1941 
Budget Year Total Tax Unpaid Taxes Percent of 
Levied Tax Unpaid 
1932 $114,048.76 $8,235 .47 7% 
1933 112,711.38 12,326 .S4 10 
1934 108,180.05 12,812.02 11 
1935 91,914.67 11,878.87 10 
1936 108,999. 37 10,785.70 9 
1937 114,733.15 10,715.64 9 
1938 120,377.86 12,540. 23 10 
1939 104,512 .17 11,437.16 10 
1940 84,764.20 11,217.50 13 
Each year still has a certain amou..~t of unpaid 
taxes . Taxes are still paid each year which -ap!JlY on the 
3. Hays City Clerk's Office, Record of Tax Levies, 
Special Assessments and Receipts as Certified to the 
county Clerk of Ellis County. 
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taxes for t h e year in which they were levied. For this 
rea son with normal conditions the percent of unpaid 
taxes should be higher for the years just passed than 
for earlier years . This table shows that a high percent 
of taxe s s t ill remain unpaid in the earlier years. 
Many-times the county board of commissioners makes 
a compromise on accumulated unpaid taxes. This procedure 
t akes away from the delinquent tax rolls a certain per-
cent of taxes which have not been paid in full but in 
real i ty are closed accounts . 
SOME CAUSES OF DELINQUENT TAXES 
The most common cause of tax delinquencies is the 
inabili t y t o pay , the taxes. In the year 1934 the average 
i ncome in the county was low. Hays is surrounded by a 
farming co;nmunity and since the farm incomes were low 
t he incomes of many of the people owning city property 
were l ow and they could not pay their taxe d. 
Sometimes taxes become delinquent because the owner 
believes they are too high. The owner of Lot 6, Block 15 
of t h e Fair view Addition complained before the board of 
equalization, saying the taxes were more than the property 
4 was worth. 
The boar d of count y commissioners has made tax com-
4. Ellis county commissioners' Journal, Volume J, p. 653. 
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promises with many property owners, who have had delin-
quent taxes, for a sum less than their tax should have 
been. If this practice were stopped some taxes would 
probably not become delinquent. 5 When a tax compromise 
is made some taxes always remain unpaid because full 
payment is credited on the tax records. 
This practice is now stopped because the laws of 
kansas now demand that property be sold for taxes in 
September of the year after the year in which the tax 
became delinquent. The county clerk must foreclose on 
the property in the name of the county for the amount of 
the delinquent tax. The property may be reclaimed any 
time within three years for the amount of the tax plus 
intereBt .
6 
TAX EVASION 
Property not Subject to City Tax 
There are areas around the city of Hays which lie 
just outside the city limits and are not subject to 
taxation by · the city. These areas lie close enough to 
the city to take full advantage of all the city 1 s services, 
yet they are not under the jurisdiction of the city. 
The area north of U. S. Sighway 40 and west of the 
road running north of that highway, marKing the west end 
5. Kansas, session~ of the State of Kansas, 1941, ch. 
375. 
6. l.El:£. 
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of the city limits, is such an area. All the ~roperty 
lying immediately east of the eastern end of the city 
limits on U.S. Highway 40 is another area which is 
outside the city limits but receives the city's services . 
Both of the areas have residents which receive the 
same benefits from the city's utility facilities as those 
lying just inside the city limits but are not taxed by 
the city. 
Tax Compromises Since 1926 
When taxes have become delinquent for a period of 
years and the board of county commissioners deem it 
advisable, the taxes may be paid by a sum less than the 
amount of taxes accumulated against the property . The 
amount to be paid is determined by the board of county 
commissioners. This may not be done on taxes delinquent 
after 1941. 
Described below are the tax comprorr ·.ses made by the 
board of county commissioners from 1926 to 1940. 
on September 3, 1929 , delinquent taxes had accumu-
lated on the tract east of block sixteen of the J. z. 
Wilson Addition for $152.98. The compromise was 
$129. 32 . 7 
A compromise tax was allowed on the accumulated 
taxes of subdivision five, lots sixteen and eighteen of 
the H. P. 1Hilson Addition, October 6, 1930. The taxes 
7. Ellis county commissioners' Journal, Volume H, P• 620 
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of $1,059 were compromised at $70o. 8 
Lots five, seven, and the west one-half of nine, 
block seventeen, of the Hays Original Addition had $1,204 
in taxes accumulated against them on September 8, 1931. 
They were compromised at $895.77. 9 
Lot twenty-three, block two, of Cochran•s Addition 
had taxes compromised at $20.22 on June 7, 1936 . The 
amount of the delinquent taxes was not given. 10 
Lots one, two, three, four, five, and six, block 
four, of the H.P. Wilson Addition had taxes accumulated 
to $2,904.52 and were compromised at $1,000, on January 
8, 1934. 11 · 
The Farmers co-operative Association of Hays was 
issued a tax certificate for lots thirty-four and thirty-
six, block two of the H.P. Wilson Addition for $300. 
Taxes had accumulated from 1927 to 1934. 12 
On April 8, 1936 a compromise tax was accepted on 
lots fourteen, sixteen, and eighteen, block fifteen of 
the H. P. Wilson Addition for $692.75. The compromise 
deducted the interest and penalties. The property had 
13 an assessed valuation of $2,400. 
8. ~- Cit., Volume I, p. 64. 
9. I id., p. 111. 
10. Ibid., Volume J, p. 320. 
11. Ibid., Volume I, p. 403. 
12. Ibid., p. 111. 
13. Ibid., p. 320 
.__) V/7'j 
The Thomas Tract, east of ain Street and sout of 
Fourt Street as ac ired by the city. Taxes which 
had accumulated from 1925 to 19 O and had been cared 
against the count amounted to 4 544 89 , . . A compromise 
of 200 was accepted for taxes which accumulated from 
1931 to 1934. The cit vaid the taxes for l d35 am unt-
ing to $46 .45.14 
On December 10, 1B34, a compromise tax of ,239 .9 
was accepted against taxes accumulated against lot four, 
bloc.k fifteen, of the H. P . 1 /ilson Addition . This per-
mitted evasion of all interest and penalties . 15 
l 
On arch 7, 1940, a comproillise tax of ~l . JJ w 
accepted as a compromise tax for taxes accumulated a-
gainst lot seventeen, block seve teen, of the c. N. 
Reeder Addition. The taxes amounted to $124 . 17. The 
county treasurer, in 1 J 27 , had failed to carr · the unp id 
tax o the roper books and the purchaser di not Know 
of the unpaid taxes. One of the lllember s of the board of 
16 
county coiD.lilissioners v ted nnon on this procedure. 
on September 5, ld4 a coru~romise tax of $64.54 was 
accepted for accumulated taxes on lot six, block fifteen, 
in the Fairvie Addition amountin to 98. 35. The owner 
protested that t e taxes were more than the property 
14. Ellis County commissioners' Journal, Vol~me J, p. 599. 
15. Ibid., p . 653 . 
16. Ibid., Volume K, p. 7. 
was worth. The assessed valuation was $10o . 17 
On the same day a compromise tax of $172 . 22 was 
paid to settle taxes amounting to $320, accumulated 
against lot nine, block three, of the Normal Addition. 
Also, a compromise of $320 was accepted for $566.77 of 
accumulated taxes against lot seventeen, block four, of 
the H.P. Wilson Addition. The assessed valuation was 
$280.17. 18 
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A compromise of $188. 03 was accepted for accumulated 
taxes of $412.81 against lots eleven and twelve, block 
two, of the Normal Addition, on September 9, 1940 . 19 
Accumulated taxes of $48. U4 were settled for $33 . 59 
against part of blocK twenty-two, in the Leobold Allen 
Addition on November 25 , 1940 . At the same time accumu-
lated t axes of $428.32 against lots thirteen and fourteen, 
block two, of the Normal Court Addition were compromised 
for $193 .18. Taxes of $275 . 57 accumulated ag inst lots 
twelve, t hirteen, and fourteen, bloc c five of the Normal 
court Addition and were compromised at $129.30. 20 
On December 19 , 1940 , there were compromised author-
i zed for taxes accumulated ag ainst lots t wo and four, 
block seven, of the Bird Investment Company Addition and 
17. Ellis County commissioners' Journal,~- Cit ., p . 8. 
18. Ibid., Volume J, p. 599. 
19. Ibid., Volume J, p. 653. 
20. Ibid., Volume K, p . 21 . 
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lots t wo, three , four , ten, and eleven, block five, of 
the Normal Court Addition. The amowits of these compro-
mi se s were not given.21 
The practice of making compromise taxes caused a 
loss to the city of tax fwids. It is an wifair practice 
for those who pay taxes because their taxes _will be 
h i gher to make up for the loss caused by the wipaid 
t axes . In some instances several compromises were made 
on various properties belonging to the same person. 
This permits considerable tax-evasion for one person and 
could be made a colllllion practice. 
The new law stops this practice by stating that 
the property be sold in the year following the year in 
which the tax becomes delinquent, thereby providing for 
a steady flow of money for government expenditures and 
stopping this form of tax-evasion. 
21. Ellis county commissioners' Journal, .QE. Cit., p. 23 . 
CHAPTER VII 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Conclusions 
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After having studied the taxation of real property 
in Hays it is evident that there can be ade a number of 
advantageous changes in this phase of taxation. The 
r easons for this is to make a fair and equitable taxa-
tion system. Taxation involves the compulsory payment 
of money for benefits which the payer expects to receive 
from t he government in return. ince real property is 
t h e base for thi s particular tax payment it is only just 
t hat real property be valued in fair and equal propor-
t i ons. 
The wri ter wishes to state that the problems found 
here are not peculiar to Hays only, they are ery simi-
lar in nature and degree to other governmental units in 
1 Kansas . The objections to taxation as it i s today are 
not directed at any person or groups of per sons. The 
t axation of real property in Hays is governed by state 
laws and to affect any permanent changes will nece s si-
tate legi s l ative action by the state legislature . 
1. Kansas Legi s l ative council , Research Department, 
Asses sment of Real Estate in Kansas . Publication 
No. 99, July, 1940. -
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Hay s is considered here as a small unit representa-
tive of conditions in general in Kansas. From a study 
of t axati on in Hays it is evident that Hays has a more 
uniform assessment than it has ever had, but it still 
needs many im~rovements . 
Recommendations 
Tax Records 
An important function of any business is to keep 
accurate, complete, convenient records. Tax records are 
one of the most vital factors in taxation, and govern-
men t is a huge business . 
Instead of the inconvenient poorly arranged assess-
ment rolls now used , a card index could be advantageously 
used . A card would be made for each legal division of 
pr operty , giving its assessed valuation over a period of 
a t least twelve years with an accurate descri tion of the 
i mprovements and their valuation. This would show the 
valuation of each lot separately and prevent the inclusion 
of more t han one lot in one valuation . This would pro-
mote a more uniform valuation of lots and im~rovements. 
A journal coul d be kept listing property according to 
ownership . 
Tax Admini s tration 
If the county clerk is observed in his wor k at the 
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court house for several weeks , it can be determined that 
he i s a bu sy man . He has very little time to devote to 
the assessing of property without requiring clerical 
help to perform some of his regular functions. 
A well qualified full time county assessor would 
be in a position to per.form a more equitable as ses sment 
of pr operty. The county assessor would be chosen for 
h i s ability to assess property. The present county 
a sse ssors in Kansas are not chosen for this particular 
ability. If he ¥ere appointed he would not be subject 
t o the wil of the individual voters who seek personal 
favors , but his valuations should be subject to change 
by a county board of equalization. 
The ap~ointment of one of the highest of a group 
t aking merit examinations by the board of county commis-
s i oners and subject to removal by the state tax commission 
would place the county assessor above the domination of 
taxpaying groups . 
Property Assessment 
The ci t y of Hays should be divided into sections 
and the bl ocks should be numbered serially in each 
s ection. By using a different series of numbers for each 
s ection, the sec tion could be identified by the number 
of the bl ock when given . BY numbering the blocks in 
each section separ at ely new additions could be made to 
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any section without requiring a rearrangement of the 
whole numerical order. This would also be convenient 
for the assessor and anyone using the assessment records. 
To provide a more uniform assessment the valuation 
of each lot in the city could be placed on a large scale 
map so that relative valuations could be easily compared. 
All property should be assessed at its true value to 
make uniformity of valuations between comparative prop-
erties and districts . This map should be posted for in-
spection by the general public and hearings should be 
held by the county board of eQualization for complaints 
before the assessment is finally accepted. 
A scientific uniform method of assessing improve-
ments would make property assessment more nearly equal 
and fair. Improvements should be called and classified 
according to the type of structure, materials used, and the 
cost of construction. A standard rate of depreciation 
should be established for each kind of structure and 
adhered to in the valuation of unprovements. 
Tax Evasion 
One method of property tax evasion is to not pay 
the taxes for a number of years and then make a com-
promise payment for less t han the original tax. This 
practice is now prevented by a state law requiring a tax 
sale with penalties in t he year following the year in 
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which the t ax became delinquent . 
Those property owners who live jus t outside the city 
limits and receive the benefit of all the municipal 
f acilities without paying the tax for such privileges 
should have to pay a privilege tax for the use of utilities 
or else t he city limits should be extended to include 
them within its tax jurisdiction. 
Ano t her form of tax-evasion is the exemption of 
certain i nstitutions from paying taxes . Privately owned 
hospitals and places of residence , operated for profit 
should not be exempt from the payment of property tax . 
The stat e laws should be changed to this effect. They 
ar e es t ablished for profit, regardless of the use of 
t he money , and should bear their just share of t he tax 
bur den . The exemption of some classes of property shifts 
the burden to other classes of property and great dis-
cretion should be exercised by the state laws in the 
exempti on of such properties . People who do not benefit 
from t h i s exemption must pay a greater tax to repl ace 
revenue s lost from these sources . 
Taxat i on is one of the major problems today because 
it is the method of financing the largest business in 
existence, gover nment . The problem is , not how to dras-
tical ly cut t axes but to organize our government to 
function efficiently within the limits of taxes that can 
be r easonably produced. 
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BLOCK 1 The valuation of lots and improvements, by four year periods, from 1926 to 1940, 
with the per cent of change in valuation for each period. 
Valuation of lots, Per cent of Valuation of improve Per cent of 
Location of lots 1926 t o 1938 change in ments, 1926 to 1938 
change in 
valuation valuation 
Col lege Hill 1926 1930 1934 1938 1930 1934 19_38 1926 1930 1934 1938 1930 1934 1938 
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- ------ -----,, 
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BLOCKS 2 & 3 The valuation of lots and improvements, by four year periods , from 1926 to 1940, 
with the per cent of change in valuation f or e ach period, .---- -------------+---=--
Location of lots 
Valuation of lots, 
1926 to 1938 
Per cent of 
chanbe in 
valuation 
Valuation of improve 
ments, 1926 to 1938 
Per cent of 
change in 
valuation 
I 
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BLOCK 4 The valuation of lots and improvements, by four year periods, from 1926 to 1940, 
with the per cent of change in valuation for each period, 
Valuation of l ots ,. Per cent of Valuation of improve Per cent of 
Location of lots 1926 to 1938 change in ments, 1926 to 1938 
change in 
valuation valuation 
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J 
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BLOCK 5 The valuat ion of lots and improvements , by four year per iods , f r om 1926 t o 1940, 
wi th the per cent of change i n valuation f or each period. 
Valuation of lots , Per cent of Valuation of improve Per cent of 
Locat i on of l ots 1926 to 1938 change in ments , 1926 to 1938 cha.nge in valuation valuation 
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Block 8 . Lot 7 560 560 240 240 53 -59 0 ~900 1900 1040 1050 0 - 47 9 ----
Block 8 J9 t 8 450 560 400 40Q_ ~ .2-1' _..::_g~-- 0 l_~QO 1360 920 1000 - 24 - 52 8 
Block 8 . Lot 9 560 560 280 280 55 -50 0 3000 5000 >-~6~Q_ _3:_!5.Q ___ Q __ - 44 _ _1_ - ·- - - ,......... ___ ,....._ _ .. ...,. .. ··-
Block 8·. Lot 10 . 45Q_ ,__5_~ _ 400 400 2-~ ---=-~~-_ _Q_ 2g_o.9 _  ""g9.9..9 . 1480 1650 >- · g __ . -26 11 ·-·--
Block 8. Lot 11 560 560 500 300 53 -53 0 3000 5860 1680 180( 28 - 56 7 
---..filoG~ 8. Lot 12 450 560 400 400 24 -28 0 700 600 520 40( -14 -46 25 
Block 8. Lot 15 360 560 50_Q_ --~90 53 -55 0 1500 1360 760 40( -8 -44 -47 
'Rl o~k 8. 'Lot 14 & W½ 16 675 860 600 600 2'i - 50 0 5000 5000 1920 210C 0 -56 8 
Block 8 . Lot 15 56( 560 520 320 · 5~ -42 0 none 2860 1520 160( - -46 5 
Block 8. Lot 17 450 640 360 560 4~ -43 0 1.200 1340 560 65( 11 -58 16 
'Rl ,..,-1,- 8. Lot 18 & Ei 16 78f 940 680 680 19 27 0 900 900 400 40( 0 -55 0 
-
BLOCK 6 The valuation of lots and improvements, by four year periods, from 1926 to 1940, 
with the per ·-eent of change in valuation for each period. 
Valuation of lots, Per cent of Valuation of improve Per cent of 
Location of lots 1926 to 1938 change in ments., 1926 to 1938 
change in 
v,aluation valuation 
Fairview Addition 1926 1930 1934 1938 1930 1934 1938 1926 1930 1934 1938 1930 1934 1938 
Rl ,...,,Ir l T.nt. 1 CQ A() cit .,() j, ')() 
rr ... l_7__ __ _7r::, 0 lnnne Ul21 l -2-40 _ai:; ,~ 
Rlnck 1. Lot 2 to 18 - --- - -· -· - --- -- -·- -
eiccept 15 - __ ?Z/) - ~§Q_ _.9~Q_ 560 55 -62 0 none none none j _?OO - --- - . . ·- - --- -- . ·- ------ -
......Bl.o.ck_ l.,._ J,Q.t.J-~ - ····--..... . . _45 ___ .§9 __ g__Q _ .. 20" 55 . -6__2 ___ -----0 . ·- I _z~ - - ~ 80 100 _70Q_ __ fil>Q__ "" _?R. - - - ---
'· 
·- --·- - ---- ·--- - -- - - --··· - ------ --- ---·-· --~------ --
- . --- -·-··---- . ___ .,. 
- --- -- -
-- - - ------ - - · --- - ~ ·---- - ·- -· ---
·- - ----1--- ---- - -- - - .. - - --- - .. -- - ·-
.. --- --- -- ----- - ---- -- ---- t----- - -- ----- - ---·- ·- - ·---·-·- -------- ------ -- ----·- - -- ----
-- -
.. 
I 
.. . 
--
I 
BLOCKS 7 & 8 The valuation of lots and improvements, by four year periods, frqm 1926 to 1940, 
with the per cent of change in valuation for each period. 
Valuat ion of l ots , Per cent of Valuation of improve 
Location of lots 1926 to 1938 change in ments, 1926 to 1938 valuation 
Per cent of 
change in 
valuation 
j 
Fairview Addition 1926 1930 1934 1938 1930 1934 1938 1926 1930 1934 1938 1930 1934 1938 
Block 2, Lots all ~1170 $1440 $640 ~640 2f_ -5t 0 $700( --- --- none ··-
--·-- -·. -·---. 
-----·-- ------ - -·-·--,-- --- - -----· - . -- . ···- ----· -· . . ----...------1-----· .._ __ 
------·---·----- ·--- -- - --- -- - ·-· - - - -- --- -· ---- ·---- - .. -· --- ------- -- -- - ----- '---- ---.. ---- - -- ----- - - -- --
\ 
-
------ ---- -- . --- -·-- ..,_ ______ --- -·-- .. ---··-- --- --------- --· -· 
Fr.;1'.'Vi AW Addition - ·-- -------- -----
"Rl ,.,,.,,. \'.l _ T.nts 2-4 t 180 i ?4( 2l?nn $200_ ~-3.3.. _-:1.€ ___ Q __ --- --- -- --- --- -- ---,--
Hl nl"lr q _ T Q_t__6 90 l2C: ___ .3._3 -- -- --- --- --- --- ----- ----- ----·· ---·- - - ··--- ·--· 
°RlAl"k- 9. Lot 8 90 12( ____ ..9.9_ -- -__ o - ~1500 -- ..------ -- ·-·- ---· - -·· -- ------ --· 
Block 9 . tot 10 99: - ---~~ _ __ 80 _J3.9 --- 3_3_ -- --3~ _ __  Q__ --- --- --- --- --- -- ---r-- --- -···- -~---·- - ------ --- ----·· I-- • ------ --- -------·-1--- -·--
Block 9. Lots 1-3 270 28( 3 0 none - --- - ---
____fil.aclc . 9 T.nts 5-7 270 9A( 94() 9.11.() _1 l 0 Aon !IAOO $ Fi?() iRnn 0 _7;i:; 1 i:; 
"R1nl"1< 9. Lot '9 155 14( lgQ_ _J.5Q_ 3 -1.1 0 R()() Ann .11..11.n .11.nn 2;7; _.11.c; _A -·· - , 
'R1,..n1, 9. T.,..+. 11 1 :z;_c; 1 .II.( 19() H>() 7; _, .I n .11.nn ~nn 9RO o:,;_c;n c;n _c: 2: <Jr::: -· 
"Rl ,..,..1,- q _ T.nt. 17; 1 7; i:; 1M , ')() , ') () :z; -1 ,I. n .11.nn 1nnn c;9n .11.nn 11 ,1Q ')7; 
--
Block 9. Lot 15 135 14( 120 120 5 -1~ 0 250 250 160 100 0 -36 32 
Block 9. Lot 17 155 14( 120 120 3 -11 0 400 400 200 200 0 -50 0 
_Block 9, Lots 12-14-16-18 __ ..QQQ ~-48.! ~Q ~-.320_ __ 3..3 - -~51 _Q --- --- --- --- --- -- -----
'Rlnr>lr 9_ Lot 6-8 1~n mo - --- 0 760 750 - - -- -1 
Block 9 . Lot 1 120 120 -- --- 0 360 400 -- - 11 
Block 9. Lot 5 120 100 --- --- -16 200 220 --- -- 10 
BLOCK 9 
Location 
The valuation of lots and improvements, by four year periods, from 1926 to 1940, 
with t he per cent of change in valuation f or each period. 
Valuation of l ots , Per cent of Valuation of i mprove 
of lots 1926 t o change in 
Per cent of 
change in 1938 
valuat ion ments, 1926 to 1938 valuation 
Fairview P.ddi tion 1926 1930 1934 1938 1930 193L~ 19'.38 1926 1930 
1
1934 1938 1930 1934 1938 
Block 12 . Lots 1-5. I 810 1840 t8ao ~filL. _ _B., _ - __  ]A_ ,__Q ! ~~,-.( $.31 JI II . . - oon _ 1,1 - 25 - 15 
Block l? Lot 5 515 560 ~@Q _ ... ~c!_Q_ ).4 -20 0 -- --- -- 1000 --- --- --
m ,.,.,.,,. 1 ? : --1.o...t.Q.. 2-4-6 _______ . __ It~O _j,gQQ_ --~4.Q - ~.4.0 2;1. _ -:-gp __ _  _Q_ ___ --·- 1100 --- - -- --
___filo_ck_]2_, Lot_2- G-ll ___ ____ -· - _jf],,Q --~-gQ ___ e4Q _ .. 18 -1_5 ___ ____ Q ___ _3=__4Q_Q _1040 _  Jl - 24 __ 
'Rl ,.. ,..1, \ --- ---
-
12,-_La.:L.7 ___ -·-- - . 2.6Q -- ··--- ·------ --- -· --- -- --- - lll.QO_ -------
Rl n f"le 12. Lot 9 280 --- --- --- .. -7.~Q_ --- --- ----- ·--- ~-- - ---- ---·--·-
Rl ,..,..1,- .12_,_ Lot 11 .280 -- --- --- 1000 --- --- ----- ----- --
Block 12, Lot 8 225 280 200 200 24 -28 0 -- 10( 1800 750 - --- -58 - - -··-----·- - ---- · - -···- - - - -··-- -----· 
'Rl ....... 1r 1? _L_Qt.._J_O 180 240 160 160 - -~-Q_ _ _ -5~----· 0 - --- 19_Qf __ 9.§Q_ -~§0_ -- - 49 -11 -· --·-- --
Rl.n(!k 12.' Lots 12..:14-16-lL_ 810 760 480 480 -6 -56 0 -- --- --- ---··- r--- -- ·- --~4, ,..._---·- - - --- --·--· -· ------ --- ----- ----·-·--
"Rl ,....,.1, 7 9 Lots 15-17 540 680 560 560 25 -17 0 600 158( 520 650 150 - 60 95 
BJ ock 19 T.,-.t, 1-Z. 27( 520 280 280 18 -12 0 900 100( 560 550 11 -46 - 16 
- ·-·- --·--- -··· 
-·· ·--- - . --- i--~- - - -
-
BLOCK 10 The valuation of l ots and improvement s , by f our year per iods , f r qm 1926 t o 1940, 
with the per cent of change in val uation f or each period. - -----------------''---
Location of lots 
Valuation of lots , 
1926 to 1938 
Per cent of 
change in 
val uation 
Valuation of i mprove 
ments , 1926 t o 1938 
Per cent of 
change in 
valuation 
l 
Fairview Addition 1926 1930 1934 1938 1930 1934 1938 1926 1930 1934 1938 1930 1934 1938 
i--=B=l .;::...oc=kc:...._cl_;_c_6...L, ---'L~o;:....t-=--1_7 ______ $._1_5_8-+-$"--1--'6_0-1'1....__ $1 __ 2_0--+-$~_1_2_0--t--_1 __ ___ -25 Q_ none --'no=n=e---+----+--+---- r 
~B=lo:,,;..:c=k=-=1=6~ -L=o'---"t=s-=1=6,.__--=1=8 ___ --1-_,,2"-'-7-=-0- 1---~fil _ ..240 __ 44Q_ .. 18.. __ -25 0 i 20n !5KK I An t 1 i::.r n -~n cc 
i---=B=l -=--oc=k~lC,C..6-L.-=L~oC.....:t'--'--7_ __ _ __ 158 ___ 160_~_120 ,1;2_9 _ J . _ ~_gp __ J)_ _ __ 600 ___ 600 ___ 320 , 40( O _,17 9 c; __ 
_ fil.ock_16, Lots 9-11-13__ ___ ___ 473 ___ 480 ____ 360 560 1 - _2_5 _____ 0 ___ .. n.on~J100&...n.on.1L ___ l,QC _ _ __ .--. _,.._ _ _ _ 
_fil_Q.ciLl6.,__Loj;,_J,.L_ ____ - - -----+-__,,l..,.5c8:,:;__,___J..QQ l----··-·.120 l..20 . . __ ..l_ __ ... -~2~ __ _Q __ t)()(l _ _ 200_ ._ ____ .BO ..._ __ .J_Q( n -~n 9 5 __ 
"Rl ~~1, rn T.nt. 6 155 160 120 l_g_Q_ _ 18 __ ,_ ___ -:2_5 ,__Q_ __5.5.0 .... ... 400 _ ____ 12.0 ___ _ l5( _ 14 _,1r;; ,,:2; 
Block 16; Lot 8 135 160 120 120 18 -25 __ _ Q __ ~--450 450 __ 280 30C 0 -58 7 
Block 16 . Lot 10 135 160 120 120 __ 18 ____ - 25 ____ o _ ,_ __ 35_Q 400 __ 120 15C l4 -70 ·?Fi 
Rlock 16. Lot 12-14 515 520 241 _g1Q_ __ J, ____ ,_-::GS., . _O_ 500 500 __ -~QQ __  2~ ___ Q ___ - -~.6Q ._..2.5.. 
Bl""k 16. Lots 1 5 _  .. >- ·· ~2.0 _____ 28( _ __ 4.80 __ ::-5. __ -- .:-::l.2 _ 9 _ __ 6.0Q __ .8_00_ ,_ __ _44.0 ___ J5.0L .. 3.5 ___ ---~-4.5 . ._ . .14._ 
'Rl,..nlr ,~ T.f'\t. fi Hi8 ln0 1 ?r 1?0 ] -PS () i:;nr i:;nn 9,1/"l 9/"l( () i:;9 _,~ 
-1il.o..ck 1 a. T " ,ts 2-4 295 520 28( 280.. 9 -1? 0 250 .250 120 15( 0 -fi::> ?() 
1--- -------------1-----+---+--··--r--- - --l- -----l---l--~ -++--+----+-- ---f---t-- -+----t.....--1 
~----- -------1-----+-- -+---+---+----J- - +-- -+11---+-- -+---r---t---+-- t-- --
••·------------- - ---- --1----+--- ••••----- P-1-- •- -f--- - +--···- - •--J..L---L---.l..--.,___---+-_ -+-_ _ -I---__ _ 
BLOCK 11 The valuation of lots and impr ovements, by f our year periods , from 1926 to 1940 , 
wi th t he per cent of change in valuation f or each per iod. ~ --- - ---------+----=--
Location of lots 
Valuation of l ots , 
1926 to 1938 
Per cent of 
change in 
valuation 
Valuat i on of i mpr ove 
ments , 1926 to 1938 
Per cent of 
change in 
valuation 
Fairview Addition 1926 1930 1 934 1938 1930 1934 1938 1926 1930 1934 1938 1 930 1934 1 938 
~ - ...::....::;-=.:::...~=..:..:....-==-==-==-----+---~--l---- l---- -+-- ·----11-----+-- --H 
Block 17. Lots 10 & W20 1 1'2 $252 $336 $225 $225 3~_ -53 Q_ 9&250 $_2__5...Q.. ,._lJi.Q.JlQn () -~A % 
i:tlnnlr 17 _ Tl"\t .. c:: E~0' 12-1!1 '9AA __320_i----2.55 . - 250. ___ _l5_ _ _ on () 2:c;n 21:;('\ ,an ,nn (\ r-A ~'!--
Block 17. Lot 16 ..... 180 __ --~Q.Q_._l-~Q_ 160 11 -20 0 500 .. ___ 600 ___ 200 250 20 - 66 25 
,_JRQ.C_k._l..7.,- b!Qt§_ ~-4 .&._.N½. .5 -· ___MQ ___ .160 ... _729_ ... 720_ 40 _-_5 _____ Q _ .. 5..QQ __ ._lQQ_Q_ __ 4..4.0. _5QQ_ 10..Q __ ~.5.6 ... - ~ ...J.4 
LBlock 17,_Lot 18 __ _ 180 220 __ J.6Q _· l6Q .... ..&~- .. ::·.21._Q_ 5no ___ 80Q~ __ ..2_4Q _.3..QO. ~n -70 D.c-_  _ 
'Q1 ,,.,..1r 1 7 l.t)t~,...,,l:?<...'---=6.....c-8:,:..-_7,._--~- -4---l,.-- -4---+------+---f----
1-------"'CA."'C.SJ}.LNlQ..!_6_&__.....,1'T.u.._,')....;;!!--'-Q~.£._...,__F; ~ ---+-------1i--- -+-- ---,f----f-- --4-·- ----··-
---'>---· - - ------- - -··-----------l---1----- 1 
~- ·-- - ~ --1---1------1--- ---+------ - -
Nl5 1 6S2 ~ ' 5810 810 520 560 560 __ -56 ___ _ a ___ o _ 1soo_ 1000 ___ 400,.J_...:4~o~o~ =-4:$_::;.l4L-..~-~L!.:~!....._J.._..l,£_.jn 
R1,...,..1r SlO.!....,_ Lot 5 & .Nl0 1 6 
E50 1 7 & 8 & E50 1 of S 
-1ll.o..ck 17, Lots E~ 11 & w~ 15 
Pl "',..1, 17 T.nt,s 15-17 & E* 13 
Block 1 7. tot 9 
1-.n ,_,..1r 17- Lot, 9 W¼ 11 
City: · .... 
.1. c;() 
450 
240 
·-· --
?Af'\ 
9nn 
500 
---
··--- --··-- -
1 i::n 1 ~('\ 
1 ~n , ~n 
-~-QQ_ .__4QO _ 
--- ---
2.d.n ?.1.(). 
- --·----~-- - -f---- ···-.. - ----!-l----l..--1-- ·-- -- - ·- - - - --· - - - - --·-- · - - -
--- ··-f-- ---·-- ---- - ---· ·- ·--- -- - --- -- -- -----~---·-~- -----· -·--·---- ...,__ __ _____ 
_o;z; o;z; n 1 c;nn C,1(1 7nn - _c;,-, oc: . 
.c;.c- .'9n n I::;(\(\ Yln.;...O 240 ?nn --- -- _ , i:: 
__ -55 -?(; n i::nn 7nn D.1.n D c;n l i:: .1. 
--- --- --- none --- --- --- -- --- ---
-- ,:z;:,; _l)_ 600 240 ?no --- -fiO -H, 
- ---------- --- - - - -l---- -+-- ---- 1----- -- - ·- ---~- -·· --~ i------4------'--- -l------+- - -+-- - i---------
1---------------+----,f----+-- ---ic----+-- -+---+---+l---- -+-- -4----1----1----+-- -4---, 
BLOCK 12 
Location 
The valuation of lots and improvements, by f our year periods, from 1926 to 1940, 
with the per cent of change in valuation for each period. 
Valuation of lots , Per cent of Valuation of i mprove 
of lots 1926 to change in 
Per cent of 
change in 1938 
valuation 
ments, 1926 to 1938 valuation ----
I 
._ Fairview Addition 1926 1930 1934 1938 1930 1934 1938 1926 1930 1934 1938 
1930 ·1934 1938 
~lnck 19. Lo+.~ 2 & wi of 4 l540 l4nn t?.A() i~A()_ ...,2.5_ ··- -z;n n_ Amn t i:;nn '.)JI_() t 91:;( n c:n 0 " ~-
Block 19. Lots 6 & E½ of 4 450 560_ -~OQ_ - - ~QQ_ --~~Q_ -16 0 1500 1500 760 80( ' e) -44 5 
Block 19, Lots 8-10-16 - _Ji;lQ_ ,__7.~..0-.__6QQ_ _  QQO -· -::Ll. :-l_6_ __ _  Q_ _ _ _800 _ __ 8_QQ _,_ __ g2_0 ~-- soc 0 - 55 -?i 
~ck_ 1...9-., _ L..o.t_;;; __ 16-l.Z=.la ______ ---720 _ ___ e_e_o . __ 640 _ _ __ 640. -5 -:_5_ - ___ Q ____ _  900 _1QpQ_ ·- -~qQ - -- ~Bl _J._§__ -=1-'L - _7 __ 
-
LIJ.~l~Lots _1-3-5 810 760 ____ $89 Q.80 . . ___ -:Q_ .. -:10~ _Q__ 1400 _1500 >- _960 ,.._lOQJ 7 _ 7-6_ l,.___4_ ___ 
'Rl nl"lr , q. Lots 7 & Wl0 1 9 315 288 240 240 -7 -l6 0 140.Q_ "1500 ____ 'l_~Q ____ __ 80( 7 -FiP 11 
Lfil.a_c.k 191 Lo.:t..s._]IB_0 1 of 13-14 -·-· ------ --
1 e:;-..&_ -oi; oi; ' ,...f' 11 270 254 200 2Q.9 e----7.l. _::-.E.l . _Q _ _ ,_ .i-90 500 __ ?4( 20( 25 -52 -16 
~lnl"k 19. Lots E40 1 of 9 & - --- -·- ·------ 1-- -- --r-- - ·-- - ·-- - ·--- - - ·--- --·----- --
Wl7' of 11 _f:79: 274 225 l ___ "-17 _ 0 none none __ _?_?}: ~=~~'ff --- --- 0 --·-- ,-. .. ~-- ·---· --··---·--·-· ---
Block 19. Lots E55 1 of W75 1 
-- of 13-14-15 295 9:z;n -9 .9A 0 700 100 58( 50( l --- 25 -3 
-·--·- ~----·--
-·· -- - - -- --·~ ---·-·- --- --~-- -··· 
I 
BLOCK 15 The valuation of lots and improvements, by four year periods, frQm 1926 to 1940, 
with the per cent of change in v.a luation for each period. ----------------''---
Location of lots 
Valuation of l ots, 
1926 to l938 
Per cent of Valuation of improve Per cent of 
change in ments 1926 to 19j8 cha,nge_in 
valuation ' valuation 
Fairview. 74 Lots 1926 1930 tl.934 1938 1930 1934 1938 1926 1930 1934 1938 1930 
1
1934 11938 
i-=B-=l.:::..o.:::ck=---=-7-=-4L-...:..L::.::o:..::t:!:s~l=--__;3~---~i~du.c;~rl ....,c;w;:9"""4-()-'lll--':lJl::t:I.Q.U.1('14!1t.,.__,...11.A~(')f--·l6- -- 0 0 tuoo l15_ill; lJ3_0J2.L$ .. J3.QQ o;,:a .41 _Q 
~ B""-l"'!,,!,;·"~1r....!7_:;i;4~·~L!d.lo:!-ct!,!j;,s~5=-.L7-=..!9~----1--..!o!!=i~4()~ __ 72Q_,_____48.0 ___ 48.Q _ ____ 5..3 _ _ r;r; n Ann JJnr 1 an <:>nr, n ~n 9c; 
l-·-=B=l .::c..oc=k:c.._...:.7...:c4..._ ._;::L:c.;:o'--'t=s_l=l;.;c_-...:=1=-=-5 _____ ~---~..§9 __ _1~Q .__ ~g_Q -~;2_Q _ Q~ :-9-9_. . __ _Q_ __ _ 600 __ _ _6_Q_(c __ _2_@ e-•• _ 50C O -5:-S ?\ 
Block 741 __ Lots_l5-17_____ __  __ . __ 560 __ _ 360 61 ~5fj ________ O ___ _ 600 __ fJOC._ _ _g_~_Q _ __ -~pO 33 -70 _4 __ 360 __ ji~Q 
LfilaclL14,,__Lo.±,.s __ 2-...&_JV.i_:;4L..._._---+--~iJ4...--=!.l.!.+----320 52Q __ __ 2._7.._ ::~20~ __Q __ Ll4UQ __ l50.C ...... _.64.Q ._ ___ ..75r '7 _c:.7 __ J.2_ __ '2;1 r:; ii.()() 
Block 74. Lots 6 & El 4 .240 240 55 -53 _Q ____ __ :2.fill._ ___ 2.0.C _ .... .l.2.0 _____ 1.5.( -~ An ,:,c:. 270 360 
74. Lots 8-10 520 520 35 -g_B__ _____ Q _ a.o_o 1oor c;~o -6Qr 9c; "-A , c; _ 560 480 
. Rl--1, '7A._1_ot.s_J.,..1,,9,==14~----1--~ ~~l.>l.+----'~i.a..:?Q,.........D.2.0 ,_ __ 3_5 __ -==.5.3 ___ ,___o __ ,...1200 _l9.ili ___ _960 1ni::r i::o _An a 5~0 A.An 
Hlnck 74. Lots 16-18 520 520 _ _g_~_ -5~L ........ . o_ 400 190( l~§_Q_ _1J.5i J_5_7._ =:-3..;3 __ bJ.Q_ 560 500 
---------------+- --- ··~ ...... ... ---·· i--. - ----- ·· · - ---- - ,,_ ___ ···- 1-------- ·-·f-··-- L---- -··- -- - ~ - --- -1- ---- --- --.. ---- -·---- -· - ------ -----~---··· -
t-----------------1----+----J---- -+---....j........- --l---1--~-'+--~--+-------f--+---+----t--1 
-·---------- ----1----- --1------+----~- ~--- ... - 1- -- +----+--·- ·---+-1-----4----l----1-----4--- -+- -+--i 
J.--------------f-----+---+--+-- ---+----+--+----H!---+---+------,f---+---+------,f---·-
BLOCK 14 The valuation of lots and improvements , by four year periods, from 1926 to 1940, 
with the per cent of change in :v.aluat i on f or each period . . ---- ------------=---
Location of lots 
Valuation of l ots , Per cent of Valuation of i mprove Per cent of 
1926 to 1938 change in t 6 change in valuation mens, 192 to 1938 valuation 
J:.l,av~ r.; t;v n-rfoinal 1926 1930 1934 1938 1930 1934 19J S- 1_926 1930 1934 1938 1930 
1
1934 1938 
Block 5 Tn+c:, 1-3-Fi !ll, MC::n lb ·- " • , ~~'ZC::f'1 ---2-- __  .,,_5:? <;>C:: ·~2200 $~QQ!2c_$__§4( $1250 1 5 -74 95 
Block 5. Lot 7 900 120( 600 __ J_~Q ___ 55 -50 25 1000 1200 1041 1400 20 _ H ~F-
01 M1r _5_,,_LJ)t9 _________ __ 7..§_5 ____ a_oc__so_o_ _6QC _ .. 4 _-:-2_5 __  ..25. n"n° .noruL_ noru='"l--ln_.,...,UJ..nu:"'4-- ----+---+--- -
Block 5, Lots 11-15-15 ___ ___ -2l'ZO __ .2QQ(__ __ 84O .108( ;_7 -@ ______ 28__ _n_E~~,__!_l_one,... no!'_!!'_!!~~~ _______ ,_ _ __ _ 
Block_~,_,_ .LQ..~ 17-19 1550 160( __ __ 5QO -~0-~ _ _ J?_ ._.. __ :--6~ 0 none none none __ _!!C2P.~ ..__--1------+------
Block 5, Lots 21-25 & W 7½1 of 2t e,cer pt _ e ,c JL m _  p __ t ___ -1-----1----~--, 
~ck 5. Lot 27 & El7-§;· ' 25 25608 80( 520 40( 51 -60 25 __BQQ ,.....-1.0.Q ,nr lOO _aa n -0---
Block 5. Lots 29-51 1080 1121 700 56( _ _ 5 __ _ -57 ,-.......::-20 __ ,none_ · 2400 _15.5r 17nn - -;-..AA <Ja 
Block 5. r.,...+., 55-55 1 ~c::n 1441 840 1 ni:;r ___ -41,...__ .. .2.5.. 2500 2500 12_8( JJiOQ __ .J) __ -~ -40....... 
Rl Mlr :i; _ T.I"\+ N2i I 2-=4=.6_____: _4Q.50 f- . 9@ 1 ,_g_~?.9 __ 510( -~.25. _____ ,:-.l9. _ 25_ ~~QQ __ .5DOQ _..i4QC __ MQ.Q '--- :-:-:~-- - ~l2__,__Q __ 
~7,..,.,k 5- T,-.,+.~N?41 2-4-6 3150 5241 0 2400 BOO( :? ?i:; ?/:; 1r::r,r, ,c::rv, 111r::r 1400 0 - 3 _:i; 
-BlDnlr ?; • T.n+. " !=: !l;n I 2-4-~ 
. S30 I 8-10 4500 400i D 3120 590( - -~-lu.l..._i_-=.-?~·9'-l---.-.i:C):..:I, r :!.._.+lµ1L.;:c;lUUnn~9~•nMnr~_g_8~N_1u.nlULnn4--.:l.'Z:.:;i.._ 'Z +---..c;a~n f-;ni!..., ..:r-1 
I 111 •~• 11 
t-~B!,!:l~o!2:c<:.!k~ 3~-L~o~t~l.!:::.2 ~&~N'..::':4~5_1 ~8-===1O~~3=-=3~7t..::t-.......:4~O~O'.l:'.)~29~6~O~ ~3.!...:7O~J1~-~l1--=:.i.-~84A__,?6,_t>i:;.l......+'-'1~F-~nnw"_ 1..,i:;r.8Anr4-~5=.:2O~lC~ 5::!::2~O~O~....l,O~--li:;~~--+--Q-
m __ ,_ -z, r,..,+ l.!. lnAr 96) 880 110< _,, .A 
Block 5 . Lot 16 90( 96D 840 1051 19 
'Al ,..,.1,- r .,...ts 18-20 e ,c e - m p 1 7nt e ,c e m n ~i:;nn _ 
_ Block 3, Lot s .2 __ 2~---"2=i,__ _ ____ __ lllJ)C . ?nnr 1600 1 P-n, n none none none ~n~on~e~----+------+--------
'R1 ,..,.1, 'Z T ,-, t .l.': 26,..28-30 
52-54-56 459( 48OC 4320 540, 4 -10 25 2200 2500 2800 3200 1 1,: , C) , .. 
' 
BLOCK 15 The valuation of lots and improvements, by four year periods, from 1926 to 1940, 
with the per cent of change in valuation f or each period, ,---------------t------"--
Location of l ots 
Valuation of lots, 
1926 to 1938 
Per cent of 
change in 
valuation 
Valuation of improve 
ments , 1926 to 1938 
Per cent of 
ch2nge in 
valuation 
I 
1926 1930 n.934 1938 1930 1934 1938 1926 1930 1934 1938 1930 ·1934 1938 Hays City Original 
t--~B=l=o~c=k'----"'4i-=.L=o~t=s~S=2=5-'~o=f==---=l~-~5'--t---;---r---;---t---- ·---t--~~r----+--- -l----+---,---+------t----i 
5-7 & Undiv. J Inl.in S1 1 _._ ___________ ··---- --+ - -+---1+--+---+--+---+--t--- -+---
i---------of_N_50_' 1-5-5-7 _ H950 l44ool4200_ $4200 _ - 11 _ .=5 __  _o __ .Jasoc $srnu·~0,,t~-;e8(~ 11_l,:O~--=.&J20d..J-_JO,W 
Block 4, Lots N49 1 __ 1-3:-5-7 __ _ ________ _ 
-- - -·--t---- -·--- - ·· -- - - --- - - ··-!'--·- ---
& Undi v. l Inl. in _S_1_1_N_5_0_1 -+------+-- --· --- --- - -- · ···-+-----++----1-- - --~·--·- t------··-r--- -----r-------·--· 
1-3-5-7 7200 6800 7000 7000 _ -5 3 0 600( 6000 .. 8000 _8000 0 33 0 
Block 4, Lot 9 1550 1600 1300 1300 11 -19 0 300C 3000 2000 2300 O ...J.5__ 
Block 4 , Lots 11-15-15-17 4500 4640 4350 435D_r- 20 ___ -5 . _..:O ____ .§§OC 8500 .'2.9.0C 6000 · 0 - 9 C! :i;:z, 
Block 4, Lots 21-23 1800. 1600 E.9.2 ____ .=g __ ___:-~-...... :i...?.. none none nap§ _§Q_QQ_ ____ _ _ --- ~ -
m Mk 4~ Lot 19 ~.9...0.:,_ . . ~.6.Q,__ 9.QQ ___ 9.D.O. __ ""'..5_,..._ --=fi.. ,_ __ n__ ....... _10..C .. .none. ___ .lQC _.2E.QQ -~""::-- -- ,-=-......... _ 
Bl Mk 4 . Lots 25- 27 1620 1600 1600 l8~0~0~q_--=-±l+-~o"--+_ .... , ,.__9-+t-......_ ..... , ,.., . ......... ,"'t-~YIU-',,...~.,..,,.,,"'+-_..,nl.\...U.J.r,n, -"1-'t::n..ul0.LLL.l.n,o'+-=--=-=;---==-=-r-=-=-=-, 
_lilQck_ 4 Lots 29 31 1620 2000 1700 1800 23 1 Fi h ~o,v 7iOhO 3nnr ~non 
t---'B_l-'o'-'c_k ...... 4..., , _L~o=-t:...:s'--5_3_-_35-'-----~~1_8:.....0-=0-4- 212( 20 5_9 _ _g.Q.5_9+--=l~0-+-_-_:5::..+_:=..0-+J-=2,:.!::9~0~C~50:::.:0~0+-=1'¥h~OC....J2t>-.!2~0,:.,,0'-l--"'-3-t _ _ ...... ,4'""-t-7,.¥i ........... A _ 1 1.~L 
t---=B=l=-=oc..::c=k_4='"---=L:.:::o....:::t-=-s-=2=--=4=---=6 ___ -+-9=-0=-=0:...:0:...+--=-80=-0=-=lC:+-=9...::.9-=-00-=-+-=9c..::9c.::O..::.O+----=l=l=+--'2=4=-+_-=o-rrb 5~-OQ!: ~.90 DQ .:ooc 20000 o -20 Q.. __ 
t--"Ri.u..i.ln.u·"~1r.:z..,...4.....:L::.!od..;t~ l,..!,2'------+~6~5~84-~80::.:lC=4-...!a8!.!,5~0+_8!L;:s~o+·-...1:s24n _ _.,,_6 -l---~o-1+-__,_pr;&l!o.4nr _ .~7,n~o4-_.=tl,l .a.nr4--_..c;.l.l.l)..nn4-_0!..l-+-__._.,;z;~';z; _.o .... , c;"'----t 
Block 4, Lots 8 10 1260 180( 2250 2250 43 55 0 none none none none 
Block 4, Lots 14-16 1170 160( 1550 1550 37 -3 0 10( 100 21 none 0 -75 
--:,Bc:.l-'-o-:ck,---.4,...,..- _L,,,..o-'-t,....;s-..-,,,1,....8_-_20 ________ 1080 160( 140.Q_ ,... __ •-rr::r,....... -~.,_
1
,-:--1-£ O 
Bl~ck j, L~t -b~ 7~r 
norn none 1400 0 
HRR 
.tllock 4. , Lots 22-?4 1080 160( 1400 1500 48 -12 7 norn none non~ 
-r---=Bl""'n"'"', <'""'k"'--"4~._L:,:_o t.!!Js=c....::2:::.;:6:...-..!::2~8 ___ -+-l=-0::::.:8~0=+--=1~6c;::.0.::i----:Cl=:..t.....::· 0:::..::0..+--=1=50=)C,.......__.4=8-t_-~1=2"'-f-_ __,_7--t~n=n-=n,_e1 ......,~1-'n"", n=Tie<-+-"""n,n,cn.,."'e=<+------t----+----i 
Block 4 . Lots 34-36 1260 ?nnr 1 cino 1 cinr c::a c:: " - ..,,.._..,., nnn° nnn° 
- - I 
.._I _-,1"Rl.u..l,r.~r>·~lr4..,_...i,T..i.n.u+,.,;;c,_.,..._.~fA.:;;;J.~..,..:9....._ __ __ 1_lun.u::>A1~n:IL-.J...lOU1~n,-L.J1_._c::lU.UnnJ-...1J..<c;;;i.;i::;~r-.fsAl;l.L.A__.._C!.....___..,__o;;: _ _ J.lUJ..1.f'\(_.,lc..,.:......_n _ _...1n_._._n.,._..,.'J...,._,_f'\f'\ • _ _5Q __ 3~ 100 ~., 
BLOCK 16 The valuation of lots and improvements, by four year periods, from 1926 to 1940, 
____________ w_i_t_h_t_h_e_p=-e_r_cent of change in valuation for each period. 
Valuation of l ot s , Per cent of Valuation of i mprove Per cent of 
1926 to 1938 change i n ments, 1926 to 1938 change in 
i------------ - - - "--·---.----,- -- - --+--v..:_;al:;=..::u=a:..:.t..:::;i,.::.;on:..::.,_~+----r---- - ~ - ---1---v.:...;:a=l=u=a=t1=· o;:..:n~---1 
1926 1930 1934 1938 1930 1934 1938 1926 1930 1934 1938 1930 '1934 1938 
Location of lots 
~s Ci t v 0riidnal 
Bla>ck 7 . Lots 1- 5- 5- 7- 9- 11 - __ - -1--- ---4+--+--- -1-----4-- -4-----------i 
13- 17 t>l990 $.,l~..2Q ll.9._60_ ~2450 . .. _--=4.._ _ __J9~_."wc:L......l-l---==-=--+-- - - ~- -:::..:.-=-+-X:$:l=.'.:6~0~1( -=-=-=-i-::-=-=--+=-=-=- -
m o ,-k 1, Lot 15 __ ______ __ 515 _ 24Q __ 240_ p_QQ .-:-!3 _____ o_ __ _  g_~_ ---· - - ·--------- -+-- -..1---- ~-~---
___filock 7 _,_ Lot . 19 _____ _ _ ___ __ __ 360 320 240 _ 500 - ll - 25 25 $---500 ~.§go $ 280 - 3GC O - 44 _9,_~ _ 
Bl ock 7. 1:ao..:!&_ E½ g_s & all __ _ _ _ .. . ___ __ .. - ~ __ _ -... . -- ---
4
'2D - -- -- ,___ ______ -----
i-------'? ....... 7-=-:.;;.2 .u.:9-::.,'!-i.l,,j·li....._ ___ µ,1=5=-50,,._...-=1=2·=-'oo~ -"5=8=0--4--_7, ___ -:e.;25_ _...=l.l__ ___  - sg_ _g5. - . _ _8.QQ ____ eo.o ___ Jt40 .. ..1.00..C __ JL__ _ 9 n '1; /l 
~ .ck 7 . Lots 25 & W1 25 810 720 360 450 -11 - 50 25 ,_. -- - - - -- --- -+--- -+-----+--- --1 
m ,.,,...,r 7 -,---1.o.t~ 2-=l~----_,__--=4=5-=c.0 _.__-"'4==8-=;.0..__3"'-4CC--'0~ .- 300 _ __ 7 _ __ - 50 e---~5 _ _.=:-:-_ --=--:=. _ __ -:."'.'.-+-_ --_ -__,.j __ ---1---+--__,.j 
m ,..,,_,, 7 , ...Lo.t._ 05 540 5.00. - -~ - - '--- __ 4_____ _______ __ 25 ZS ______ _________ o ____ - -- -- -
Hl r, ('k ? . ~.L35 . _l.Q6...0.~1---l.QQ.O __ _ - --··- ---- _____ - 8 -- ---- -- - - __ _ 40Q -- 300 - -- ---- --- --- .=25 -- --- ----- -~-- -· --
Block 7. Lots 2- 4-6-8-10- 33 
1170 1200 1040 1050 3 -13 1 1n 175 80 10( 0 43 25 
r-_,_m'-!J.,.,..!.:."'1rll--.l7~· .... ~T-o t..!!!s~ 3~3'.::-~5~5----l-- ----J.- --l-=10:-~0~;:0 _ __!-g_§Q_ __  - --+---4---=2.::..5--1-,1----+---+___:::...::.:::i----=-.:~ 64E 50(1 - 22 
Rl ,.., c k 7. Lots 12- 14- 16-18 
1000 0 -12 14 20 1170 1 200 1000 1000 3 - 16 0 +----+-1---+--- -+-- ~---+---+----i>----t 100( 1000 880 
BJ ack 7, Lats 22 24-26 I 8_76_1_ ~7~9n ~ i:;~10~0--1-~6~n~o:+---=-=...c7!...+-~- l=-=l~~o-++--==~= =+_::::.==+-~~~-+-..:;_,!a.+-~ '-1 
R l ~ ~1, ? T, ,.., +c, 9A RI oi:;n t 30- . 
150( 1 500 144C 165(1 0 -4 15 
, 32- ~4-36 1790 400 400 240 --- 0 2560 1280 !_?._0_0_,___ 4_3___,___-_1_ ... __ ...C.:.2C.::.5 ---H----"~i--=::.;:_::_-+-~ --c:..+--- --+--= - 40 
-..i, __ ,_ ?
1 
rots N25 1 E0-34. 
1080 120( 640 800 10 - 4' 25 40 400 12( 35) 0 30 - Fi2._ 
BLOCK 17 The valuation of lots and improvements, by four year periods , from 1926 to 1940, 
with the per cent of change i n valuation for each period. 
Valuation of l ots , Per cent of Valuation of i mprove Per cent of 
Location of lots 1926 to 1938 change in ments, 1926 to 1938 
change in 
valuation valuation 
I 
Ha:vs City Oriidnal 1926 1930 1934 1938 1930 1934 19)8 1926 1930 1934 1938 1930 1934 1938 
Block 10. Lot 1-5-5-7 $765 $900 b820 $825 l?_ -8 0 $800 ~800 $7_60 t_~oo 0 -5 18 
'Rlnnlr ln. T.nt 9 11 15 540 .12.0 . ~6QO __ __ 609_ - . __ ]3 -16 0 2000 2000 17.20 none 0 -14 
Bln"k 10. Lot 15-17-:-19 _____ 540 .. '?i9_ ~~OQ __ 600 - 55 -16 0 1900 l~Q_Q __ 1280 1500 0 -33 1 -
~~.9_ck 10, __ Lot 25-27-29 ··- 540 720 600 600 35 -16 0 1100 1000 960 1000 0 -4 5 - · - --· -·---- - .. ·-·- ·--- - .. - .. - ·- - -- -- --· - ---- - -- -··- -·---- - -- ---- ------ ·-·-···- --- --·-
Block _ 10...,_ Lot 21-25 560 480 400 400 ·--~~- -16 '· 0 none none none ~~------ - ·-· --- ·-----·- -·--sg-gg- ------~ 
'Rl M•lr 10. Lot 31-?i5-35 720 760 640 650 5 -15 1 1000 .2880 2800 -50 -33 0 - - . - ---
i:.1 n_~Lot 2-4-6 720 760 660 700 -~ --~~- 6 50 50 2400 2250 0 -23 --
m ,.,,. 1r 1 Q,__Lo t 8-10-12 675 720 660 .§.7~. 6 -15 2 none none none 1300 
'Rlnnlr l~t 14-16-18-20_ ·-- - ·--- ------- -··-··-- - -· ---- ·-- -·-- - ------ ---·-- --& 22 11.25. 1200 1100 1125 6 -8 11 600 800 640 650 -- --~-~- -:20 __ !_ ---·· - --··-
'Rl,..,.1, 1(). T.nt 24-26-28-50 1080 960 880 900 -11 -8 2 1200 1200 1120 1000 0 6 -7 
___fil.o "k- 10 • Lot 52-34-56 900 800 720 750 -11 -10 4 1200 1200 640 800 0 -46 '25 
-· --·- ------ -·· 
... - - -·--- - ·-
I I 
• 
BLOCK 18 The valuation of lots and improvements, by four yea.r periods, from 1926 to 1940, 
with the per cent of change in valuation for each period • . ----------------'=----
Location of lots 
Valuation of l ots , 
1926 to 1938 
Per cent of 
change in 
valuation 
Havs Citv 0rie:inal 1926 1930 1934 1938 1930 1934 1938 
Valuation of improve 
ments , 1926 to 1938 
1926 1930 1934 1938 
Per cent of 
change in 
valuation 
1930 
1
1934 1938 
Bl ock 15 , Lot 1 ~60 $ 600 t 400 $ 400 66 ___ ____ -::::..::55:::.+-_0=---n---==-=:..::.+:= ~.::. '..!"::;:::___~.::::::_-1--..:_-l--~e..+-~-, 1400 h soo $720 t 650 7 - 52 -9 
1-----......:B:::;:l=o::...::c=kc.....=l =5~ .L=o:.....:t ::.._::;.5--'W:.c...4=0'--
1
--=o=f _7.:.--l----='4=5=0-'- ___ 9:c-=4=-=4 __ 720 _ ..... 720 _ .. 1=0=9=---+_-=25:::+-_:::0_H---=~:...=.+-==--F-==--t-== ~f-------'"---+--="--+--___,,_ ___ 2000 1900 1400 1450 - 5 - 26 :S 
1--......:Be:::::l:.::o=c~k--=l=,5::..i,r.......=L~o-=-t .....:5::__ ____ _ _ ........... ~?Q _ __ 560 _ _!0_Q _ 400 107 - 28 0 1700 1600 _760 650 -5 -52 -1 
.....__Block _151.._ Lot 9-11_ & El0 1 ___ _ ___ ___ _________ ........... . 
~ --- ~of~ 27 650 1216 880 __ 880 .. J ... ~_ -27' 0 
i::n "'""i{ 15 . Lot N-k 17 & E55 -- - --- - ·- - -------- - ···- ~ 
Ni 15 760 515 400 400 43 - 22 0 2200 2200 1560 1500 0 -58 17 
m ,.,.,..1,- l~ _  I,.ot S-¼ 17 S½ E½ -- -·-- ,__ _ _____ - - --·· - - ·- ·- ---- . -~-
15 552 555 440 ~§Q - -- ------~- .........=1~ t- · .. 2 -- 1500 1200 116Q _ J:;b_QO_ .... :-7 __ .... :-5 - 5 
Block 15 . Lot 15 & W 15 1-1 l 450 . ~-7g1 ,___ __ 500 .. _ 520 ___ 6Q_ ... .... .::?§ _.9_ ..... ... l~QQ ... J.fill9 .. J..?..QQ _ __ 1500 _ ....... . . Q ....... __ -:-:P ... Q .............8. ---
Block 13 . Lot 2 270 600 400 400 122 - 53 0 400 400 240 250 0 - 40 4 
__filo9k 13. Lot 4 270 560 400 400 107 -28 0 700 700 560 550 0 - 20 - 1 
Block Ui .... Lot 6-8 540 1120 8Q.9_ >--809 107 - 28 0 50( 900 560 500 An _-i;,1 ., n 
Block 1'5'. Lot 12 270 560 400 400 107 -28 0 60( none none 1150 
Block 13 . Lot S½ 14-16-18 540 840 640 640 55 - 19 0 
Block 13. Lot 10 270 560 400 400 107 -28 0 27( 500 440 400 85 - 12 -\:! 
"Rl -,.1., 1 'i: r.,.., t 1\14 1 4-1 a_ 1 A 675 AAC: 7?() 720 ?;() -lA () 7 An( 1Ann 1 1 an 11nn () _-i:F; _ c; , 
-· --·· - - - - . ·-~- --
BLOCK 19 The valuation of lots and improvements , by four year periods , from 1926 to 1940, 
with the per cent of change in valuation for each period. ~-------------+---=--
Location of lots 
Valuation of lots , 
1926 to 1938 
Per cent of Valuation of improve Per cent of 
change in IT£nts, 1926 to 1938 change in 
valuation valuation i--------------~---...----.------+----......---.-----H--- ---.-----c-----r--- +---- 1 --'-,------1 
J. E. Wilson 1926 1930 1934 1938 1930 1934 1938 1926 1930 1934 1938 1930 ·1934 1938 
i---B~l...c-o~ck=--~1~6~·-=L=-ot-=s=--=5'--....,_7_-9=--~l=l=---=1=2- - ----+-----+---+---+-----f----+--- -++-------+---+-----+-- -1-----+----+---• 
& 9 ft . of 14-16 P 90 l.__520 480 $_ 700 _20 - - -
Block 16 , Lots 11-19-21 90 _ _ 2~0_ ___ _ 450 __ 16( _ - -- . l9560 - -----+---- --+-------- --- - - - -- -
Block 16 ,_ All lots _eiccept _ _ ___________________ _ 
-- - ··- - - - ... ~ --.-· - -- ~ 1------+ ·-- - -- - -- -·---
- ----- 5__--=7_-9- 11=..l 7-1 °-?1 1 Rn t1An ____ _ -- - -- .. 5.0Q .. __ _:_ -- 150( -- --=-=---::- - -400 ,___ _ __,,___ __ .,_ ____  
t:--'B""n.,,.n'""c~kc_=t:.1~6"--= . L=-'=o:'....!t~s~l.:::.3-......:l=.:5~--+---- -J_.::.l.:::.6C+-_-_-_--4-_--_-1-_ -_-_- +-------+----_- __ __ -_-_--+----_-::-:: __ 1360 --~----1--- - - ----_--+-_--_-_ 1 
"R1 '"' Gk 16 , Lo ts~ l-~3_-=1 --'-5---"'1=7'----=1=9_-____ __,'----~-+-----1'----- -+-- --4--- _ _ _ 
>--- - 1-- -1------1----+---+--+-----i 
i-----_ _ 21 __ _____ -+----- ----_---+--_Be_o _ _ :_-::::_ __ __:-.::-_-:: -=--= -===--- ______ -:::-__:_ ~~-6_0 ___ --_---------------+--- - ---, 
Block 16 , Lots 6-8-9-10-12-r-----'---.,,__--'----------+-----1- -+-- -....-4---- ·-- ·-------·-->--- ~------- - - ------+-- -- - ~----- - --·- -- -- -- ---
t---------"'l ,..,,4-'--'1=6""-------- - -+ ---:--=:· __ -:--:-.=. r - _ _ 80 _-:-_-:_-_ ___ --._-:_ ____ -:=--::.. _-:_::_-:_ 
t-· - -· ·- ·- - -·· - ----- - - ---- - --~ · - · - - -- - --- - ---+-- ---
Block 16. Lots 1-5 -- -- 480 
Bl P " 1,- 1 Lots 6 1 of 7 & 5 - --- 225 --- --- --- --- --- --- 560 
~_.....,_._,m .... ...,, .. .i:•lrl,o.,,,l,1~R~ L~;o1Lt.!L....,!l ::.:!,1:_S:e.!:.x:~ce!:'..l,p~t~W~5'.....l' __:===- _ -_- _- ........_._2_Q0'.::.4-_-_-_- -+--- -_-___J._-_-_- _..,_-_-_-----4-.J-...-- l----_- -+-_7:...c,oc..::o:..+--- ---1---_- +-- -_---+.,...- - - 1 
"Rlnck 16 . Lots 1 2-3-4 f - --
Block 16, Lots 15- 15 & W5 1 
of El6 1 of 14 & part of 
16-18 240 700 --- --- - --
--·---------- ----- --·-- - - -------- -----+--- -+11-----1---4---+---+-- -t------t----1 
BLOCK 20 The valuation of lots and improvements, by four yca.r periods, from 1926 to 940, 
____________ w_i_t_h_t_h_e~p_e_r_cent of change in valuation for each period. 
Location of lots 
Valuation of lots, 
1926 to 1938 
Per cent of Valuat i on of improve I'er cent.or 
chance in ments, 1926 to 1938 ch ane , ln 
valuation ___ _ ___ ·- .. _ valuatJ .. on 
~qv,c:: r; +v 0-r-; a ir, ,;:,l 1926 1930 1934 1938 1930 1931~ 19;8 1926 1930 1934 1938 1930 1931~ 1938 
1----=B-=l.::...o .::.:ck=-..::2:.::l:..z.._ L=o~t!'.!s~l:_-,!:'..5-.....:..:5~ __ _µ!1!!..!,3,!,.!:,6~()f h.i,:4:;r,_J-"·tl~I (\~ )1,.,1,,ll ~ ?"[)µ,u.i()f-4,lhw::9:...,_n !Ul.J()()_-+---.SOC - --J.a ___ o .,_ -- toe m1 ) l :B8~ ei: ~ggl D.Q ;_JJ,...nr...0,::.,,l(.~- _,.,_M"'-l-__...1..J...-1 7 _ _; .... 11__ 
~=Bl=o=c=k=---=2=l i.......:. L=o::....:t=-=ll=-____ _.j._--.::::..8=10~1=6:..:::0=0-+-_ _ _ _ _ . _ ·-- __ 97 --- - -- 1500 2000 
oUUU 
Block 21 , Lot s 7-9 _ ___!~_?.9 5200 ~- __ __ . _ . 97 - :::.--:- . __ _ __ JlOO J .. 5_Q.0 ______ ,_. A7 ·-- __ 
?'.2; ---....+-----ll--.J.l.S,4--=~= .• 
!~:~: ~::\:-9- 11 - --- - -~:;; {~!~-___ _97 __ --=~ ~ -- ~5Q;-;5;;-u1° 
Bl,..,.,.k 21. Lots 15 17 1800 5280 3550 3550 _ 82 7 0 .J;~QQ ... 7.00Q_ ?.8.0Q _ WD( 1 c;n _r'.ri '1 
m ,_ ,..1r 21. Lots N50 ' 2 4-6 1080 2880 1600 2100 7J -=.14_ 31. __ ~.lS.O..Q l.2.0..00. lQan 11 nr 1 1 -..4..6 .. __ l 
Block 21 , Lots S75 ' 2- -1-6-8 1530 4160 3040 3500 17 27 15 1500 1500 5GO 50( - -- - ··- _.....__--"·-~.._~__,_ _......,._ 0 -62 -10 
1---B-'-'-l -=-o_ck--'-2_1=.,_L_o.:....t..:....:s __l _O_-l....:2.::..._ _ _ __i,...___:_9_00-J.-l_l....:.2:...::.0-1--l=-6=_0_.:......0-1--1....:.60.::....0-J_ --~~ ,....-~g ,_ q__ _ l ?.00 1800 1600 _ ~20~ 50 - -1.! )QO -
.__-'=R,.1~,...,..k~ ?..,.l ,..._._L:=!o,L•+!,!i,cL...±l~4_..!&,lL__,!~!...:--~1~6_1-_..',,!_!6'(5,_8.49+ - _e.o.o ___ 7_~0 .... _jl __ .=28 _25_, __ ._1.600 .1.5.65. -· 8.0. __ 140( . .. 2 -43 . .58. 
Block 21. Lots 18 & E? 16 720 880 640 800 2f - 28 25 1000 1000 400 l 50( n -~() Y1 
t----------------11---1 - -1----- -1--- ---- - ---1-----1-- - -H----4--+-- -+---il---+-- -+---i 
I--- +---··- f----- ,--- - -+---+-- --l.J----J------al----1---· - r -·-..,__ _ _.___._ 
t--------------1-----1---4..---1----+-----4--+----+<1---+---+----~-- ·---+-- -+-- - ....--1-- -4 
t---------------11----l---+---4----l----+--+----H--+---t---i ---_...,_ __ _ 
BLOCK 21 The valuation of lots and improvements, by four year periods , from 1926 to 1940, 
with the per cent of change in valuation for each period . . -------------r----'--
Location of lots 
Valuation of lots, 
1926 to 1938 
Per cent of Valuation of improve Per cent of 
change in ments 1926 to 1938 change _in 
valuation ' valuation 
Hays City Addition 1926 1930 1934 1938 1930 l 93Lt 19;8 1926 1930 
1
1934 1938 -- 1930 1934 1938-
Block 26, Lots 1-3-5-7-9 ,Dll70 ilnnn $ Rnr~ Ann 37 - 50 O $40Q.QJ ~1-®t$4.5..6.0..lJ24nr 1? _A-.z: a. 
Block 26 , Lots 11-15 450 640-- 350 ____ 350 ____ 20 -45 O 1450 1nnr 1HF- 79c;r - 31 -ln 7 __ 
Block 26 , Lots 15-17 __ _ _ _ 450 640 320 320 20 -50 ___ _Q_ _ _ 70Q ___ 70C __ 640 ,...... .. t=-fir O - 9 -.l __ 
Block 26, Lots 19-21 _ _ .. _ ...!§Q __ Ji~8 -- _3_2.Q __ 320 78 -60 0 _ 100,_ __ lQ( ___ 80 _ __ _ 5S __ Q ___ ::J.0 .. ,::-~7 .. 
Block 26 • __ L...9ts 23:-_25 440 800 __ _ 520 4.§Q . _J3_0_ .. - 35· -15 IlQnEL none .none. ,......none,__ _____________ _ 
Block 26 . Lots 27 & N25 ' of 
... - --- !--··- ·-- ··---.. - -. ~,-.... - .. __, __ -----1 
29 & N34 1 of 31- 53- 55 1440 1720 1200 1350 19 -30 __  ;!..?_ _ __ 1500 __ 1._g_5r 760 _ML.::.lL -=.59.. _2E_,. 
, Block 26 , S41 ' 5- 135- 35 1620 1390 1080 1200 -14 - ~2 11 2825 272 ~hhr -4 - ?h ?h t----'-----L--------~f--- -+---+-- +--- -·- i---·-- ----··1--- -- -·---~-----~--- .. _. .,. - --
1--...1..Rlu..u.,.. ,·".....,._lrJ,?""".f-~T~.ro.L.;,tll-t,2c-~4-:=i·6.c.-=.;.8~lc>!.0=:c-l¼..12"'-+- --+--+--·-+-~-- --- ....---- - __ ___ ___ 1H--- -+--- - - - - _ ... - -- - - -···- - - - ·· --· - - --
t-------=1=4-"---=1=6--=1'=8=-------+'l=-6,:.=6~.~-+~W.,__ !_:l._2_~ .lJ.gO ___ ll_ __ .=9~ _ Q _ _ .... i600 .. WOL .2.9..6.0 __ 2~50{ .. .. Q_ .L4 =-.1.B . . 
Block 26 . Lots 24-26-28 30 900 1280 104( 1300 42 19 25 4500 annr ?RR() ?;?l"lr - 11 ?A 11 
_filock ?R Lots 2Q-22 360 480 24( 240 E3 - 50 - lF;nQ 1/)nr 640 6q~ :,-,5 7iR 1 
r---------------------il-----+----+-- - - - - --jt---- ·-l------i.---1+----l- -+---+--t----t---r-----i 
t------------~i----+-- -+--t---t----t--t---+1'---+----t----ir---t--,-----:r--- -
------------- ----------- - -1---- -+---+---+t----+---t---r-------i----+----,~--
t--------------,f----+---+--+---+----+--+---tt--+---+-- - -ii--·--- 1--- -+---+----1 
t---------------l---+----+----l-----+----+--t----tt--+---t-----i ----+--- --1 ·------+--1 
t------------__;1---+---+---+---l---+--+---tt, - -+---t---1-·---t-- , ·- -- i-----
BLOCK 22 The valuation of lots and improvements, by four year periods, from 1926 to 1940, 
with the per cent of change in valuation for each period. 
Location of lots 
Valuation of lots , 
1926 to 1938 
Per cent of Valuation of in~rove Per cent of 
change in ments 1926 to 1938 change_in 
valuation ' valuation 
Hays uriginal Addition 1926 1930 1934 1938 1930 1934 1938 " 1926 1930 
1
1934 1938 1930 1934 1938 
Block 35 , Lots 1 & J1120 5 It 900 ~920 $ 780 !t 780 _g ____ __ -=1_5__~ <l ~nnr ~~000 ;t19.2.Q__1-<+~1u...luR.LI.1.nn'+-__,n-'--l'--_-'5;:_::6'--+_--=l=-=6'-l 
1 
i:11~~1, :<,f; ; Tr.+c i.'= ?i Rr W-4,. "/)F, 7?0 .!;6Q_ ___ __4lQ -· 1:1..Q .::-:.~~---...:..:2=1-+-_o;:__--+1----'8;;...:0::....:)C ___ ...:..7..:;..00-=-+----=4=-=4'-""0_.....,__----'4=--=4=04---1=2=------=3..,__7-+-__,Q 
Rl Mlr .... ~5+-Lots 7 & -~J5 ___ ---~§Q _840 __ __ 8_?._5 490 _ 86 1 --41 220( 2000 1160 1150 -9 -42 -1 -
_:_fil. __ ~5 ,. }2.t~~J-. .!!}1111_ 11: _§_7_5_ 840 669 -- 660 24 ...:~~-- ... 9 ... 
IJOtp ~;, 0 .l CL 
°Rl Mlr ....3..5.., 13-15-17 1755 2000 .1.780 1780 ___ 13 __ -11 \ 0 - -I-+-----'--~ 
70( 600 640 800 -14 6 ?5 
-- - --- - - - ·--- ·--- - - ·- ---- - ·- ·-- '--·- ---
550( _..9§QQ '"1.~RQ.. -~~q_g 0 2~_ -10 -----
m M 1' ?i5.,._Lo+s :' 4=-6-8 15.00. 1960 1560 1:36( 28 -30 Q_ _ __ 7fl( ... -40.Q .. ..240. ____ 2.QQ _-:-li _,1n _, 
:__filock :>s, Lot~ 14-lfi-lR 1550 1480 1520 132( -5 -10 O ....2Qill _.2.2.QQ 2240 2200 10 2 -::2_ 
l=<l Ml, ';,;~ T~+.c 1 n_, 720 960 640 64( 53 _ 53 _ D -- ,_..... 60 600 400 400 0 -33 0 
i-------- --------J~---+----+--- --l---_J ____ _ ....__ ___ ~ - ----- -- ----+--- ·-- -·--- - --·-- ------ --
--------------- ------~- ---·- - ---·----- . --- ··- -- ---- --- ----··---- --·-·- -------~ -#---- ------ - - , __ 
i-------.......... --------J~- _ ----,...__ ___ - - ---·------+----+---#------4---+--------+----1----+----+----I 
___________ ___,_ __ 1----1---------1-----1---+---+1-------+---~-......+------+--+----+----1 
BLOCK 23 The valuati on of lots and improvements , by four year periods, from 1926 t o 1940, 
with the per cent of chan.ae i n valuation for each period 
0 
Valuation of l ots , Per cent of Valuation of i mprove Per cent of 
Location of lots 1926 to 1938 change in chan ge in 
valuation 
ments, 1926 to 1938 valuation 
I 
Hays City Addition 1926 1930 1934 1938 l 930 1934 1938 1926 1930 1934 1938 1930 ·1934 1938 .. 
"fil ,..nl, ,11 ; r ,...t.s_ 1-?i ~a.,/"\ t 1nnn .li=;nn ~~nn .6,4._ . .... -40. ~-0. 
,. :;;22.0.o_ ~Bil ~, n c;r -45 -18 ~-,,,,., JI ('\ .. 
Block 41. Lot 5 560 480 280 280 -14 -4~ 0 none none none none --- --- ----- - - -·. ---- . 
Rlock 41. Lot 7 560 480 280 280 35 -42 0 II II II II --- --- ----- ---- ·-- ---·-·- ' - --- - - - - . - ·-. ·- -- .. - - ·--- -- --· . ~ ~--
Lfilo.ck __ 4J._, -1.Q.:t __ 9_ .. _________ - ·-· - ~Q_ 480 280 289 55 -42 0 1000 1000 640 l?0C 0 - 36 87 .. ------ ------ ----- --- - ---- ~ -- ------·-- - ---- - - ·- ---- --- 1---- - -- . 
P.1 ,.. ,.. 1, Al_, __ L.a.t 11 360 480 280 280 . . ·--~~- __ -4jl 0 900 700 -----~51=.9 65( 
t)n -37 48 - 1.,(:, 
·"-· 20( -------
Rlock 41. Lot 15 B60 48© 280 280 55 -42 0 600 500 240 -16 -52 -16 -- - -- '--··-- ---- - ---------- ----
P.l nck. 41. Lot 15 360 480 480 280 55 -42 - none none none 95( --- --- ---
P.l ,..,..,, 41 .... J ... J.,ot 17 450 520 320 320 15 -38 0 1800 1800 760 80( 0 -58 5 -- ----- ----- · -- ------ - · 
m ,..,..,,.. 41 ,._I&t 2 405· 440 520 320 9 -18 0 none none none 130( --- --- ---·- ···----·- L---·------- -- ·- - - ·--- - --·- -- ----- --
4i. P.l ,.,.,...k Lots 4 ' 6 630. 800 560 560 27 -30 0 90( 800 520 501 1-11 -35 -38 ·-----· 1-------·-,_ _____ _ __ __ ---··- . - -- ···- ------- - ··-·- ._,. _____ . ----- - - ---- --- - - ---~----· l- ..• -----· --- ----
"Rl O<'-k 41. Lots 8 315 400 280 280 27 38 0 50( 500 240 25( ID -52 4 
___fil_o nl, Ill . Tot 10 315 400 280 280 27 -3C 0 110( 1100 48( 451 D 0 -56 6 
Block 41. Lots 12-14. 630 800 560 27 -3C -- 110( 1100 56( none 0 - 40 ---
·-·- - - - -·· 
41.' Block Lot 12 --- --- --- 280 --- --- -- none -- --- ---
"Q1--'- 111 T,nt. 14. - --- 28( - - --- 800 --- --- ---7 
~1 ,...,..,,. 41. Tot 16-18 650 840 600 600 29 -2£ 0 80( 600 48( 500 25 -20 4 
-· ·- --· -- ------
! 
BLOCK 24 The valuation of lots and improvements, by four year periods, from 1926 to 1940, 
with the per cent of change in valuation f or each period .. ,-------------t----'~-
Valuation of l ots , Per cent of Valuation of improve Per cent of 
Location of lots 1926 to 1938 change in ments, 1926 to 1938 change in 
valuation valuation 
1926 1930 n.934 1938 1930 1934 1938 1926 1930 
1
1934 1938 1930 1934 1938 Hays City Original 
Block 42 , Lots 1 - 3 $ 810 $840 $680 ) 680 3 __ _ -19 0 $1100 ~0.ill _i_4JJQl1_450 -9 - fi? _ i::; 
Block 42, Lot 5 360 400 - -320 _ ___ 320 ___ 38 -20 0 700 70( 4RO 400 0 -Rl .1 t:!. 
Block 42 , Lot Wl5 1 9 & all ' _ 450 __ 496 416 . -4-J.5 _ 1.0. . ~16 .. ___ Jl Ann .. .B.OL. ?An 4nn n a c;: H _ 
..--fil_ock 42 , Lots 11 __ & E38 1 9 630_ 704545 _ _ 545_ 11 ~2.2.. ______ 0 ___ ....18QQ L18ili __ 8.4(L ... .90CL _ _o_ ·--~'{)_ .... _ __ 7_ 
Block 42 , _L-9~~- 360 360 520 320 0 -11 ' 0 700 __ 70~, .500 ~-250 0 - 57 ... ,...=1.6 __ 
Block 42 . Lot 15-17 720 640 720 720 - 11 12 0 _ . _ _600 -___ fiQ.(_ ___ 2__4.Q .. ..2.50 __ _o_ - RO ,1 
Block 42 . Lot 2 450 440 oz,?n ?i20 -2 --=-2.L ....... JL. t1.nn _Jill.( 1 ~n ?nn 1 ?c; _71 ?5..._ 
Block 42 , Lot 4 360 520 240 24.Q_-=!_~-- - -25 0 __ --- ..!!_q~~ -- --- --- --- ---
Block 42 , Lots 6-8 450 480. 480 480 6 __ Q ____ g 700 75( 400 -~§0 _ ___ Q ___ -46 137 
Block 42. Lot 10 . 27_0,_. ~19.h_240 . ,_G.10. =l-L ... __ __ Q_ f- Q_ [l_Z.00 ... ,.._1.20C... .... .6.40 __ fiED_ ,_ ___ _o _ __  - _4£ ---L 
Block 42 . Lot 12 270 240 240 240 11 0 0 1200 l ?N f:40 i:::m 0 .tit:!. , 
___fil:_Q ck 42. Lots 14-16-18 67E 760 680 680 12 -10 0 4!'.;n 4nr ?4n ?nn .2 -4n _, /:!. 
t-------'----- ---l----+---+-----,----...+-- --1~-+---+¼--+--+--t---+--t---r---i 
---------- -------- ·I----+-- --+-- - -----i -+--+- - -1+--+---1--+---t- ---1~- -r--1 
BLOCK 25 The valuation of lots and improvements, by f our year _periods, frqm 1926 to 1940, 
with t he per cent of change i n valuation for each period, ~-------------+---=---
Location of lots 
Valuation of lots, 
1926 to 1938 
Per cent of 
change in 
valuation 
Valuation of improve 
ments, 1926 to 1938 
Per cent of 
change in 
valuation 
Hays Ci tv Original 1926 1930 1934 1938 1930 1934 19,38 1926 1930 1934 1938 1930 1934 1938 
Block 44 . Lots 1--5 $900 !t 840 I RAr AAn -_7 _ ___ ...5... n 
I--_B_l --'---o--'---ck_ 4_4_.'---"L--"-o...Ct .C.:..s_5.;;...-_7'---_ __ -+--'7--'-'2'-"0--+-_6:-_4=Q ,_ _ 5.6L 5.6.0_ ··--11.. = ).,.,_,. 2>c----l----"'o- -++---"l.._..R'--":n'->4-r .. 1 >-LF.N>-<->-L..) l---ll __..l ......_,._,_ ?nl-1,._1.Un.LU...n l-=_'-'-_7 ..L.7---l----"_"'40;....._c;,l-4-___ a!. ,_ 
P.l ..... ,..1,- 44 Lots 9-ll_ ______ ...... 3.20. _ _ 640 ._._ 56C _560 _ -.ll -J.2 __ _ __Q...... Qnn -- S00. ..... -4S0--->-·-·i:;nn O _,rn .1 _ 
Block 44 , __ Lots 6- 8 ___ _ ____ _ _ ....1F9 ___ _ @9 ___ -~9~ __ 560 -11 - ~D O _  2_000~D.O__Q_ .1 '100 . 1400 _ O _  - 30 _ _ _ Q_ 
m Mlr _.44_ L.crl..s 2- ~ qno 840 ___ 88( 6..BO ____ -:.7 .... __ _5____'_ _JL Mne . n..o.n.e __ QO_OOLD..0.0. --- __ ,:__6_3 _ _ 
Rl ,,.,.1, ~4 T. r. t 5 • 10-12 630 800 56( 560 27 -50 Q __ -- _-1J3oi:; .... 1.6_QQ ____  _as tL S..QQ. ::lL .... _,1n _f; 
_ _ ..__·- 1 - - - ---+----+---t------+-------+-----i-- - -- ,-- - 1---- -1----1-- --+---- -+--+----1 
. ·- - - -·- - - - - - · - - ~ - - ··-- --+--J--· -~·---lf-----l----+--+-----i t:1., 1 n "' .... = ..Qf._ _Block S. of 65 
Leobold & .Allen 
t----- ~'--"'---..:........:=-'---'C---f-----l'-----+-- - -+-- - -¾- ·- ·---- ~ - - - - - ···-.~-- -- - - - - -- --t- - ·- - ---- - -· --- --- ·---· -
,___.R~l,-,,clo<,-.,1r~ 4~.4~· •i.....-=,!L~ot....1".!....• ~o~f~63!:!.J:L~&.Al~~5~_ 560 · ....... _520 ____  -28( __ 280 _ -11 - 16 -- _o _ ._ 80( _1200 --- 720 __ 850 _ _ 50 -- _-40 __ 18 __  _ 
Block 44 . " S of 63 L & A 
-- 1' F.-] 7 810 68( 56( 560 - 16 -18 0 100( 1000 96( 950 0 - 4 - 1 
"Rl ... tr li.d - T.~t. q ,..f' R5. 18 R, - -- - >---,,. 
"W,'.l; l:; I nf' l A F,8F, f;8( 51' t:;f;l() ,~ -~4 0 ?A()( ?~n o 7A n r 2700 - 7 _:;;, F;() 
m n,-,lr 44. Lot S of 65. 14 
l i:; t ,..,f' l~ l17'Z F.9 ( '.l;~l ¥i~(l in _, , -1 200( 1800 128C HOO - 10 - 29 - 14 
-· -- - - -- -- ---- ~- - --- -- --- -·-· 
BLOCK 26 The valuation of lots and improvements, by four year periods, from 1926 to 1940, 
with t he per cent of change in valuation for each period, 
Valuation of lots , Per cent of Valuation of improve Per cent of 
Location of lots 1926 to 1938 change i n ments , 1926 to 1938 
change in 
valuation valuation 
_ HaJJs City Original 1926 1930 1934 1938 1930 1934 1938 1926 1930 
1
1934 1938 1930 1934 1938 
Block 48. Lot 1 $230 1280 t240 i240 _ .. .:-14 0 Moo Jl.OJl( Ll440 L$5,ac;n 11 _i:;~ _9() 
Block 48 , Lots 3-5 400 R~O _ >--g~o_ - --~eg ___ ... -- 16 0 700 none none nonA - -- --
Bln~k 48, Lot 5 - >---~~9 __ 280 280 --- 16 0 900 440 400 -- -51 -9 - -·-· - .. . -·-- -- ---
Blo.Q}f___!~, Lot 7_ --·-- ____ - · . _g__2p_ _Q.w __ .. 2.S.Q ____ 280 2 .-iL ____ Q _ __2Q_Q__ f-8.00. '" _ _A.QC e-.4:QQ ___ _B_B_ ..=.filL ~-- --0 
_fil.o.cl<~4..8_,_ LQ..U.l_ __ 270 400 280 280 .. __ l;,l_ -40' __Q_ 75 75 _I_!~g__e_ _ _ ®Q --- -- -----
Block 48, Lot 9 260 320 280 280 25 -16 0 600 ----~Qr ___ _250 0 -66 25 --
n~~nr , Block 48, Lots 13-15-17 ll70 ,, ?.d_() ~Fi() ?;?() R -9. Q()() ll.40 91 ()() () 17Fi ,1 Fi -
15-17 858 Ji8Q.._ __5_ __ 4n 600 --- --- 27 ___ .._ ___ -- -- --·-·--
- ··--- >--- - --· ··- ·------ - -~--- - --
m "'"lr 4A: T."'+.<= 2-4 __ 450· - ~~_Q __ >--- 600 _j,_Q_Q . -- 16.. -- _1.5.. __ Q_ _ _QQQ_ ,_ __ _QOQ ----2.4( __ 2.5._Q _ ___ _ JL -~2..0 __ ____ 4... 
--Bl.o..clr AA T.t'\+c, 6 & W! 8 360 480 420 420 ?;?; -8 0 1000 1000 7'2C 700 0 -28 -~ 
Block 48- Lot 10 & E½ 8 4Fi() _48.Q_ >---.,42.0_ J.:20 __ f-•· 7 _,? 0 50 150 nonE none ?00 --·- ---
'R1 "'"k 48. 'tots 12-14-16-18 1440 1640 (1480 1480 14 -10 0 ,none none 1900 850 - -55 
-
-·· 
BLOCK 27 The valuation of lots and improvements, by four year periods, from 1926 t o 1940, 
with the per cent of change in valuation for each period . 
Valuation of l ot s, Per cent of Valuation of improve Per cent of 
Location of lots 1926 to 1938 change in ments, 1926 to 1938 
cha.nge in 
valuation valuation 
I 
Hays City Original 1926 1930 1934 1938 1930 1934 1938 1926 1930 1934 1938 1930 ·1934 1938 
Block 49.Lots 1-3-·5 I 810. $760 l 507 1200 -6 -- -- ~l?.00 t_1_3oo_ [i_1gn "'~"'0 n _AA -- ---
Block 49.Lot 1 .2.55._. -· 32Q __ "'C> l'"IC')("'\("'\ , 7 t;f"'I 2-·--~- >--
Block 49,Lot 3 .f~~() -- --- -- gi::;n ------ ·- -- -·- .._, __ -·- --- - . - ... - . - __ ,,_ ·-·-- ·-
Block 49,Lot 7 180- 240 200 200 33 -16 0 .. §Q_Q_ 500 320 3_QQ ___ Q_ _:-3g_ ~--':'.9 ~ -- ------ ----··---·- ··----- - -·- -- - -- ··-·- ··-·· - ,_ 
Block 49 . ~_oj&_9-l], _ 360 480 400 400 33 '· 0 500 500 ~_J__§:Q_ . __ J:.~O 0 - 68 -::.Q ---- - --· - -- -- -- --
-- ---- -------- -·- -
49 ,Lots 13 & W-ts of 15 270 360 220 220 33 16 0 ~1113 1000 720 650 -10 - 28 -9_ 
Block 49 .Lots 17 & E½ of 15 405 400 260 260 -1 -1 0 ~JJU-& 190( "-~1:.20 1100 4 - 11 -1 -- -··-- r--- --- -
'P.l r.r>lr 49-Lots 2-4 315 520 440 4'.!Q__ 64 15 - ~ --Q none none nog_~ :n_g_n_e_ -- ---- -- - -
-- ------------ --- ·---- - -- - -- -----. ---- ---~ 1-- ----- --- L-- ----- - ---·- -- - ---· 1--- ------ -- --- ---- ----.,_ ___ -- -
Block 49 ,Lot 6 135 160 200 200 18 11 0 50 5( none none 0 -- --
mock 49,Lot 8 135 160 200 160 18 11 -20 none none 40 5 -87 
Block. 49.Lot 10 113 120 160 16Q_ 6 6 0 none none none none ..... .. 
Block 49 , Lot 12 90 120 40 40 33 - 66 0 none none none none 
Block 49, Lots 14-16-18 450 520 280 280 · 15 -45 0 100 20( 80 100 100 -60 25 
' 
BLOCK 28 The valuation of lots and improvements , by four year periods, from 1926 t o 1940, 
with the per cent of change in valuation for each period, .---- ------------=--
Location of lots 
Valuation of lots, 
1926 to 1938 
Per cent of 
change in 
valuation 
Valuation of improve Per cent of 
ments 1926 to 19J8 change _in 
' valuation 
I 
H. P. Wilson 1926 1930 1934 1938 1930 1934 19,38 1926 1930 1934 1938 1930 1934 1938 
f----------------4----1-----4-----1----- -+---- 1---- -+------Jf+ '" 
Block 1. S25 ' of 1-5-5 1¾500 5560 ll'A.500 Mp_QQ ,_.=:2,Q_ --~4..... f--.O h, 1, 11" "" $8ooc $8000 - 20 o n 
J-.AoP!..!ol .l,l.("\!a<d,..k~l~-~ ]nJ:e.?5~' j,n!_.,;,f_;!:l-=5!d::-~·Fi<----J...!5,!.!,6~0:.::<04-::::..:50='~40 .2600 ___ 2600 ... -.=1_5~+--....::.1:....:4::_+-_0:::...._++-..::::8:=..00::::1(~ 5~0:.::<0~0+--,:5~6~\n~r.u. '.<;;~gnn4-_-.:::5..!...7-i---.:-::,::":...u_o+---.v-n 
Block 1, N25 1 of 1- 5- 5 __ 5600 -~J.i_Q ,...2-_7Q_Q _ ~JQQ _ -:J..3 -14 ___ _Q_ _ 500~ ~.45DD ___ 320( 5200 - 10 - 29 0 
Block ~- Lot __ 7 __ _ ________ ___ _____ 1_359_ --~?.9_0 __ g7_(29_ 2700 -11 _______ g __ _ 
Block 1. L9t"-'-s._9_-=l=l _____ -+-1_9_8_0-+-_1_7_6-+-0 ¥}-50_ 2!~? .. _:_~~ ... _2_2_'·1--_0 nonE none ~_nonJ; J].one __ _ ___ --+------
Pl - ~ 1, 1 r '"'t 1"" 810 720 1000 1000 11 - --'-39-+_ ..cc.O _ __ norn no_ne nonE )l-9=n=e'-'------l----1----, 
Block 1. Lot 15 810 720 900 900 -11 25 __ _ _Q _  1.....IlOlli '-Il.Qll.e.. l-----1---"L1UJ.("\"'.u:"'"-1-----1---1----1 
Pl -~
1
, 1 . .Lp_t __ ""' 1=7'-------+--=81=0"'--+-_7..;.:;2=0~ 8.:;..0:::..:0:....+-- 802 -11 _....l.l. __ _ Q _ __ . .20ill-210.0 __ l,~Q( 1,rnn 5 - 33 0 
07 
" 1' 1. Lot 19 Aln 7'20 7 ~0- __J.5.Q ___ ~.11. ___ _4 ________ Q__ 1 Rnr .l.B.QQ c.-..l40C J.2-00. __ __ .Q_ _-:-_~_ 
Block 1. Lots 21-23 14_:!0.- ..... ~~!0,_ ~-~_QQ_ 1500 ____ 9_ ~----~- __ _p_ __8_0.C . .22.0.0. __ 1.5.QO _lnOO ,_. l.7.li. -41_ .. f----- - --
Block 1. Lots 25-27-29-
31-33-55 5700 5700 34 noni= o;;nhn 1600 1 6nn - - - 4 7 n 5420 460( 24 n 
2'.:'...-.....:4~-~6~-~8 _ _ _ i-:::;:::::.:::..J....._:__~_3_2_~0- 2~~9 r-··--:.l:=:6':'..+-==aZ...j~ ..lL..-l+__::8~04-C _8..:...0_0-+-..:...·~6~50,q-.~~;,i:;l..Lf-n -..l...L...j n .._-...:.al=.5fi"-+..,......_,,n7 450(; 576( -14- 0 
2- 4- 6-8 6000 700( 9500 4250 4f50 36 -45 0 8100 696( 6000 -14. 14 0 
Blo"k 1. Lot 10 400 270 48( 500 7R -16 <;>r:; n~v,, ll""' 0 none Ylr.V, 0 
Block 1 , Lot 12 400 270 480 450 78 - 16 12 ,,..~,,.., Yl/"\Yl 0 none llQYlO 
Block 1, Lot 14 270 480 400 78 -37 35 nOllE 1800 1400 1000 -22 _') Q 
80( 78 -69 :\,65 r:;nr YI AYl 0:, YlAYl~ 'Y'l.-..v.. ..... . Block 1 , Lots 16-18 540 960 300 --
Bl("\,..k 1. Lots 20 22 24 26 1080 J]RC 1?nn , i:::nr 77 -_37 33 """'" none nor!,e _Uf'Yl"' 
P1 ~~1, 1 T.("\t~ 28 30 540 960 600 80( 78 - 37 33 65( 2150 2250 200n 230 .11 
Block 1. Lots 32-34-36 990 152( 1400 140( 53 -8 0 r:;nr 100 100 100 -80 0 0 
There was no 20 per cent reduction in this block in 1934 . 
BLOCK 29 The valuation of lots and improvements, by four year periods, from 1926 to 1940, 
with the per cent of change in valuation for each period. 
Valuat ion of lots , Per cent of Valuation of improve Per cent of 
Location of lots 1926 t o 1938 change in ments, 1926 to 1938 
chan ge in 
valuation valuation 
H. P. Wilson 1926 1930 1934 1938 1930 1934 19.JS 1926 1930 
1
1934 1938 1930 1934 1938 
Blri<'k 5. Lots 1-5-5 i 79() t 800 ~1700* ~1.800 n __ .. ··- -J.2 157 !'6700 t700 il..2.0Q .t.1.aoo 0 71 i:;n 
'Rl nf"lr :'>. T.nt,R 7-9-11-13 720 __ 9..6Q _ __ fil>Q _ _aoo __ ____ M_ -- _,19 4:Z Ann Ann .11nn 9i:;r n i:;n _'.2:Q 
R1 f'\f"V" ?i. T.nts 21-25-?.5 . , 540 _J?Q_ -~q_Q_ 69_0_, . _ . QP --=-~9 ---Jt'L 500 . ,_ __ t,.Q_Q_ _;_ 320. 55( 0 -56 9 
....fil_ock ~_Lots_lS-17-19 _ ···- - · __ 51,9 ... J_gg .. 360_ 600 53 - _~_Q_ 67 900 - ~QQ_ _.E_?_Q 55( 0 ·- -~j__ ~._J)__ -·· 
Block 5, Lot 6 125 120 120 200 -2 O· 67 --- 800 ----~_Q soc -- -4Q_ ... _!__ ' ---·-·- - -- -~- --
· Block 5. Lots 10-12-14 270 560 450 525 35 25 17 __ 500 69Q _ ____ 600 ____ GJX _ _g__o 0 
-1il.o.c.k 5, Lots 2-4 ~hn ?RO :'>hO h00 -?9 98 _6_7 _ _ _l_S_(.)_ ~-4.QQ_ ll.A() 1 .i=;r Hi7 9i:; _gQ 
. 'Rl rv•lr B. L.Q . t. 8 1U: l ?() l 9() 11_5 __ ___ J3 .. ____ .Q __ 41;__ __200 _ __ 4.Q_Q ___ JW 5( inn _LI.() -~g 
Block 3. Lot 16 Q() l 9() l 9() .ll.5- ___ __ 5.3._ ____ Q _ ... 46.._ l FiO _ _5.Q_ -- Q_ ----- ·-· - -·· ---
Block 2 V• Lots 18-20-.2.2-24- -·--· ~-- ··-· f-- ·-·-- - ·- - -·-··-··- -·--- ····- ---· ---- -·-··- - - -- --~-- ----··· - -----~- ---------· -··-..--· -- ··-------·----
26-28 54( 720 fi6() ?;'.2; _99 --- --- -
___fil_Q_Q_k 3. Lots 30-32-34-36 :z;gr .i=;9n 3A() .1.l1 '2.7 --- --- --- 2100 
'Rl ,... .... 1r T.('\ts 18-20 22-24-
·-p------ - -
?.h 9A-n0 52-34-36 1850 -- -- ---- 3500 --- --- ---
Block 3. Lots 27-29 56( 480 240 33 -50 - -c.- -- 28Q- --- 0 --- ---
'Rl rick 3 . Lots 27-29-31 750 --- --- --- ---
'Rl ,...,..1r 3 . Lot 31 180 240 120 33 -50 . -- 500 500 -- 0 --- -
.. Block 3 Lot 53 ___ 203 . 911_() l ?() :z;nn .JlL _ =50_ 1 c:;n ' - ---'Rl ,..,,..1,- R T .r, t ?;F; 203 280 160 400 36 43 87 - - ---
*No 20 per cent reduction in Lots 1-5-5 i n 1934. 
BLOCK 30 The valuation of lots and improvements, by four yoa.r periods, f r om 1926 to 1940, 
with the per cent of change in valuation for< each period. 
,--------------t----''----
Location of lots 
H. P. Wilson 
Valuation of lots , 
1926 to 1938 
Per cent of 
change in 
valuation 
Valuation of improve Per cent of 
ments 1926 to 1033 change_in 
' 
1 valuation 
I 
1926 1930 1934 1938 1930 1934 1938 1926 1930 ·1934 1938 1930 1934 1938 
Sub. 2 of Block 6 . Lots 1-3 $1 A()n 11 ~on It , c;no l 1 c;n n _ 11 __ -=:.6 n l9Ann tc;i c;nn l?1 nn ~20nn _ 1 () _, ,, n 
....fil_.ru:±_6 . Sub. 1 of 1- 5 1800 1680 1600 1600 ... -6 -4 0 none 3000 2400 2700 - - - - 20 12 
m ,._ ,.1r ~-fullh_ 5-4-5-oLJ . .:-::~L . -540.0 _5Q40 .. ,.....~8_QQ ~QQ _ . .-:-:6 - 4 . __ o 2ooq 3QQQ __ 1600 1600 so - 46 o __ 
'Rlnnlr _fi., _La_ts._5~L ·-·-- - ··- _ . ~QQ JZ.QQ ____ 880 __ 880 33 -?~L . __ Q_ _ __ 27(}0 ~4000 1920 2200 ,_ 48 _-50 __ 14 . 
Block 6 , LQt..e-3!-11 . 900 1040 ____ 800 8.QO . . .. _1.5. ... =2.~ __o ??;nn .. 2700 .. _1600 __ ..J..fiQO 17 _,rn _Q __ 
'Rl nr>lr 6 Sub. 1 of Lots 2-4 ·- - --- ----·---~ - -·---·-
& NS ' Sub . 2 of Lots 2-4 4500 ·ooo 3800 5800 - 11 -5 ____ __p_ 115Qoo IT?;mn l ?noo 11 ()()( -1?; -6 -.a_ 
'Rl r,('llr B: BJJ.b, 3 of 2-4 2250 1880 1900 i~9Q_ --~16 __ _ J, _ __ .Q,_ _,.§Q9_ _5.Q.Q ___ QOO 2400 0 -60 0 
m,....-.1r 6~b. 4-5 of 2-4 .1.snn -i;A4n 5200 3200 _,n -11 ...... Q .. - ·- - - ·- - - -··-- - · 
'Rl ,.., ,..,, , P. ·T.nt.s 6-8 5l5.Q -28.0.0 2360 .256.0_ - .. - 1..1 >-· --=-~- -- _o...._ 5Q_Q,Q_ ... ~Q_QO 1280 _!19.Q __ - . ... Q. - 68 §L , 
Block 6 , Lots 10-12- 14 2700 2700 2640 3300 0 - 2 25 500 200 200 250 - 60 0 9c; 
. Block _6. Lots 16-18 1 g ? n 2M'\() 90.1.n ?nan ?t:; - 1 i; 0 5000 2500 1600 1800 -16 - ~g 1 9 
Block 6 , s2or of Sub. 2- 4 1800 1600 :fl10t\a._ 25 2500 not, 0 .-&Q_QQ_ 11 2500 1; qf,P. ,2150 -- - 14 -·· ---
'Rl r,n1r g T.r,t 7 ,z 450 480 400 400 - 16 0 1500 1500 720 650 14 - 52 -9 
'Rlr,l"'lr 6. Lot 15 450 480 400 400 6 _, 0 2250 2000 1280 1100 -11 -36 1.1. 
Block 6 . Lot 17 45( 480 40C 400 6 -16 0 23nn 2600 1600 1400 12 - 38 - 12 
-·-------------·---- . 1-----+--- --+---·- ·--+- - -i----l--- --H----+---..,__--1-- --t- -t--- --t---
BLOCK 51 The valuation of lots and improvements, by four year periods , from 1926 to 1940, 
with the per cent of change in valuation for each period , ~----------------=----
Location of lots 
H. P . Wilson 
Valuation of lots, 
1926 to 1938 
Per cent of 
change in 
valuation 
Valuation of impr ove Per cent of 
ments, 1926 to 1938 change in 
valuation 
I ---
1926 1930 1934 1938 1930 1934 1938 1926 1930 1934 1938 1930 1934 1938 
... 
'Rl nn1' 7. T.n+.c:: l - 3- 5 $1620 $ 1760 $1440 f l44o 9__ -18 _0 none none hon,_~_JlOJJ._e=-+---l---------1 
Block 7. Lots 7-9 900 112.Q_,_ _ _8QQ __ 8 QQ ___ ..2_5 ___ - 29 n hc:nrd.11:i:;nn lH~nn ~?nnn n _ o a o c: 
Block 7. Lot 11 _ -~9 ......  ?.~Q. ,__ 4_Q_q_ ~Q9 _ ~4 _ -:?.~ . _ _9_ E.one _1:!_~E-~ __ lnone none --- - -- --- _ 
Block 7, Lot 15 ·-- - - --·- ___ 450_ 640 ____ 400 _400 20 - 5~_ .. Q ____ 200 ____ 200 ![lone_ ]lone __ O ____ __ ,_ _ __ _ 
'Rln ,..k 7. Sub. 1 of Lots 15-~ 1800 1760 J,650 l ~~Q ___ .=-.2_ -- --=~ _O 1400 l 700_ J,QQO . ... ...lQQ0.__...2L . .a.1 ___ _ 
i---,.u~,,~-µ;;,:;..;;'---+-r-'7_,;C:;..z., .u,,h-4-..._i~!:::e-.!tcd.-~.!=ii.L..i.nlJ,f'~..!.>.!1i:;=·.i..l ?4-_ _ l.---t---- l.-- --l-----4~- -+-- _ . ___ ,._ _______ ............ . ,. ______ ---1-----1---, 
R. R,1! nf' C:nh ? nf 1 5 17 5670 fi?nn 54nO 54nn _ _dL _-4_ ____ _.o_ ll.48Q'°1 u,ir111 _5_nnn ;oor _ 7,9 _ c;n 
1--'Q1.1..t1.u.n.J..1· nd
1'......i.7_,___Nu.2r;,..l.1...'=-.1.ou.f'.......J.1S~ugb~ • ..J2::<.....1.nu.f~J..---i...--1.---i...- __ ,_ ___ . _____ . ,____ - ·· .1..... - • - - - ---- -· - • . ---1--- ~ ----'--- --+------1 
t----------;;::_15=-~-=l::...:..7_--+--=l=-=5:..::5 .::..iO 1160 1500 1500 _-_g_'!._..--_bg_ _ ___ o 250 25_9_,.___ 2QQ_ ___ 20C O __ -20 __ O 
i---,B~l!a!,,...~"k,___r_7.,.__, -Tr~-~Blk~.!,_·~5~2~1n~--l-- -. >-·-·--'--·---··· ____ . ____ ... _ ,_ _ ____ ____ ..... __________ . _______ __ _______ _ ,_ __ ___ _______ '--·- __ 
T-J n Tn,-. ? - d. .f1- A 
Bl ock 7. Lots 10-12-14 
Block 7 . Sub·. 1 of 16 & 18 
Blnck 7. Sub. 2- 5-4 of 16- 18 
'Al ""/. 7 . Lot 12 
i:l1 - -i,.- ,.., Lots 10-14 
2880 4160 
555( 5600 
4500 4000 
720( 5720 
225( 1800 
ex::em pt 
5400 540Q_ 
6?i5C: 67:!=in 
165( 
88C 880 
24DC 2700 
8 - - --
,-..:-11 -15 0 
_ ?n 11 n 
20 - 14 -
- -- 0 
- --- 12 
50 5n lcvemn n --- ---
3500 5500 -- --- 0 --- --
,nnn , son l d.f:n 1, ()( c;n - '7'. _911 
.., ,....., ,, ,...,nl'1t0 1..,,.....,..., 1'11"\1'10 --
1600 1600 950 0 _An ---
1600 144( --- --- _,n 
none none 
BLOCK 32 The valuation of lots and impr ovements, by four year periods , f r om 1926 t o 1940, 
wi th the per cent of change in valuation f or each period , 
,---- - ------ ------
Location of lots 
Valuation of l ots , 
1926 to 1938 
Per cent of 
change in 
valuation 
Valuation of i mpr ove 
IT&nts, 1926 t o 1938 
Per cent of 
cha.nee in 
valuation 
H. P . Wilson 1926 1930 1934 1938 1930 1934 1938 1926 1930 1934 1938 1930 '1934 1938 r-------- - ----+----+-----t-- -+--- --t--- +-- - -+-- ---
'Rl Mk- 10 . Lots 1-3-5 & W~of __ __  - -+-------1·+-- --+-- - __ ,__ _ --- - - ----+--- i----i---- i 
Lot 7 il c;Rn H7.2D_i!L92.5 .$.92-5.. .. __ a_ _-=fil_ 0 st100 --- ~?nn l ?no --- --- o __ 
Block 10. Lots 2-4 __ ______ _ .-1.2.4.2 l3_6_Q ___ l6.Q_O_ 1.600 _ ... 9 . . _17 ___ _ .O_ ..n.QW. ___ nQn~ _2_4_5_Q_ ll.~.nn --- --- - 4.R _ 
~ QCk_lQ,Lot _9 & E½_of __ 7 _& _ __ -- --·--· ____ ---- _________ .. - --- -- __ _____ __ _________ __ ~-----
_ ____ _ W·½__Qf l], 560 480 ---- 2~0 ~_QO_ --~-:i .. - SO _- 25 Jw.n~ none, none "iwne .. 1--- +-----------
m f\l"'k- 10. Lot E½ of 11 & t--"-'-'->"'-""-'"--=.,,,_,__~~=~::___::::.:::::_;~--l----1-- --1--- - -l-- -1-- - -1-----+-- - -----11-- -· - - -··-•o- -•·- •- -----t--·----+- -1 
1 :z;, ., c; ., 7 765 920 725 620 20 -21 -14 --- ----- 1040 ~250 _ -- --- - 3 
'Rl ""k 10. L9...c,t_6"- ----+------"4=5=0 +---"5'"-"6=0-+-_,4-=0c0"'+ -40Q ____ 24 _.=2-,fJ, _ _ 0 .. _ --800.. .$.8.00_ J.lQP~ _11!QlliL_ -·-G - - - - - -
Block 10. Lots 8-10 qnn 960 800 SQQ_ ___ __ _6,--:::l.6._~ ____ Q__ ~ -QQ_ lJlQQ_c-..ll28@_ 9_()Q _____ _ Q_ -~Ea _-.£9-
Block 10. Lots 12-14 9DD>- -~-® ___ 800 _80.0. __  ... 6 __ =16. _ _  Q_ _2ioO .MOO . _18.flO l8Q0 __ _ ___ Q __ - ~J58 -~IlL 
m ""1r 10. Lots 16 1 8 qnn , n4n 880 880 15 16 o ?ti!OQ !>lilno unn 16JOa CD _ia;t:'I _ , .t. 
r------- - - ------t---4-----+- - ----- ---·---+----l- ~-f+-----jf----+---+- --+---+----t- -1 
r-- ----------- l--- --+-- ---+- - --1---__J_--1----l--~+-- 4--~----1----1----1,----4-- -· 
-·---------------l---- -f---~--- - - - +---+-- --- - -+-- -t--- -1----+---+----r---
BLOCK 35 The valuation of lots and improvements, by four year periods , from 1926 to 19L~0, 
with the per cent of change in valuation for each period • 
. ---------------+---"--
Location of lots 
Valuation of lots, 
1926 to 1938 
Per cent of 
change in 
valuation 
Valuatton of impr ove 
ments, 1926 to 1938 
Per cent of 
chanee in 
valuation ------------- ,__.-----.-------r--~---- - --~----- --~------ - r----·-·-- - ·- - - -...,-------:------1 
H. P. Wilson Addition 1926 1930 1934 1938 1930 1934 19;8 1926 1930 1934 1938 1930 1934 1938 
Block l? Lot 1 5 tl c:;11n ~ i:;~n ~2:~n ~~an _z __ ~5-~----- .~ig.gdl.t3Q.Q_j -~-6._Q'.j; __ ~.QJ 0 -tl.R -1 
'Rl,...nlr l?. T,,...t 5-7-9 Al() _12Q___...__480.· 480 ___________ __2Jin r ?t;()n 1.1.nn 170( () -AA ?1 
m """,,. -1.2, Lot 11-1Q=-J .. 5=l1- .. J,Q8J) i;L_Q40 ___ 640.. .640 . .:-3.8. . Q _ _ none. _naruL .none nnn"' 
Block_ 12..t.. Lot_ 2-4-6 ___ _ __ _ 990 '.hQ.~9 . . 1000_ 1 000 5 -3 0 _. 1 20C -~i qg_ _ 880 _ 70~ __ _9_ --=- ~~ _ ::29 
,_ Block 12.,___Lot 8 ... __ 515 520 ____ 240 g~o ---~-- - ~J)~ __ Q_ ___ )1_Qne_ J.~O_O __ 1Q_4Q,... __ _8_Q(_ p _ _ ::::9fi. _-=_5 __ 
'Rl ~,..1r l?, Lo..t...J.Q:-1? ~1!!1.Q__ ....Afil) _ _ 4a_Q _ l __ ,_ _~ _ O . _LSQ(....150.0 .. .... 1040 ..... aruL__o_ _;i;n 
Rln":k_.12. Lot W½ of 16 158 160 1 20 1 20 1 - ~9 ___ __ Q _ _ A<m~- .non~_ none none __ _ _ _ __ ··- - ·· 
R1Mlr lZ.,..._Lot 18 & E¼ of 16 47:3 560 400 ~~~m.P.~_1e __ ::-_g_g3 __ ~~empj _n._one _ _n9.n.~ 1JQ.:P,.~ _..fil)_D,=e_, _ ___ __ _ 
t-- ----- -------+-----1~- --+--·--·-·-- ··· -- - i----- - --~- -·····--- - - ----··----- ·-- -· _,. _ -· ·-·- - --
!-------------------· -,-. .. -·- -· -- -- .. ,. ... ··-- -- .. - ·-·-- - - · ·- ··- .. - -·- -- ~- ----··· ·- ... ·--· - ·--· --- ·-
r-- ------------·---+------1f----+- ···-- .----· --+- - ---+--+--~- +t--- -t-- ----1---t----t-- -+----t-...--1 
t----------------+-----<~- -+-- ---1------+----+- -+-- -- +1------+----+---+----+---r----t--- -
-·- --------- - - - ~ - - - - 1-- --+-- - -- - ---- - - __ __ ,_____ - - - ------- ----- --<---- -- ---- +- -- +-- ---
t---------------t----lt---- -t-- -----it-----t-- - ---t--+-- --t+---- -+-- ---1~-- ·- I"-----+---·-- - - ---
t---- ----------------+-----t----+----t-- -1--- --1+----i-- -t----1---~--- ·--- -t--- -
--------------+---t---- -+---t--- ---t-- --1- --+-- --,H----J------ - -+---·--- - -+--- -+--
(__ ____________ _.L.. __ j__ _ _L.. __ .z....___ .......L... _ ____. __ ~ - -~'-'---·- - - ---~-----~-~ --
I 
BLOCK 34 The valuation of lots and improvements, by four year periods, frqm 1926 to 1940, 
with the per cent of change in valuation for each period. 
Valuation of lots, Per cent of Valuation of i mprove Per cent of 
Location of lots 1926 to 1938 change in ments, 1926 to 1938 
change in 
valuation valuation 
H. P. Wilson 1926 1930 1934 1938 1930 1934 1938 1926 1930 1934 1938 1930 1934 1938 
"Rl ,.,.,..1, 1 R. T.n+. 1 !Ii ~20 i 240 1160 $160 -25 __ __ -B_Q_ _ o 1200 --- $6?,_Q_ j_J.400 --- --- 122 
Block 16 . Lot 5 ?00 _2QQ_ Ll..2Q _  ___ 12.0 __ __ ___ J)_ ,___-40 ~ - 0 - -- - 600 -- --- o __ 
Block 16,_ Lot 5 __ 200 _ 2..QQ ,...12.0 ___ J.20 -· ___ Q _ ·----~40 - __ _o_ ---~__Q 650 --- -- 105 ···- - ------ -··- -
~ock_l6LLot_7 __ _ ___ ____ ___ ______ . ___J_aQ ___ _2QQ -·- ··-··-. -·- 11 .... --- - ·--- --- -- 1- ---- -- ---· --- ···---------· ,___ ---- --- ·--- ---·- -·- - ·- ---· 
Block 16. Lo~~-9-U_ :;;~o 400 __ u _  I 800 1000 25 --- --. -··-· - - . --- --- - - - i----- - - --- ~- ·- ·-·· - 1--- - - ---
Block 16. Lots 7-9-11 560 560 --- -- 0 1155 2000 --- -- 76 ... ---
'Al,_,..,, 16 , Lot 15 ?1 R 900 , i::o , i::o 7 -40 _____ O --- 760 850 --- --- 11 --
Block 16, Lots 15-17 452 640 440 4.9:Q_ ~1'.L ----=~1 0 __ 50.Q __5_QQ_ __ Jj_2D_ 900 -~o R -7 
N4- nf Block 16 2160 2400 11 --- -- 1200 120_0 ____ Q_ --- ------- ----------- ··--· - ·- ---- - ---
Block 16/ Lots 2-4-6- 8-10-12 lQQ_Q __ _ 9Ji0_ _4 -- ----· ~ -·. ·-·· -·-- ··--1-- · ---·-· 1----- ~ r-- · - - · ·- ·---·- - -·----·- --- ~---- - ····- -· ---·------ ·-···· -
Block 16, Lots 14-16-18 -- -- 680 680 - - -- 0 -- - 720 800 11 
-- --, 
,,_ 
' t,,:, 
-- -- -- - -·-· 
BLOCK 35 The valuation of lots and improvements, by f our year periods , f r om 1926 t o 1940, 
with the per cent of change in valuation for e&ch period, 
Valuation of l ots , Per cent of Valuation of improve Per cent of 
Location of lots 1926 to 1938 change in ments, 1926 to 1938 
change in 
valuation valuation 
J. E. Wilson 1926 1930 1934 1938 1930 1931, 1938 1926 1930 1934 1938 1930 1934 1938 
Rl ,...,.1r J::; T.n+<> 1-~-fi !lt.1.ni:; i~Rn i~.a.n l 49f; --:-lL ··- - .5- _-2.5. nr,no:, :n"Il.e_ i.110Il.fL. ~QQ.._ --- ---
_filQ.Qk 5. Lots 7-9 270 2~ _ __ .20.0_ .. 20Q __ . --26... __ - 25 - 0 t 400 ~400 i l h0 .z.on - -~n ? J::; 
Block 5. J.,ots 15-17-19 -- ~_Q-~ _4_e~L __ 3QO_ QQQ. .18 _-..'fl7 ... _Q 500 700 320 350 40 -54 9 ----------
Block 5 ..t. Lots_ 11-15 _________ - · -2_7!)_ __ 12.Q .... 400 _ .500 _ -18_ 235. _ ____ _25 JlQ:PJL JJl_O_Q_ >- __ §_4_Q__ llOPQ _ ---=_g_L >- _ _56 ·- -·-
Rlock s. Lots 21-23-25 338 ~Rn ____ 300 5.00. . . ___ _ §_ __ :7.1_6 \ __ o 500 - -~QQ_ __ g.Q_Q_ L'lfilL 0 -61L _____ Q 
Blnck 5. Lots 35-35 225 240 . 22Q__ .__g,20 7 -8 ___ Q_ 300 200 120 150 - 33 -40 25 
Rlnck 5. Lots 29-31-27 338 360 300 300_~_ 6 -16 _ _____ Q _ ..QQQ__ _200 _ 160 150 -33 - 25 -R 
'Rl r,('\l.r J::; Lots 22-24-26 338 560 300 _Q.QQ__ _ ___ 'l _.=J..6 e--_ .J)_ -- --~QO 200 160 150 -33 -25 -6 
Block 5 . Lots 16-18-20 e X e m p t :...e. X: 'em ___ -Rt._ __ ---- -·- ·-- --- - -·----- --- - --·-- ---
'R1 nl"lr 5. Lots 28-30-32-34-56 . _15.40 __ 60.Q. >-- 5.20 -520 . -·- ],l._ ---::l~- --~ JlQfl~- n.o.n~ -_I)_@!;l _ n..one __ -·· ·----- ·--- ·- --· ---··--
T "" 1 r'I fl 1 len Addition 
Block 76 AU · e X: e m p t e X em p t 
- - - ---- -·· 
-· --· 1- -- - --- - ----- - · 
-- -
-
I 
BLOCK 56 The valuation of lots and improvements , by four year periods, from 1926 t o 1940, 
with the per cent of change in val uation for each period , 
Valuation of l ots, Per cent of Valuation of impr ove Per cent of 
Location of lots 1926 to 1938 change i n ments , 1926 to 1938 
ch,rnge in 
valuation valuation 
J . E. Wilson 1926 1930 1934 1938 1930 1934 1938 1926 1930 1934 1938 1930 1934 1938 
"Q1 ,..,..1, 6. LotR 1-3-5-7 i450 1£500 i:360 $360 11_ .. :-28 __ _ _p i400 lt5_QQ_ j;J..iz.Q_ ~QQ .9F; -~n .17 
Block 6. Lots 9-11 225 2QQ__ ._. 1-60 .. .. l60_. -2 20 0 "'""'"' "' ......... ,, "' ......... 0 "'""""' 
.:11 .... ,..1, ~ - Lots 13-15 - ._2.2.5. L.200 __ .... ....16.0_ 160 .:-.2 -~20 _____ Q J!one _  -~QQ __ '--J___gQ_ , .. J,,50 --- -40 25 .. -
~ k 6...,_ Lots 18- 20-22-24 _ _ -4..SD. _4QO_ ----~20_ 160 .. -11. -20 . - -••A- -• .- • .. 50.Q .... --5.0_Q_ - . .2.4.0_ . ....30Q_ ___ Q_ .... -::.52. .. .25. . 
mock 6 ~:t,e__g_2-24 __ lfil) _ ,, ~~filL ·- - - ---- -·--- -- -- . -- L... ____ -- ------~--- L----··-. "Al ,..,.. 1, .. Lots 26-28 225 200 160 16Q -2 _:---20 o_ ___goo ..... 2.0.0 __ ... .l.6Q .. . J. .. 5Q_ __ Q _c;,n -f-
m ,...,..1., .. T.nts 21- 25 225 9nn 160 160 n -20 ____ Q_ _ _QQQ__ ~.QQQ...- 1 ~n l F;() 0 -48 -fi t::, -
Block 6, Lots 17-19 225 200 160 .l.69_ -=.2 _::--...20 1--- . ..0.. .__5..0.Q -40...cL __ ,28Q "2;nn - 2( -50 "t:7 
Block 6 . Lots 25- 27- 29 538 ~()() 240 240 ...::-ll. .......::..2..9_ 1---- 0 600 70Q_ '-_4QO_ __1QO_ ___ J_..2__ -~1.~ _Q_ 
Block 6. Lots 31-53-35 ~Q8 ._ 50..Q. .. -- 2 .. 40 .. -2..40 ... -11 -20 __ _Q ~....BOQ ~..B..50 .. L-...400 .... ..500 .... '-· .... .a .. _:=-5.6 .. ._.2..5 --
"Rl-~1, T.,..+a 2 4-6 '2;~A 500 200 200 -11 35 0 100 50 80 50 -50 CU'\ 37 
Block _6. Lots 8-10-12 ~'ZA ~on ')_d() 94() -11 _9() 0 ,~ ,;,rin ,;,rin ,;,nn 53 0 0 
Block 6 . Lots· 14-16 225 200 160 l ~() -2 -20 0 o;,;nn ,:z:nn , e::n 1 c:;n 0 -47 - 6 - --,-- -Blnck 6. Lots 54-36 ??5 200 l An l An -? _9n n 200 800 520 BOO 300 -35 - 42 
Block 6. Lots 30-32 225 200 l An l An -" _9() n ~nn 3nn 200 1 t;(\ n _-:.:oz _ye; 
I I . 
BLOCK '37 The valuation of lots and improvements , by f our year periods , from 1926 to 1940, 
with the per cent of change i n val uation f or each period, 
Valuat i on of l ots , Per cent of Valuation of improve Per cent of 
Location of lots 1926 t o 1938 change i n ment s , 1926 to 1938 
change in 
valuat ion valuation 
I 
J . E. Wilson 1926 1930 1934 1938 1930 1934 193B 1926 1930 1934 1938 1930 ·1934 1938 .. 
'R1 ,..,.1r , n r.,.,+q 1 .~ ~')')I:; l9d.I) ,t.9no 41:i i:;n _7._ -=],_6 -25 !£500 l®JL IR-9..Q__ _j_Q.50 9() _d_() _ -.r, 
Block 10. Lots 5-7-9-11 ?7() 48.Q___ _280 . -·· 280_ ... -1.8._ ._:::1&__ 1--- 0 ~no 1000 4()() 10n _r,;n _, 9 
R1 nr>lr lQ_, LQt ----- - _ 93._ _1_g9 __ _ ].~Q- -~~9 78 33 -25 none none none none -. 
,-Blo.ck. lO-,.. w .t.s_ .4-6 ____ _ ··- - _li.6_ -2..40_, .... 16.0 _ .. 160_ 64 - Q3 ___ ______ p_ pon,.§_ _ngne n,Q.:r;i_e_ .AQne ---~---··-
_filock 10, Lot 8 - 67 120 80 _JiQ __ .. _'l8 -55' 0 none n~!!-~ .!!9..!!_e_ _l_QQ_ -··- --
Block 10, Lot 10 omitted --- -- -- ---- ---- ... _ .. _____ -----
-- -·--------- --- - -·- - ~ ·-·---
- ··-- - --- --- - --· - -- -~-- --
------ ~-· --- - ·- -· ----· - --- --··- L..__ ----- --- -- -···--- -· ------ --·---- -- ------ - ·- ·---- --·-·--
--
- · -· I 
... .. 
.. 
I 
HLOCK 58 The valuation of lots and improvements, by four year periods, from 1926 to 1940, 
with the per cent of change in valuation for each period. 
,-------------1------''---
Location of lots 
Valuation of lots , 
1926 to 1938 
Per cent of 
change in 
valuation 
J. E. Wilson 1926 1930 1934 1938 1930 193L~ 193S 
Valuation of improve 
ments, 1926 to 1938 
1926 1930 1934 1938 
'Al ,...,..1, 1 A; T.n+.~ 2-4 <t'Z.Af\ ~d..df\ ~'.'C.Af\ ~~Af\ fil) __ ___ -41 _Q""---1'-W""'-""'-"'----H"""-' tann iAQQ_ .JAillL 36..0.0 
Block 18. Lot 6 180 ~O __ J,..9Q _ -· l_p_Q __ .. ~1=1~- - -2""-0'--+-__ 0~f+-.C-~-~--+--'-~+----" 900 1400 802 800 
Block 18, Lot 8 ______ ___ 180 _ 2_QQ __ l6.Q _ 160 _ U _ _ --::.20 ___ .J)_ 9900 2000 1600 1600 
Block 18i Lot _  lO ______ ___ __ ~8.Q __ _2QQ .. 16.0. __ 160 11 -20 _ ____ O_ l8_9_Q __ 1JJQQ_ ,_ _9~Q. lQO_Q _ 
Per cent of 
change in 
valuation 
I 
1930 ·1934 1938 
0 -fiO i:;n 
56 -46 32 
-9 -20 0 
_ -n_ .:.10_ - -- -~--
-
Lfil..ock l~_Lot 12 -- -----'----'1..,.oz.c"1.i:;-'---190.,n~n ___ .l60 l.QO __ _ __ 48_ ... -20' 0 -- -=-=- ___ ::--=:-__ ....==.-:: __ ..,_ _ _..,___ ________ _ 
. 'Rl nck 18. Lots 14-16-18 1 An 280 156 1~5 56 -51 -8 _lgOO ) .. 200 _ ___ 720 .. 650 0 -40 -10 
.....Bl.a.ck 18. Lot 1 rnn 9.dn , an _lfil) oz. oz. - .5.5.. ___ _ __Q_ _..5.00 __ _6.QQ_ 240 9Fi0 ?n -~O __j__ 
Rlnck 18. Lot,s 5-5-7 ,d()i:; .dA() 'Z,A() _ _B,6.Q __ ...J.a .. __ :=.2.5 _ _ __Q_ 18..QQ_J.5,00 _,, 880 850 -35 -?Fi _:2; 
Block 18. Lot 9 ar\ 1 An 1 M -1..20... __ JJl __ g_5 __ ____ Q_ __ 800 800 48Q_ _QQO ____ Q_ . -40 4 
Block 18. Lots 11...:13 ___ lB.0 _. 5.20 __ 200 .. _ 2QO. ___ nL-57 ___ Q__ l.Q.QQ_ J .. QQQ __ _i,_@ __ 650 __ -13 ____ "'."51 _ _  l. __ 
Block 18, Lots 15-17 qn 80 10 5 11 87 -50 - - 10 5 -50 
.------....,__---------11----l-----------·--· - - --1----i.-~ -U- ~--+----+--+----+----t----J 
.---------------lf-----+---+---J.._ _ __J_. _ _J. __ J.._ _ ___l.J~-+-----+-~~--4---+---1------
-· --------------· ---- -I--- -+---- - - -~~--J----+---++----+--+---~---+--t----t--·-
BLOCK 39 The valuation of lots and improvements , by four year periods, f r Qrn 1926 t o 1940, 
with the per cent of change in valuation for each period. 
Valuation of lots, Per cent of Valuation of improve Per cent of 
Locat ion of lots 1926 to 1938 change in ments, 1926 to 1938 
cha.nge in 
valuation valuation 
J . E. Wilson 1926 1930 1934 1938 1930 1934 19J8 1926 1930 1934 1938 1930 '1934 1938 .. 
Bl ock 20. Lots l-~5-7 $765 $100( $520 . $520 31 -- ----48 0 ~500 ~Q_ lJH.90 $350 - 40 35 -12 
"Rl ,... ,.. lr ')() T.,-,t 9 180 24( --~Q - - J3_Q__ ··---~- -66 0 , ~nn 1500 720 6!;() ')F, _ i:;') _,n --
Block 20. Lots 15-15~17 --- ·- Ji1Q_ _ _ _?_§_( ~- -·- - ---- -· - <,1;:l. .. ·- ---~ , f-- ·-~~-- _7.5()._ _Jl.QQ_ _LD.QM n.on,:, 7 - --- -
Lfil._Q_ck. 20., __ Lots_l5-17 __________ - - - --- -·- -· __ J . .6.0_ . . 1£0 .. --- - -· ---- _____ _()__ --- - ------- ---·-·- 400 . _?.90 --- _-:§.Q_ --- -··--
UlliicL2J4...Lo:t_l.3 _ __ 8 -~-Q --- ---\ __ Q -··- ·---- - -·- ·-- -·- -- ---- -- --- ---- - -----
. "Rl ,.... ,..1,- 20. Lot 11 180 24( 80 80 35 -66 0 - . 14.00 150Q_ _ ___ 7.?Q_ ___ 7.so 7 - 52 4 
"Rl ,.,_,..,,. .2.Q., .... L.o. +.~ 2. .4 495 60( 480 480_ __il __ _.=2.CL ____ Q __ 800 900 560 600 1 2 - ~A 7__ --
Bl.n~k 20 . Lot 6 & wl of 8 ~RA 4?R 300 3QO __ ,__.30 ___ _=30 .. _ _Q _ n_c;>!le none none none 
tn ,.,_,..,,. ')() : ..La.t._10 & E½ of 8 ?;?;A 42_8 ~QO BOO - 9..Q __ ....=15.0_ ---····o __ none IlQil!L :.Jl.on_e. .n..one. --·----- - -----· - -
m ,....,..1,- 2.0. T&:LJ..2-J.:4 _45.0. · ... 5.6.C r- ·400. -40D _ _ 25 ..... -.29 e--.lL. J.OOQ. __ .aoo. -....560 _ _g_QQ__ ... -20.-- - -W. ---61--
"Rlr.r>k- ?n. T.nt.~ 16 -18 ,1.f;() 60( .1.nn <'1.(l(l 33 -35 0 2000 1500 1080 1400 -25 - 28 ~() 
--
- -~-- - ~------
-· .. ---~--- t--- ·- - --~-- -··· 
·- -
--
BLOCK 40 The valuation of lots and improvements , by four year periods, from 1926 t o l 9L~O, 
with the per cent of change in valuation for each period • . --- ---------------=----
Per cent of Valuation of improve Per cent of 
Location of lots 
Valuation of lots , 
1926 to 1938 change in 6 cha.nee in valuation ments , 192 to 1938 valuation --------------+--------,--- ---;- ---+---~~..c.;._"-'t--''-'-----4-1---- ~-~-----~-- ---1 - --===c.=.;.._-
.T. li'. w; 1 ,.. ,..,,... 1926 1930 [1934 1938 1930 1934 1938 1926 1930 1934 1938 1930 1934 1938 
t----"'Al= l --"2=2"-=&~Tr~._2=5"--------+!=6=3-=0---l-"1=9-=-60=-4-_~-- +-----"'5g_ - - - --- tl 200 il._OQQ _ _____ - · --- .J----==1=6+-- -----+------, 
1--.._A, l._.l.__.,_?_...·9 _,.._<>vA.L.__.1-=-~2....._~- -----+----1------ltl.BQ _ _$2Q.Q_ ___ --+---- - ----_,.,?..,..S'--1-,._- -+-- - --l-'!r..::5=2-=-0.___µli~5=0=0---.-_-_-_-......__--_---+-_..:,:.-3 
i-------~l=--...... 2,,_-...,5~ --- - _ _____ e ~- -L_!!.}_p_j ~ ___ . .. . _ ____ _ _ ...... -~ -~- Jll __ I) t_ ____ --· - --- ~---1---
- ---- - - - - - ------+-_ __,_ __ _ _ ·--- - ., --- __ ,. __ -----
i------------- - --+-------l-- -l-------:l---4-- --J.-- -- +---- -- -··-.- - .. ···--·.. r----- ___ ,_ 1--- -+- -r 
t---- - - - -------...J-------J---J.----l- - .-J.-- --L--.!- ---- - --- _ ____ , __ ___... ____ - - ----- - - - -
r-------- ----------1-- --'-----!.-- --'-·-- ·-- --·- ___ ..., --- - ... - ----- - ---· - --1--- --1- ---l-- -+- --1 
t----------------+--------1~--+--- --1:_ __ __,_ ---- ~-- - - -~---- - --- ---- --·-- -
- - - -- --- - -- -- .,.. ... ··----· -- ---- ----- - --
r------------ ---~- -----J- -+---- --~ - --t---J--~- -1-1-- -4-- -+---J.--4---+---h--~ 
---------------- - 1----1---· ·- - - -~l----~ --4- - ---t+----t-----+----+-----+-----+-- ----+----
r------ ---- - - ---+----t- - -t--- --t---t-- - -+---t-- -+,1---+-·--+-- - - --~ ----- - -
t----------------+-- ~--+----4---+----+--+--- ---+1---+---+- --I ___ .___ -
:----------------+------,f---- +--~ f---- -+-- --+--+--- -+i-----+----4--4----+--·- ---------
·--- _ _, _______ ___,_ _ ___, 
BLOCKS 41, The valuation of lots and improvements , by f our year periods , from 1926 t o 1940, 
42 , 45, & 44 , with t he per -cent o-f change i n valuation for each period. 
Valuat i on of l ot s , Per cent of Valu ation of i mp:rove Per cent of 
Location of lots 1926 to 1938 change i n ments, 1926 to 1938 
cha,nge in 
valuation valuation 
I 
Leobold and Allen 1926 1930 1934 1938 1930 1931. 1938 1926 1930 1934 1938 1930 1934 1938 
-- ---
BLOCK 41 ---- - - - · ·· . -· -- -·-·-- -
'l'ra.,...:LN..<LL 4- 5 . 5A -· -··- - --···- $450 _$600 __ _t299_ . $2-£?.0. 53 ' _-:Q(;i __  25 -- non~. !!.9 n. E? ___ non~--_none -- --- ---' - -
·- --· -------- - ----·- - -·-· - - -- -----·--- --··-- __ ,_ - - --- ---- ---- - - -·-- ~ - -- ----·-- - -- -- -- ------- ---·- -·- - -- --- -. 
:SLQ_QK _42 _ ___ __ \ - -·· -- - ----- ------- --- - - --·· --- -- ---- --- - - ·-·- - - --~----
Tract 4-8 $720 $960 $320 $400 55 -66 25 none none __ }'!_<?._l]~ _ __ D,_one --- --- -----
BLOCK 45 -- ----- - --- -- --- ---- :__ _____ - ·--·-··- - ---- - ··-·-· 
'l'-,,.,:, nt._]_2-J- <> 11 t 560 t 320 i l6.Q_ E_O_Q_ --- -::J-1. -=-~Q_ _ __ 25 _ -_j~_Q_ __IQQ_ __ $~0_ _ __ $_SQ ___ __ Q_ ___ §_Q _ .=.37 
- ------··· -------- --· ··-·-···- ------ --· ···- -- ---- --- ·- ..... .. ·- ··- -- ··· - ----··- -------· - ·· ··--·- · -·-··---· ---·«--
BLOCK 44. 
--'fi:_ac_ t 16-17. all $900 $880 --- --- - 2 --- -- ~2500 $2000 --- --- - 20 --- ---
Tract 16-17, Lot 2 - --- t 200 $1_1Q_ --- -- -15 --- --- $640 $2280 --- --- 0 "~ - -- -
Tract 16.'..17, Lot 5 ~90 1 i::;o --- --- _i::;:;; --- --- AAO ?1 0 0 - --- , 2;a __ 
Tract 16-17, Lot 4-5 nf"\+. 1 i s+.<=> rl f'-rn m · l Q 2;A +.n 1 Q?i7 
--- --- --- 145 --- --- --- --- --- 100 1250 -- -- ---
-· -----·- - -
: 
BLOCK 45 The valuation of lots and improvements, by f our year per iods , f r om 1926 t o 1940, 
.-----------w_i_t_h __ t _h_e_,p,__e_r_cent of change in valuation f or each period, 
Location of lots 
Valuation of lots , 
1926 to 1938 
Per cent of 
change in Valuation of improve IT£nts, 1926 to 1938 
Per cent of 
change in 
valuation valuation 
Leobold Ulen & Co. Addition 1926 1930 1934 1938 1930 1934 19;8 1926 1930 1934 1938 1930 !1934 1938 
.. 
Block 20. Lot 1~5-5-7 & t---==~~~~!.--=:~~__:__~--1-----+-----J.---l---_J_--- ··------+---++-------1---~ - --i----+---~--l---1 
W-¼ 9 l l598il~Q,_$1_~Q9 130!B __ =.7_ __ -:39 0 $650( f56OC $400( -14 -28 
Rlnck io, Lot 11-15 & E½ 788 ___ ~_(?.Q_,__ ~Q(2 __ ?OI_D_ -~-- --~-2 ___ _Q_ $1500 __ 14O( _ _ 64_,(+--6_5_O--f------+--~1----- --6 -14 -.28 
..__Blo.ck . .:20.#- Lot. 15-17 _ _ ___ __ _ 72C ... 680 . __ 6OC _ .. 601 0 -5 ~1_!._ ____ Q___ .. 23O~>-25O(n 96( 9_5-4-C __ 
4 
8 -61 -1 
w--··-~- f,- - -·--
R1 --1 p 20_, Lot :2-4. 81C 680 ____ 60( _991~ ___ l:~- .. -U 0 6000 550( 52 0(~-~_§_Q_C1-----t----8 -42 -18 --- -----
~n --1r -;,n~ 6 5U 320 28C 280 1 -12 0 __ _ _?JOQ ____ .?_3-9~ 128( .!?.~-- 0 -44 -2 
-5l 'R.1 ock 20, _LQj, 8 5U 320 3H 28 ) 1 -1 -11 150 lOID none 5200_-1----1-------1----
-15 Rl ock: 20, Lo.t. rn 3H 520 511 _?§_) 1 --=-~--_-:!] _ _ !?:?~ _n_o __ n_e+--_5 __ 2_0+-_4_50---J----+--+-----J 
~, ,...,..1,- ?Q.,__L.Qt 12-14-16-18 135C 1520 ll6C 102) -:2 -12 -9 
Rl ,_,.1,- 20 Lot 12-14 ----·-- -· ·-· --- -·-·- .. -- ---~~ -~-~- -- ==~~--=~--~---++- -~-?-.~-! ... _·_-~-~~e- --~<:>I:_E _!:~~ _ ---~~ -- ------ =---·--
R1 --1, ?fl T.nt 16-18 40( 4)( 40( 700 0 0 75 
-- .. ----------1--+--+---+--~--t----+--~-- i----...J---L----l..--J---i---__j 
r---------, ---------+--~--J_··--- -1------· -- -···--t--~-~---H----~--1-----1---.J----+----+--1 
-··------------------ . - -+--·-· '-------4---- -4----l---- - --H---+-------lf-----+----+------lf----1 
BLOCK 46 The valuation of lots and improvements, by four year periods , from 1926 to 1940, 
with the per cent of change in valuation for each period. 
Valuation of lots, Per cent of Valuation of improve Per cent of 
Location of lots 1926 to 1938 change in ments, 1926 to 1938 
change in 
valuation valuation 
Leobold and Allen 1926 1930 1934 1938 1930 1931~ 1938 1926 1930 1934 1938 1930 
1
1934 1938 
Rl ,...,.,1r 41 -- .. 
50 X 125 ft . E. end $90 $160 -~ ~ - $100 . _7_1_ -50 25 $200 $1200 $640 $650 0 -45 1 -- . - - -
50 X: 125 ft . E. end ___ 90 _ _ 1_6-Q_ .--8.0_ - lOO 7.7 -7_5Q - _  25 __ _non~ ___ l}Qp._e none none -- --- --------- ·- -
L E_CL.x._12 5_ f'..t .• __ J~ --~nd ________ - · -- _aQ _ ___ l60. _ ___ 8_Q __ . .lOO 77 -?9_ ____ 25 __ .J..8.QQ -15-QQ __1_2Q _ -1.5.0 __ . ..=l-6._ _-::.5_.2_ - _ _ 4. _ 
Bal. of 41 90 240 10 JP _ =!:§!3_ --- I -- nr,n,::, _..none -none_ ln.O.n.e_ ---·--- --- - r -·-·····---- --...___ __ 1--- --8 
Tr . 50 K 125 in NE corner 90 160 80 lOQ _ _ 77 -50 25 __aoo -··- 80_Q ___ 540 -- ~QQ__ 0 -50 -% -
-·-·--·- -- -
- -- - ··-- - - -·- ·· -- -- ------ - ~----·-- - --- - · -
-- -- --- - 1------ - - ~ --- --~- - ·--- - -- -- -- - --- - -· 
--· 1---·····--·-i---- - - - - -- - ------·- --- -- ···- --- -- - ~- --- -- ------ ----- - - ------- ------------ . ------ --- ------ --- ---
--
··- r---- - ---- - - ----
-·· -- -----· 
-
--
; 
BLOCKS 47 & 4$ie valuation of lots and improvements, by four yca.r periods, from 1926 to 1940, 
with the per cent of change in valuation for each period. 
Valuation of l ots" Per cent of V_aluation of i mprove Per cent of 
Location of lots 1926 to 1938 change in ments, 1926 to 1938 change in valuation valuation 
I 
1934 Leobold and Allen 1926 1930 1934 1938 1930 1934 19:38 1926 1930 1934 1938 1930 1938 -
-
BLOCK 47 - -- - - . - ·· . ----
ti 1 7 Rl.JJ.Ck.. 55 ;l270 _ $520 $140 _  $J7.5 -::l8 . -:--56 . __ .4.5_ - ~~-- Il.Qll.fL .n.o.ne._ --- --- ----·- ----- ··- . -- -·· 
-- ~-··---- ·-- ·---~- - ···- - - - - - ---- -- . . --- --- - - ... - ---- --- ·- ---- .. - -· -·---- --~--- - - ·· -- . - ·------ --- -·--- ___ ___ ,.. __ . BLOCK_48 _ __ ', 
-·- - --· .. . ··- - - ·--···- -- -- -· - --- - - ·· __. _____ _ - - -.:.- ---- --t------
ll 11 "Rl nr>lr S7 $180 1280 ;.il 40 l!g_o.9_ --~6 ___ -50 45 P.Q:n.e • .JlQ.tl.~- .IlQUl3. $.lOQ -- -- ---
-- --- ----
- - - -- - - - --- -· ----- - -·- - - ---- -- - -- -- ---· - -
- ----- --- -----.. ~--- - -- >-- - --- - -- --· - --·-- -- - --· 
----- -1---. - - -------- -- - - ------ .. - - - ···- -- -- --- --- ·- r----- -- -- ------ - - ---- - -- --------- . -- ~- -~ - - ·- -~- -·- ---
-- - - --- - ·· 
-- --- ·- -----
-
BLOCK 49 The valuat i on of lots and impr ovements , by four year periods , from 1926 t o 1940, 
wi th the per cent of change in valuation f or each per iod . .---------------t---"'--
Locat ion of l ots 
Valuation of l ots , 
1926 t o 1938 
Per cent of Valuation of impr ove Per cent of 
change i n ments, 1926 to 1938 change in 
valuat i on val uation 1---- ---------- - ·------r----,.-- --t-- - ---f- -----'---'i=-=..=....c:;;::..c.:....--++-- --,-------,--- - .---- -+--- --"-====-;c--::-=-----; 
Normal Addition 1926 1930 1934 1938 1930 19% 19_38 1926 1930 1934 1938 1930 1934 1938 
i--B_l _o c_k_ 5~, _L_o_t_s_N____,_½......._o_f _l_ &_ 2 _-+--=-t:1=0=--'5'-+"-$-'-'-20-'0~ $=---1=0"--'o'----+'L$=:1 0=-'o=---+---=-9Q _ __ _:-__c:5c0=--+------=-0--t,F)l=8-=0=0_ -t"'iJ,.{3_0.Q lJ112.0 !b.QOJJ..+O -.>.L-4 n ---=;.u.· oz;~u+----1---l 
m ,., ,..1r ?i _ T.nt.!': s-k- of 1 /1, 2 255 200 ___ 129 ___ 1?0 ____ -14 - 40 0 none none n rme nm,,,. --- --- ---
Block 5 , __ L_o_t_ 5 ____ _ _ _ _ _lpQ _  200 _ _ l QO_ l_QQ _ __ 55 __ _ -:.50 _ _ o __ 1800 __ 1800 _112Q,_ 1120 O - 38 7__ 
~ ck 5, Lots 4- 5-6____ _ ___ _ _4_5p _ ___4_ao_ _____ -240_ 240 __ 7 -5Q _____ Q pQn~ J__2_QQ 760 - -~~-Q_ __ -:=:-_ - -=-57_ ___ 25 
LJil_Q_cL5_,_ _ _19t__1 _________ ~1~s~s_,______2=0~0 ·h-_1 0 0 100 _____ 27 -~so ·- o 
Block 5 . Lot 8 158 9 0 0 _J,Q_O_ Ll.OQ_ _2,__7__ ,__:=.50. _ _ _ Q none IlQl).~ _ __ none JJQpe - - --- ---- -
Blo~k 5 . Lot 9 1 FiR 200 _lQ_Q_ 100 27 -=--51) _ __ _Q ___ -~one none none none --- --- ---
~,,.,,..1r 5 . Lot 10 225 500 160 _!_gQ__ ____ Q_5_ __:-_J,_'l _ _ Q_ __ _?_~_50 2200 J):6_( 1100 -6 - 2 - 5 
r----- - --- ----- --+- ~>------4-- ---J-.- -·- ·--- - ---- - -~ ····--·~- - ~ ·-- - --- --~ - --- - -- -- - --- - - - -- -
t---------------~- -----·· --- ···-· -- ·-----·-- -- -···-· -·- ···- -- ---- -·- -·- ---···- ··--·-···- . - ------ - - - ··-----· f---·- ------ -·- ··-- --··-,___ ____ _ ., __ 
r-------.... ------------1- --+---l-- ----·------- ·-··---+--~~~ --H- - -l-----+--+---+---~----t-,,---t 
r---------------+------1- - -l--- --J.---l-----l-- --1---- ~ l-----+----J.---l----+--+---+--- --
--- ----------- - - -- ---- -1----- -t-- ----+- - -- - - -l--- - +----~ ---+~--4------+---+-- -+--t--- -t- -1 
BLOCK 50 The valuation of lots and improvements , by four yca.r periods , f r om 1926 to 1940, 
with the per cent of change in valuation for each period1 .-----------------='---
Location of lots 
Valuation of lots, 
1926 to 1938 
Per cent of 
change in 
valuation 
Valuation of improve 
ments , 1926 to 1938 
Normal Court Addition 1926 1930 1934 19~~-~0 193Li- 19;8 1926 1930 1934 1938 
Per cent of 
ch2.nge in 
valuation 
1930 
1
1934 1938 
Block 5, Lot N½ 1 & 2 $180 #240 $160 $160 ___ Q?, ___ -53 0 t l500 l!J>.ill l..J§.40 !800 7 .r,7 9c; 
Block 5. Lot st 1 & 2 $180 240 180 __ 180 _ . 5 -25 0 1400 150( 640 800 7 57 9c; 
m Mi,.__,~, TJot ~..A. _______ ____ U .5 __ p_2Q __ 2<l,Q _ ,2j0 '2. . -:-£..5 ... ___ _() _ __ ...220.0 ._..lBD.L.JAOO L1.7.c:n _, A _9 9 9c: 
L_Elo_ck _5_, _Lot_ 5 & _6 _____ .... _ _E7_Q ___ -9.,gQ .. 240 _ 240 18 - 2 ;:5 _______ 0 ___ __ 2J~Q_Q '--l€10CM,0Q __ .l.7.~Q _ _ -UL :::.22 .. _ ~ _2fi _ 
,____fil.o..ck....B..,_ __ L_o.t__7_&_J3 ,270 320 . _ ..240 ~..4Q __ .. J..8 __ ::-2.5~ _Q_ ~Mn J250Ll.6DQL.2.8D..0 .. W6-.L,,~1i.!L_,__-75 _ 
Block 5. Lot 9, 10, & 11 405 520 560 560 -21 _ 12 0 _ _ J:Q00 .._ __ 120( __ --~.[Q ___ 7Q.Q ___ 2.Q_ _F;:i; 71 
,__fil9ck 5. Lot 12 & 15 270 520 240 240 18 - 25 0 .__?9Q~JJ>Q~ _ _¥)Q~f?00 215_ -60 _ ~Q 
Blnck 5-1-Lot 14 & 15 
Blo~k 3. Lot 16 & 17 
270 520 240 _ 240 __ 18 _  - 25 0 .._ 120Q _ l?(X -· 640 700 0 -4 7 71 
315 400 52Q_ ,__ _  .2-7--_ f--20 _ _,__ __ _Q __ ...i..i._::n:.::..:o,..:::n=e..l--_ . ~2.n~ _ g~oo __ ------ - -----!----
1-- --------- ------J------~-- t----• ·- ._, _________ ---··- . _ .... ···- --- ---- -- - - - -· - ----··- - -·---·- ___ .. _____ .. . ·-------·- --- - - !..-- -·-··- -
i---------------l---~--l.- - -- -,-.......---- - .. ------1----1-~ -H-----,I----+---+--+---+---+-,---, 
_ .. ________________ - -- -i-----+-----~--1--- - -- - ·-- - 1----- - ~- ---1-1---1----4-------,l----+----+---l---1 
t-------------1---4---l----.+-----+--~---+-----+1---~--l---------<f---+---+---1 
